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1.0 INTRODUCTION 
This is the final report on the Nimbus D Rate Measuring Package program, 
Contract NAS 5-10391. The program has been conducted by the Sperry Gyroscope 
Division of the Sperry Rand Corporation under the technical direction of the Systems 
Engineering Branch, Systems Division at the Goddard Space Flight Center (GSFC). 
The program was initiated on 9 May 1967 and officially concluded on 31 May 1970. 
The specified application and functional requirements for the Nimbus D Rate 
Measuring Package (RMP) design were different in two key areas compared to the p r e -
vious Nimbus B RMP. The Nimbus D RMP was to be the prime yaw axis ra te sensor for 
the Nimbus D spacecraft and as such, had to mechanically and electrically interface 
with the new Attitude Control System (ACS) designed and developed by NASA/GSFC. 
A second requirement, imposed by NASA/GSFC, was to provide capability within the 
Nimbus D RMP to utilize either the Kearfott Alpha II ball bearing gyro or the Sperry 
SYG 4200 gas bearing gyro. These units a re mechanically and electrically interchange-
able in the Nimbus D RMP with an appropriate set of relay cards to control the starting 
and running logic for each instrument. 
The Nimbus D RMP design is fundamentally an extension of the successful 
Nimbus B RMP experimental sub-system. In order to mechanically interface with the 
Nimbus D ACS, a new RMP housing was required. The internal mounting of the PC 
cards, electronic sub-assemblies and the gyros was an almost identical carryover from 
the Nimbus B RMP design. To comply with the necessity of interfacing two gyros, the 
electronics and harness were modified such that utilization of either gyroscopic in-
strument in the system was accommodated by simply changing two relay cards . 
One prototype and two flight ra te measuring packages were manufactured and 
delivered under this contract, each with a ball bearing gyro. A set of bench test equip-
ment and a set of spare RMP electronics were also delivered as part of the Nimbus D 
Program. The gas bearing and ball bearing gyros utilized in the Nimbus D RMP's 
were supplied by NASA as GFE from the ear l ier Nimbus B RMP Program, Contract 
NAS 5-9571. 
The objective of this program was successfully fulfilled when on 10 April 1970, 
the Nimbus IV spacecraft was launched with Kearfott gyro S/N 4 in Rate Measuring 
Package FT04 S/N 7. The RMP operated continuously for about one year as the pr ime 
yaw axis sub-system. This final report presents a description of the equipment de-
livered and discusses, in detail, the engineering effort associated with the integration 
of the Kearfott Alpha II gyro into the Nimbus RMP. Included in this document is a 
discussion of problems encountered with the Kearfott gyro and a summary of life data 
on these instruments. 
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2.0 OBJECTIVES AND PURPOSE OF EQUIPMENT 
2.1 Objectives. The overall objective of the program was to continue the development 
of an advanced Long Life Rate Measuring Package, designed for a five-year useful 
life as a meteorological satellite control sensor . The Nimbus D RMP was designed to 
mechanically and electrically interface with the spacecraft ACS and have the capability 
of utilizing either the Kearfott Alpha II ball bearing gyro or the Sperry SYG 4200 gas 
bearing gyro as the ra te sensor . 
The basis for the Nimbus D RMP design was the successful Nimbus B RMP 
experiment aboard the Nimbus 3 spacecraft. Fundamentally the same design approach 
was taken in the development of the Nimbus D RMP as was employed in the design and 
development of the Nimbus B RMP. Two noteworthy modifications were introduced in 
the development of the Nimbus D RMP. Fi rs t , the mechanical s t ructure was modified 
to interface with the ACS; this required four mounting flanges and the inclusion of an 
optical alignment mir ror mounted directly to the gyro bracket. Secondly, changes were 
introduced to the electronics and harness such that either the Kearfott Alpha n or the 
Sperry SYG 4200 gyro could be utilized as the ra te sensor . Employment of either gyro 
in the system requires a set of relay cards which prescr ibes the starting and running 
logic for each gyro. 
2.2 Purpose of Equipment. The pr imary function of the Rate Measuring Package is to 
provide ra te information for the reaction wheel and gas jet torquing devices that a re 
used to damp spacecraft oscillations and to constrain it in the required attitude with 
respect to the orbital plane. The Rate Measuring Package sensor, a s ingle-degree-
of-freedom, ra te integrating gyro, is oriented such that the sensitive axis is inclined 
45 degrees from the yaw axis in the plane of the yaw-roll axes. The ra te threshold of 
the RMP is less than 0.1 / h r which provides resolution of spacecraft displacement 
about the yaw axis of less than 0„ 04 degree. The RMP maximum ra te sensing capa-
bility is 0 .2° / sec with a nominal total input power in orbit of approximately 8 watts, 
with the ball bearing gyro. The total input power in orbit with the gas bearing would 
be 3„ 5 watts, with the heater off„ 
Telemetering of key system and gyro parameters is provided on a continuous 
bas is . A command sequence is available to operate the ball bearing gyro, heater on 
or off, when in orbit. Command sequences a re available to operate the gas bearing 
gyro wheel at 12, 000 or 24, 000 rpm, with the heater on or off. During spacecraft 
launch the gas bearing gyro wheel MUST be operated at 24, 000 rpm to survive boost 
vibration input levels . 
In early 1969, (prior to the launch of the Nimbus 3 spacecraft) the decision 
was made by NASA/GSFC to qualify the prototype Nimbus D RMP with the Kearfott 
Alpha II ball bearing gyro. The two flight RMP's were also flight-qualified with the 
Kearfott Alpha II ball bearing gyro as the ra te sensor . 
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3.0 DESCRIPTION OF EQUIPMENT 
3„ 1 RMP Description 
.3.1 1 General. The RMP measures 6 x 6 x 6-1/2 inches and weighs approximately 
9-1/2 pounds. It contains the following major assembl ies . 
• Floated, Rate Integrating Gyro - Electronics designed such that either the 
Kearfott C70-2564-015 ball bearing gyro or the Sperry SYG 4200 gas 
bearing gyro may be utilized. 
• Six, single-sided, printed-circuit cards containing the gyro feedback 
electronics, gyro excitation electronics, heater controller, telemetry 
signal conditioning circui ts , and command relay circui ts . 
• Inverter subassembly which provides excitation to the gyro spin motor. 
• RFI assembly containing input and output filter components 
• Harness assembly including four external and eight internal connectors. 
• Gyro normalization assembly containing gyro calibration components. 
The above assemblies a r e mounted in a cast aluminum support s t ructure p ro -
viding the proper mechanical alignment and thermal transfer character is t ics . 
Telemetering of key system and gyro parameters is available on a continuous 
bas i s . Optional command inputs a r e provided to cut off gyro heater power in orbit, if 
desired, and also to reduce the gyro spin motor voltage. 
3.1.2 Test Data. Prototype and flight RMP units for Nimbus D have been manufactured 
and tested in general accordance with NASA/GSFC Specification for Rate Measuring 
Package (RMP), S-731-P-47A, dated August 30, 1967. Factory Acceptance Tests 
(FAT) are delineated in Sperry Test Specification T4310-10678, Factory Acceptance 
Test, Nimbus D RMP. Environmental tests are performed per NASA/GSFC Environ-
mental Test Specification for Nimbus D Subsystems, S-320-N1-3-A, dated September 
22, 1967. 
3 .1 .3 Mechanical Interface 
The mechanical interface of the RMP with the ball bearing gyro is described 
in the following sub-paragraphs as this was the configuration of the prototype and two 
flight systems delivered under this program. 
3 .1 .3 .1 Configuration and Weight. The configuration of the Rate Measuring Package 
is defined by RMP outlined drawing No. 4310-90596. The weight of the Rate Measuring 
Package is approximately 9. 5 pounds. 
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3.1.3.2 Mounting. The RMP is secured to the Attitude Control System (ACS) structure 
by means of an integral mounting flange. (See RMP outline drawing No. 4310-90596.) 
3.1.3.3 Gyro Alignment. The gyro input axis is located in the roll-yaw plane within 
±2 arc minutes of an optical reference surface on the gyro assembly, and 45 degrees 
±30 arc minutes from the positive yaw axis towards the negative roll axis. 
3.1.4 Environmental Capabilities 
3.1.4.1 Temperature 
Operating temperature range 10° C to 40° C 
Qualification temperature range -5° C to 50° C 
Storage temperature range -12° C to 85° C 
3.1.4.2 Vibration. The RMP is qualified at the following levels about all axes: 
Sinusoidal lOg, 0-to peak, 5 to 2000 Hz (15g, 0-to-peak, 
30 to 150 Hz, thrust axis only) 
Random 0. 2g2/Hz, 20 to 2000 Hz 
3.1.4.3 Thermal Vacuum. The RMP will operate within performance requirements 
in an ambient pressure of 10~5 mm Hg and at temperatures ranging from -5°C to 50°C. 
3.1.4.4 Humidity. The RMP will withstand 95% relative humidity at 30° C for 24 hours 
without mechanical or electrical damage. 
3.1.5 Rate Output Characteristics. The rate output across terminals J3-2 and J3-1 
has the following characteristics: 
Scale factor (unloaded): 100±5 vdc/deg/sec 
Polarity: A positive vehicle yaw rate produces 
a positive RMP output at J3-2 
Output resistance: 2000±30 ohms 
Maximum output: ±25 vdc 
Noise (max): 20 mv peak-to-peak 
The rate output return, J3-1, must ultimately connect to the same ground as 
the other RMP dc returns, in order for the indicated rate telemetry (T/M) channels to 
function. 
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The ra te output circuitry is basically isolated from the remainder of the RMP 
except for the resis t ive loads provided for the indicated ra te T/M signal conditioner 
circui ts . 
3 .1 .6 Electrical Interface 
The following paragraphs provide electrical interface data for the ball bearing 
configuration RMP. Table 1 contains a summary of electrical interface connections 
and character is t ics . 
3 . 1 . 6 . 1 Electrical Connectors. Three Cannon-type DM connectors provide electrical 
interconnections between the RMP and the spacecraft harness . A fourth connector 
routes test points to the bench test equipment. Connector designations, types, and 
functions a re as follows: 
Function 
Power and clock inputs 
Telemetry outputs 
Rate output 
Bench test equipment testpoints 
Table 1. Numbus D RMP Interface Characterist ics 
Designation 
J l 
J2 
J3 
J4 
Type 
DDM-50P 
DBM-25P 
DEM-9P 
DAM-15S 
Connec-
tor Pin 
DC 
Volts Amps 
Impedance (Ohms) 
Source Load Remarks 
J l - 1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
-10 
-13 
-14 
- 1 5 , 
-16 \ 
-18 
-19 
-20 
-21 
-22 
-23 
-1 
-22.5 
-1 
-22.5 
-1 
-22.5 
-24.5 
± 1 . 3 max 
-
Short 
-
-24.5 
-
-
-
-
0.1 
• 
L2 
' 
0.5 
±0.025 max 
-
-
-
1.4 max 
1. 0 max 
-
Note 1 
• 
r 
IK min 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
230 
230 
210 
• 
r 
52 
50 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
RMP ON command pulse (+) 
I (-) 
RMP OFF command pulse(+) 
I (-) 
LOWER MOTOR VOLTAGE 
command pulse (+) 
* (-) 
Emergency off input 
Gyro torques input 
Gyro torques re turn 
Bench test equipment 
interlock 
T/M power re turn 
Relay power input 
Relay power re turn 
Inverter power re turn 
Inverter power re turn 
Chassis ground 
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Table 1. Numbus D RMP Interface Characteristics (Cont.) 
Connec-
tor Pin 
J l - 2 4 
-25 
-26 
-27 
-28 
-29 
-30 
-34 
-35 
-37 
-38 
-40 
-41 
-42 
J2 -1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
-7 
-8 
-9 
-10 
-11 
-12 
-13 
J3-1 
-2 
-6 
-7 
DC 
Volts 
_ 
-
-
-1 
-22.5 
-1 
-22.5 
' -
-19.6 
-19.6 
+4.5 
-10 max 
• ' 
-10 max 
-10 
• • 
+25 max 
+10 
-10 
Amps 
_ 
-
-
0.12 
' • 
0.005 
-
( 1 . 0 max 
\ 
0.006 
0.006 
below 0.001 
below 0.001 
' 
r 
below 0.001 
below 0.001 
• • 
below 0.001 
below 0.001 
0.001 
0.001 
Impedance (Ohms) 
Source 1 Load 
Note 5 
Note 1 
' -
Note 5 
- 1 
- f 
-
-
j 
-
-
L 230 
' ' 
5K 
> 
25 
2.2K min 
10K min 
5K(Note 3) Note 4 
5K 
3K 
22K 
2K 
21K 
Note ] 
10K(N 
10K \ 
27K 
26K 
13K 
2K 
• 
L ' 
ote3) Note 4 
\ 
Note 4 
1 
' 
2.2Meg 
10K 
10K 
Remarks 
Chassis Ground 
i 
HEATER OFF command 
pulse (+) 
• (-) MOTOR ON command (+) 
1 <-> T/M power input 
| 
Inverter power input 
400Hz clock input, phase A 
400Hz clock input, phase B 
5kHz clock 
Relay status No. 1 T/M 
\ 2 
Pr imary voltage 
Motor voltage 
Motor current 
Heater power 
T/M re turn ' 
Gyro temperature T/M 
Subsystem temperature T/M 
High resolution indicated 
ra te T/M 
Medium resolution indicated 
ra te T/M 
Low resolution indicated 
r a t e T/M 
Rate signal output 
Rate signal return 
+10 vdc power input 
-10 vdc power input 
NOTES: 1. During pulse, 30 ohms; otherwise, 10K ohms 
2. No connection to Nimbus spacecraft 
3. DC impedance given (shunted by 2. 2 ufd capacitor) 
4. During 160-microsecond sampling period, 1 megohm; otherwise 10 
megohms 
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3 .1 .6 .2 Power Requirements 
• Power Inputs. There a re three -24. 5 vdc power inputs to the RMP. Dual 
Connections for each input a re provided as follows: 
T/M power 
Inverter power 
Relay Power 
-24.5 vdc 
Return 
-24 .5 vdc 
Return 
-24.5 vdc 
Return 
J l - 3 4 
J l - 1 8 
J l - 3 7 , 38 
J l - 2 1 , 22 
J l - 1 9 
J l - 2 0 
• Input Power Regulation. Spacecraft regulated supply character is t ics a re 
nominally as follows: 
Voltage regulation 24. 5±0. 5 vdc 
Ripple 100 millivolts, peak-to-peak 
Power distribution voltage drops 0. 5 vdc max. 
• Power Consumption. Power consumption of the RMP under various condi-
tions of operation is : 
RMP turn-on (electronics and heater full on) 26. 0 w max 
Gyro wheel turn-on (heater full on) 31. 0 w max 
Gyro wheel at sync (heater full on) 30.0 w max 
Steady-state in orbit 
Heat sink at 10° C 11. 3 w nom 
Heat sink at 25° C 9.0 w nom 
Heat sink at 40° C 6. 8 w nom 
Steady-state, sea-level ambient, 25° C 20 w nom 
Steady-state, heater off 5.0 w max 
Steady-state, heater off, lower motor voltage. 4. 2 w max 
The required input current during RMP turn-on is given in the turn-on 
current transient curve, (figure 1). 
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/ 
e Input Voltage Limitations. The RMP will withstand indefinitely a rise in 
dc line voltage up to -35 volts. 
• Loading Characteristics. As shown in figure 2, the T/M, inverter and 
relay power loads are not completely isolated from each other, although 
they are isolated from the RMP chassis. 
The T/M power load is resistive, and varies with RMP status and temperature. 
Its minimum value is not less than 5000 ohms. 
in 
Q-
2 
< 
I 
t-
Z 
bi 
<K 
K 
Z) 
o 
I -
z 
0 100 2 0 0 3 0 0 4 0 0 
TIME FROM T U R N - O N - MICROSECONDS 
Figure 1. RMP Turn-On Current Transient 
The inverter power load (load B in figure 2) consists of the gyro motor, gyro 
heater, and electronic loads. The inverter input circuit contains an RFI filter; the 
capacitors in the filter are charged whenever the bus is energized. The gyro heater 
has a minimum resistance of 23 ohms and is energized by the supply voltage during 
gyro warmup. When the gyro is within approximately 1° F of operating temperature, 
the heater is switched on and off at a 8-kHz repetition rate, the duty cycle adjusting 
itself to the heat losses in the gyro. 
The relay power input feeds load A as shown in Figure 2. The load consists 
of four relay coils having a combined minimum value of 52 ohms, and exists during an 
RMP OFF command. 
- 8 
- 2 
— 1 1 ! 
• - ! 
. L_pJ —^—I—I—I—-| 
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T/M 
POWER' 
- 2 4 . 5 VDC Jl - 3 4 4 
INPUT 
RETURN J l - 18 <j 
T/M RETURN J 2 - 8 $ 
TYPICAL 
T/M OUTPUT 
100 & -~T" 
J 2 - f ~ V A — « 
RELAY 
POWER' 
-24 .5VDC Jl —19 4 
INPUT 
RETURN J I - 2 0 4 
J I - 3 7 <• 
-24.5 VDC 
INPUT I j i - j e 
INVERTER^ 
POWER ^ 
RETURN 
" j l - 21 4 
Jl -22 ^ 
400 H<, PHASE A
 Jf_w ^ 
CLOCK INPUT 
400 Hi , PHASE B 
CLOCK INPUT 
5K Hi CLOCK 
Jl - 4 1 4" 
Jl - 4 2 INPUT 
NOTE; Rs - RESISTANCE OF SOURCE 
""•WV-
4 i 7 A t f ' 2200 f l 
HP- •^vW» 
<),7M( 2 2 0 0 f l 
—1 U^-i—~«A/W-« 
- 9 
4.7/* ' IOKU 
I2VDC 
Figure 2. DC Power and Clock Input Interface 
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3 .1 .6 .3 Reference Signal Inputs. 
The RMP requires three,square-wave, reference frequency inputs from the 
spacecraft command clock subsystem, and a ± 10-vdc input from the control logic 
subsystem. 
• 400-Hz Reference Signals. The two phases of the 400-Hz square-wave ref-
erence signals a re connected to the RMP as follows: 
Phase A J l - 4 0 
Phase B J l - 4 1 
The load on both reference signal inputs is 2200 ohms, capacitively coupled. 
As shown in figure 2, reference signal re turns a re via the inverter power re turns , 
pins J l - 2 1 and J l - 2 2 . 
The sources for the two 400-Hz square-wave inputs should have no-load 
output amplitudes of -23. 5±1. 5 volts and - 1 . 5±1.0 volts, with source impedances of 
275 ±25 ohms. Phase B should lead phase A by 90 ±2 degrees . The no-load transition 
times should not exceed 5 microseconds. The square waves should each be symmetr ic -
al within 0. 5 percent. 
• 5-kHz Reference Signal. The 5-kHz square-wave reference input is t e r m i -
nated at J l - 4 2 . The load has a minimum value of 10K ohms, capacitively 
coupled. Signal re turn is via the inverter power re turns , J - 2 1 , and J l - 2 2 , 
as shown in figure 2. 
The source for the 5-kHz input should have no-load output amplitudes of 
±5.25±0. 75 volts and ±0. 20 ±0.15 volt, with a source impedance of 1730 ±200 ohms. 
The square wave should be symmetrical within 3 percent, and have no-load transition 
times of less than 6 microseconds. 
If any other subsystems require the same 5-kHz source, their combined 
loads should not be less than 10K ohms. Shunt capacitance across the source due to 
cabling, and other subsystems, should not exceed 3000 pf. 
• ±10-Volt DC Inputs, The RMP requires +10-volt and -10-volt dc inputs 
which a re applied to terminals J3-6 and J3-7 respectively. A 50K-ohm load 
bridges the inputs. The dc inputs should have the following character is t ics : 
Voltage regulation 
Source res is tance 100 ohms max 
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3 .1 .6 .4 Command Inputs Five command inputs provide the following functions: 
Command 
RMP ON 
RMP OFF 
Motor ON 
Low motor 
voltage 
(optional) 
Heater OFF 
(optional) 
Connector 
Termination 
J l - 1 
J l - 2 
J l - 3 
J l - 4 
J l - 2 9 
J l - 3 0 
J l - 5 
J l - 6 
J l - 2 7 
J l - 2 8 
Function 
Applies power to gyro heater , 
torque feedback loop, and all 
other RMP functions, except 
gyro spin motor 
Removes all power to RMP, 
except full-time telemetry. 
Resets all latching re lays . . 
Energizes gyro spin motor. 
Reduces spin motor voltage 
from 29 to 24 volts. 
Removes dc from the gyro 
heater controller 
The load for each command input is shown in figure 3. 
J I RELAY 
COIL 
POTTER - BRUMFIELD 
TYPE F L H - I 2 v , 2S0 ohrr.s (LATCHING) 
TYPE FCH- I2v , 210 oMielKiON-LATCHING) 
Figure 3 Command Input Load 
3 0 1.6 . 5 Telemetry Channels. Twelve analog T/M channels a re provided to monitor 
RMP data. Their outputs are available at connector J2 . The common T/M re turn is 
at J2-8 which connects to the T/M power re turn (J l -18 , figure 2). Table 2 l ists T/M 
functions and output terminations as well as signal source resis tance and power source,, 
Any, or all, of the T/M outputs can be shorted to ground or each other, without ad-
versely affecting RMP operation. 
The T/M signal character is t ics a r e : 
Voltage range (useful): 
Voltage range (maximum): 
Signal source res is tance: 
0 to -6.4 vdc 
+0.8 to -10 vdc 
(Refer to table 2.) 
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Each T/M channel is shunted to the T/M return by a 2.2 ufd capacitor to 
minimize errors during the sampling period and to reduce noise levels. 
Channel 
Relay status No. 1 
Relay status No. 2 
P r imary voltage 
Motor voltage 
Motor current 
Gyro sync 
Heater power 
Gyro temperature 
Package temperature 
Indicated ra te , 
High resolution 
Indicated ra te , 
medium resolution 
Indicated ra te , 
low resolution 
Table 2. 
Terminal 
J2-1 
-2 
-3 
-4 
-5 
-6 
-7 
-9 
-10 
-11 
-12 
-13 
RMP Telemetry Data 
Source 
Resistance (R„ 
5K 
5K 
3K 
22K 
2K 
27K 
21K 
10K 
10K 
27K 
26K 
13K 
ohms) Power Source 
Spacecraft 
Spacecraft 
Switched 
Switched 
Switched 
Switched 
Switched 
Spacecraft 
Spacecraft 
Switched 
Switched 
Switched 
NOTES: 1. J2-8 is common T/M return for all channels. 
2. Switched indicates T/M channel is inactive in RMP off mode; spacecraft 
indicates that T/M point is active whenever spacecraft power is on. 
3. Gyro/Sync is not functional in this RMP which uses Kearfott gyro. 
3.1.7 Performance and Detailed Design Data 
3 ,1 . 7.1 Performance Characteristics. The following RMP performance characteristics 
apply only when the ball bearing gyro is at its operating temperature and in a 1-g 
environment. 
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Item Characterist ic 
Linearity 
At input ra te of 0 to ±0. 06 deg/sec 
At input ra te of ±0.06 to ±0.2 deg/sec 
Threshold 
Initial bias 
Bias drift 
Hysteresis 
Dynamic Response 
Time Constant 
Overshoot 
Output noise 
Conducted noise 
Mass unbalance 
Scale factor 
Polarity 
± 5% 
±10% 
0.1 deg/hr max. 
0 .1 deg/hr max. 
0. 7 deg/hr/month max. 
0. 2 deg/hr max. for r a t e s below 
0.1 d e g / s e c 
1. 0 sec . max. 
25% max. 
20 millivolts peak-to-peak max. 
50 millivolts peak-to-peak 
(across 0.1 ohm inserted in 
-24. 5 vdc inverter return) 
1. 0 deg/hour/G max. along each 
axis 
100 volts per deg/sec (up to 0.2 
deg/sec) 
For positive vehicle yaw ra t e s , the 
output signal is positive. 
3 .1 .7 .2 Rate Loop. Because of the relatively high gyro damping and narrow loop 
band-width requirements, no stabilization network is needed. The frequency-
dependent t e rms in the electronics block a re due to noise filter capacitors shunting 
the rebalance current readout r e s i s to r . 
3 .1 .7 .3 Parameters 
Gyro. 
Gyro gain, H/D 
Gyro time constant, t „ 
Pickoff gradient, Kp 
Torquer scale factor, K T / H 
Float displacement limit 
stops, 6 max 
12.4 
-3 6.4 x 10 sec 
2 .1 mv/a rc minute 
72 deg /h r /ma 
2.4 degrees 
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• Electronic Circuits 
Amplifier gain, K . 
Small signal 0. 27 ma/mv 
Large signal 0.19 ma/mv 
Output res i s to r , R~ 
Small signal 2000 ohms 
Large signal 1900 ohms 
Output time constant, t . 
Small signal 0.015 sec 
Large signal 0.027 sec 
Zener diode limiting of ±25 vdc max 
Output signal, e , See notes 
NOTES: 1. Small signal defined as e less than 6 vdc; large signal defined as 
e greater than 6 vdc. 
2. The two values as given for small and large signals derive from the non-
linear loading of indicated ra te T/M circuits , caused by output l imiter 
diodes. They are not dual values but represent the changes in slope of 
their respective graphs, at the output voltage level indicated,, 
• Overall Loop. 
RMP scale factor, e / <f>. , 100 vol ts /deg/sec 
' o in' & 
3 .1 .7 .4 Characterist ic Equation. Utilizing the small signal values, the roots for the 
character is t ic equation are as follows: 
S = -11.6, -24 .5 , -153 
These values represent an overdamped system with a pr imary time constant of 0.11 
second. 
3 . 1 . 7. 5 Mechanical and Thermal Packaging Considerations 
RMP packaging character is t ics are specified under the following subjects: 
• Gyro mounting, alignment and heat transfer 
• Electronic circuit packaging and heat transfer 
• Outgassing mater ials 
• Temperature protection 
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3.1.7. 5.1 Gyro Mounting, Alignment, and Heat Transfer. The gyro is flange -
mounted in a separate aluminum bracket. A clamp and an adapter ring are used to 
retain the gyro against the ground mounting surface of the bracket. The ring is 
tapered to permit adjustment of the gyro input axis (LA) alignment about the spin axis 
(SA). To achieve LA alignment about the output axis (OA), the gyro and adapter ring 
are rotated as required. By this means, the gyro is accurately aligned to the aluminum 
bracket. An accurately machined optical alignment mirror is mounted directly on the 
gyro bracket to provide an optical reference surface which is parallel to the gyro LA-SA 
plane within ±1 arc minute. Lord isolators,with thermal conducting grease applied, 
are then inserted into four bracket mounting holes; the bracket and gyro are then 
mounted to the main body (casting) of the RMP. This arrangement has several ad-
vantages as follows: 
• Heat Transfer - The gyro bracket is mounted to the casting at a point in 
close proximity to the spacecraft structure thermal sink thus keeping the 
thermal impedance to the designed value. 
• Alignment - The gyro IA is aligned to the optical reference surface within 
±1 arc minute about the SA and within ±15 arc minutes about the OA. The 
gyro IA alignment transferred to the RMP flange and locating holes is 
within ±30 arc minutes about both axes. 
• Vibration Isolation - The Lord isolators provide vibration isolation for the 
gyro. Based on actual tests conducted atJBperry, the amplification factor 
at resonance of the gyro bracket has been reduced from 20:1, hard-
mounted, to less than 3:1 with the isolators. (See Sperry Report 
#CA 4216-0863 dated July 1967.) 
• Alignment Calibration - The optical alignment mirror surface,which is 
visible through an aperture in the RMP casting, allows for periodic 
measurement of the gyro axes alignment with respect to the spacecraft 
axes. 
3.1,7. 5.2 Electronic Circuit Packaging and Heat Transfer. The configuration of the 
RMP is such that by removing one sheet metal cover plate, all six printed circuit 
boards are easily accessible. In addition, the inverter subassembly is also visible 
and its mounting location is in close proximity to the mounting flange for minimum 
thermal impedance and maximum support under vibration. 
The component side of each printed circuit board is a gold-plated copper 
surface which provides low thermal impedance to the card bracket. The heat is con-
ducted along the copper surface to the card bracket and then to the main casting. The 
card bracket is rivited to the card and cemented with a thermal-conducting adhesive. 
The other side of each board contains only printed circuit wiring,, 
The RMP does not require pressure or vacuum seals to meet environmental 
test and operational requirements since all components are either individually sealed 
or encapsulated. Maintainability is high because components and modules are readily 
accessible for replacement. 
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3 . 1 . 7 . 5. 3 Outgassing Mater ia ls . Table 3 defines the outgassing mater ia ls , their 
quantities, and where used: 
Materials 
Hysol PC-22 
Hysol PC-22 
LCA-4 Epoxy Resin 
Table 3 Outgassing Materials 
Quantity Where Used 
300 square inches x 0.03 in thick All cards and inverter , 
RFI bracket 
6 square inches x 0.03 in thick 
0 .1 oz 
Wakefield Delta Bond 152 0.2 oz 
Emerson Cummings 
TC-4 Thermal Compound 
Black Oxide Finish per 
MIL-F-495 
Epoxy Enamel Paint, 
Cat-A-Lac #463-3-8 Flat 
Black 
0 .1 oz 
24 square inches x 0.0005 
in thick 
210 square inches x 0.005 
Gyro normalization 
package 
All screws and washers 
Mounting of all electrical 
components 
Mounting of all sub-
assemblies; gyro 
bracket grommets 
All exterior surfaces 
of gyro 
All exterior surfaces 
of RMP 
3 . 1 . 7 . 5.4 Temperature Protection. A thermal switch on the gyro prevents damage 
from overheating by the heater . Contacts open at 175 ±8° F and close at 145 ±8° F . 
Both the gyro and the RMP casting contain thermis tors for monitoring the 
temperature . 
3.2 Kearfott Alpha II Gyro Design and Description 
3 .2 .1 Background. This section provides a design and performance summary of the 
Kearfott Alpha II gyro which is used in the ra te sensor unit of the Rate Measuring 
Package. A more detailed description is contained in Appendix I. Figure 4 shows, 
the size and shape of the Alpha II gyro. 
This se r ies of Rate Integrating Gyro has been used successfully in the 
Mariner Space Probe and Numbus B and C space programs. 
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3.2 .2 Design and Performance Summary. Table 4 summarizes the pertinent e lec t r i -
cal and mechanical data for the Kearfott Alpha n gyro. An outline drawing of the gyro 
is shown in figure 4. 
Table 4. Kearfott Alpha n Gyro Character is t ics 
Gyro 
Weight 
Overall dimensions 
Length 
Diameter 
Cable end 
Bellows end 
Mounting diameter 
Operating temperature 
Transfer function 
Open loop gain 
Gimbal freedom 
Input angle freedom 
Characterist ic t ime 
Warm-up time (from 70° F) 
Gyro noise 
Non-acceleration sensitive drift 
Acceleration sensitive drift 
Anisoelastic drift 
30 to 1500 Hz 
30 to 2000 Hz 
Random drift (1 sigma value) 
Maximum torquing ra te 
Heating and sensing element 
Warmup heater excitation 
Warmup heater power 
Warmup heater res is tance (at TOT) 
Control heater excitation 
Control heater power 
approx. 0. 85 pound 
3.172 in. max 
2. 010 in. max 
1. 840 in. max 
1.9910 ±.001 in. 
165±2° F 
29. 3 ± 24% mv/mr IA 
12.4 ± 19% 
±2.4 degrees min 
0.19 degree 
6.4 ms ± 24% 
4 minutes max 
0 .2° /hr max 
2 .0° /h r max 
1 .0° /hr /g max. each axis 
0.02°/nr/g2 peak max 
0.10°/hr /g peak max 
0.05°/hr max 
5,0°/sec 
115 volts, 1 phase, 60 Hz 
112 watts max 
132±13 ohms dc 
28 volts dc 
30 watts max 
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Table 4. Kearfott Alpha II Gyro Character is t ics (Cont.) 
Control heater res is tance (at 70° F) 
Temperature sensor res is tance 
(at operating temperature) 
Motor and motor-float assembly 
Output axis inertia 
Motor excitation 
Starting power 
Running power 
Starting current 
Running current 
Angular momentum of wheel 
Signal generator 
Excitation 
Input current 
Signal gradient 
Signal linearity 
Null 
Phase angle (secondary to primary) 
Input impedance (at 70° F and 5000 Hz) 
Output impedance (at 70° F and 5000 Hz) 
Torque generator 
Current 
Scale factor 
Linearity 
Control field resis tance (at 70° F) 
Control field time constant 
31.4±3.1 ohms dc 
780 ohms 
117 gm-cm nominal 
27. 5 to 29 volts r m s 
single phase square wave at 
400 ± 0. 04 Hz 
3.75 watts max 
3. 2 watts max 
0.154 amp max 
0.134 amp max 
o 
227, 000 gm-cm nominal 
sec 
3. 5±. 07 volts, 1 phase 
5000 ± 0. 5 Hz 
0.210 amp max 
2„ 36 to 2 .4 mv/mr 
1% of full scale 
1.0 mv r m s max 
6.0 ± 3 degrees leading 
100 + j 472 ohms ± 10% 
58 + j 45 ohms ± 10% 
150 ma max. 
134 ± 13 deg /h r /ma 
±0. 05 percent 
38 ohms ± 10% 
55 microsec ± 10% 
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3.2.3 General 
A brief description of the major components of the Kearfott Alpha II gyro 
follows. 
3.2.3.1 Motor and Float Assembly. The motor and float assembly is a hermetically 
sealed unit containing the gyro motor and is the movable inner gimbal of the gyro. The 
motor and float assembly is located radially and axially within the housing (outer gimbal) 
by pivots and jeweled bearings. Mounted on the end of the motor and float assembly 
is the torque generator and signal generator rotor assembly. 
Assembled within the float is the synchronous hysteresis motor. The gyro 
motor consists of a dynamically balanced rotor mounted between precision ball 
bearings contained within a rigid housing. The rotor incorporates a solid ring of 
high hysteresis steel which rotates with the three-phase field. With a high inertia-to-
weight ratio of the rotor, an angular momentum of 227,000 gm-cm^/sec is achieved 
at a synchronous speed of 24,000 rpm. 
3.2.3.2 Torque Generator. The torque generator operates on the D'Arsonval principal. 
Permanent dc magnets and return paths are fixed to the gyro housing while two coils, 
180 degrees apart, are attached to the end of the motor-float assembly. In this con-
figuration, all torques applied to the float by the torque generator are in the form of 
couples with their axis coincident with the precession axis of the gyro. 
3.2.3.3 Signal Generator. Utilizing a differential transformer-type signal generator, 
an a-c output voltage is generated on the signal generator secondary which is pro-
portional to the angular position of the inner gimbal. This type device gives high 
resolution and linearity. The excitation windings and return path are fixed to the gyro 
housing while two secondary coils, are mounted on the motor-float assembly. These 
coils are located in the same assembly on the motor-float as are the torque generator 
coils. 
3.2.3.4 Housing and Heater. The housing is a hermetically sealed case used for 
supporting the motor-float assembly. It is made of a thick section of aluminum to pro-
vide an isothermal environment for the float assembly and damping fluid. The outer 
surface of the housing contains a flange which is used to mount the gyro. Glass-insulated 
terminals are provided in the housing assembly to permit electric leads to the motor, 
torque generator and signal generator secondary. Balance adjuster parts are also 
located in the housing to permit trim of the mass unbalance of the motor-float assembly 
when the instrument is calibrated after final assembly. Located about the gyro housing 
is the heater sensor element. This element contains a warm-up heater, an operate 
heater and a temperature sensing element. Covering the housing are shields of high per-
meability, with low strain sensitivity characteristics. These shields provide magnetic 
shielding for the gyro's sensitive elements. 
3.2.3.5 Damping Fluid. The gap between the motor-float assembly and the gyro housing 
is filled with a polychlorotrifluoroethylene type oil. The density of this fluid is the 
same as that of the motor-float assembly. Thus supported, the motor-float assembly 
is essentially free of all friction. The fluid viscosity provides viscous damping to the 
float by laminar shear. 
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3.2.3.6 Bellows. A bellows (located at one end of the case) compensates for the change 
in fluid volume due to heating and cooling. 
3.2.4 Special Features. A few of the more important design features of the Kearfott 
Alpha II gyro are listed below. 
3.2.4.1 Motor. The use of a special high density inertia ring and low density beryllium 
endbells has resulted in a high angular momentum-to-weight ratio. As drift stability 
is proportional to wheel angular momentum, the result has been a gyro with much 
greater drift stability than units of comparable size and weight but with lower wheel 
angular momentum. 
3.2.4.2 Float Assembly. All sealing of the float assembly is accomplished by solder 
joints to eliminate any possibility of fluid leakage into the float. Cements are not used 
to join any critical parts together. Tests have proven that these solder joints are immune 
to long term effects of temperature and immersion in damping fluid. 
3.2.4.3 Torquer and Signal Generator. The signal generator stators and torque 
generator magnets are external to the gyro main housing. Besides the obvious ad-
vantage of eliminating a major source of bubbles and contamination from foreign 
particles in the gyro fluid, this design also has the important advantage of eliminating 
complete teardown as a result of problems with the magnets or signal generator stators 
by allowing them to be replaced or adjusted without gyro teardown. 
3.2.4.4 Damping Fluid. A proven polychlorotrifliiorethylene oil is used as damping 
fluid. This fluid has been proven by Kearfott to have no separation problems that result 
in acceleration-sensitive drift changes. 
3.2.4.5 Trim of Acceleration Sensitive Drift. By means of an externally adjustable 
balancing arrangement, the acceleration-sensitive drift components may be trimmed to 
a low level. This balancing arrangement combines fine sensitivity with positive sta-
bility and permits final trim of the acceleration-sensitive drift component to be per-
formed under operating conditions, thus assuring low drift levels. 
3.2.4.6 Flexleads. Silver-copper alloy flexleads are formed and annealed to the 
operating configuration prior to assembly into the instrument. This processing of the 
flexleads reduces the possibility of a shift in fixed restraints should the gyro be stored 
with the gimbal in an off-null position. 
3.3 Bench Test Equipment Description 
3.3.1 Summary. The bench test equipment (BTE) for the RMP has the basic function of 
simulating the Nimbus spacecraft interface, and providing means for performing func-
tional and, to some extent, diagnostic tests on the RMP. The test capability provided 
by the BTE includes the following: 
• Telemetry channel verification and calibration 
• Command function verification 
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e Scale factor and bias measurement 
• Noise level measurement 
• Power level measurement 
• RMP scale factor and bias measurement 
• Gyro-loop transient performance 
• Threshold and hysteresis t es t s . 
The BTE is used, in conjunction with auxiliary equipment, to perform factory 
acceptance tes ts (FAT) and qualification tes ts on RMP units pr ior to delivery. It is 
also used at the spacecraft integration facility to perform bench acceptance t es t s on 
delivered units . 
The physical equipment consists of an electronic console with attending cable, 
a test table, and an RMP holding fixture and a self-test plug. 
Test points for use by the BTE are provided in connector J4. No connections 
a r e made to J4 by the spacecraft harness . In addition, terminals J l - 1 5 , -16 and -35 
a re intended pr imari ly for the BTE. 
In this section a description of the capabilities of the Nimbus RMP bench test 
equipment, Sperry Par t No. 4310-90535 is provided. This section is divided into the 
following sub-sections; mechanical features, electrical specifications, and controls and 
terminations of the BTE. The BTE is described, in detail, in the BTE Instruction 
Manual Sperry Publication No. CA31-0011, dated November 1967. 
3.3.2 Mechanical Features 
3.3.2.1 General. The BTE consists of the following major units: 
Unit Sperry Par t Number 
Test console 4310-90535 
Interconnecting cable 4310-80218 
Test table 4310-90536 
Holding fixture (Nimbus B) 4310-90527 
Holding fixture (Nimbus D) 4310-90772 
Self-test plug 4310-10269 
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3.3.2.2 Test Console. The test console, houses all the electrical components and 
circuitry. It consists of a standard Emcor frame housing the following removeable 
assemblies: 
Item Par t Number 
Control panel 4310-65318 
A-C voltmeter Triolab Model 109-1 
D-rC voltmeter Triolab Model 310-2 
D-C power supply Kepco PRM 24-5 
The cabinet measures 24 inches wide, 24 inches deep and 62 inches high. 
The control panel provides all the power, control and monitoring in ter -
connections to the RMP and contains most of the circuitry associated with these 
functions. It consists of a 1/8-inch aluminum panel to which is attached a 17- by 
12 r by 3-inch steel chassis . The five plug-in assemblies associated with the control 
panel a re : 
Assembly 
Clock counter card 
Clock output card 
Bias supply card 
Relay K3 
40-kHz oscillator 
The console is equipped with four heavy duty cas te rs . The full-length r ea r 
door can be locked. The drawer at the bottom of the console provides storage for the 
interconnecting cable, self-test plug, and holding fixtures. Two 60-Hz power s t r ips , 
with ample outlets for low-power auxiliary equipment, are located in the r ea r of the 
console. 
3.3.2.3 Test Stand. The test stand consists of a commercial, cast- iron surface plate 
rest ing on a four-legged base via three leveling adjustments. Mounting blocks, attached 
to the face of the surface plate, permit an RMP in its holding fixture to be mounted on 
the test stand in a number of attitudes. The test stand is used at the spacecraft integra-
tion facility for bench acceptance testing of newly delivered RMP units and for possible 
diagnostic testing. The overall test stand weighs about 300 pounds. 
3.3.2.4 Holding Fixtures. The holding fixture for the Nimbus B RMP is a square, 
magnesium ring with a 6- by 6-inch opening to receive the RMP. The RMP is secured 
to the fixture with six 8-32 machine screws. The fixture, in turn, is attached to the 
test stand using three or four 1/2-13 bolts. The Nimbus D RMP holding fixture is a 
solid, square, 1/2-inch thick aluminum plate with twelve 8-32 tapped holes for securing 
the RMP. It mounts on the tes t stand in the same manner as the Nimbus B fixture. 
Receptacle 
J48 
J49 
J50 
J53 
J52 
Par t Number 
4310-65272 
4310-65273 
4310-65319 
P&B PW5LS 
Robinson-Halpern FS4002 
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During factory acceptance testing at Sperry, the RMP is mounted on a pre-
cision, two-axis test table, using the holding fixtures described in the previous para-
graph. 
3.3.2.5 Interconnecting Cable. The RMP-to-BTE interconnecting cable is 10 feet long 
terminated at the BTE end by a single, 75-pin, Winchester XAC, screwlock connector. 
The RMP end terminates in four Cannon D-type connectors. When testing a Nimbus B 
RMP, the P3 plug remains unconnected since there is no mating receptacle in that unit. 
3.3.2.6 Self-Test Plug. The self-test plug is a 75-pin, Winchester XAC connector with 
a circuit board contained within the metal hood. The self-test plug is inserted into 
J47 on the control panel in place of the interconnecting cable. 
3.3.3 Electrical Specifications 
3.3.3.1 60-Hz Power Input. The BTE test console requires a single-phase input from 
a 3-prong, 60-Hz receptacle as follows: 
115 ±15 vac at 150 watts* max. 
Line voltage changes, in excess of 5 volts from the value at which the test 
console was calibrated, may necessitate recalibration, as determined by self-test pro-
cedure. 
3.3.3.2 D-C Outputs. The BTE test console provides the following RMP dc excitations: 
Function 
Inverter power 
Relay (heater) power 
Telemetry power 
Gyro bias 
Gyro bias 
Rate test bias 
3.3.3.3 Clock Outputs. The BTE test console provides five, square-wave, clock outputs 
with the following characteristics: 
DC 
Voltage 
-26.0 ±1.0 
-26.0 ±1.0 
-26.0 ±L0 
-10.0 ±0.5 
+10.0 ±0.5 
N/A 
Max. Load Current 
1 amp 
2 amps 
10 ma 
2 ma 
2 ma 
±10 ma 
Terminal 
J47-37 
J47-40 
J47-25 
J47-16 
J47-17 
J47-64 
*Exclusive of any auxiliary equipment 
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Frequency No-Load Voltage Swing 
5 kHz -0.10 ±0.05 t o - 5 . 4 ±0.3 
400 Hz, ^A -1.5 ±1.0 to -24.5 ±1.5 
400 Hz, <J»B -1.5 ±1.0 to -24.5 ±1.5 
400 Hz, <J>A -0.3 ±0.2 to -5.7 ±0.3 
400 Hz, ^B -0.3 ±0.2 to -5.7 ±0.3 
All clock outputs a re phase-locked with respect to each other, and 400-Hz, 
phase B outputs lead phase A outputs by 90 ±2 degrees. The low-level, 400-Hz outputs 
on terminals 10 and 14 a re not used by present RMP units. 
3.3.3.4 Command Outputs. The BTE test console provides six command channels with 
Min. Load 
Impedance (ohms) 
0 
2000 
2000 
0 
0 
Terminal 
J47-58 
J47-12 
J47-18 
J47-10 
J47-14 
the following character is t ics : 
Pulse Width Pulse Amplitude 
70 ±5 msec 
70 ±5 msec 
70 ±5 msec 
70 ±5 msec 
70 ±5 msec 
70 ±5 msec 
0 to -26 ±1 volts 
0 to -26 ±1 volts 
0 to -26 ±1 volts 
0 to -26 ±1 volts 
0 to -26 ±1 volts 
0 to -26 ±1 volts 
Switch Position 
Command Selector 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
Terminal 
J47-38 
J47-26 
J47-50 
J47-22 
J47-34 
J47-62 
In addition, the UMBILICAL switch, S4, when depressed, impresses -26 vdc 
on terminal J47-8. The AGE-OFF switch, S13, when depressed, impresses -26 vdc 
on terminal J47-76 through a 75-ohm ser ies res i s to r . 
The command output on terminal J47-62 (position 6) is not used by present 
RMP units. 
3.3.3.5 A-C Monitor. The Triolab Model 109-1 voltmeter, used in the a-c monitor 
circuit, has the following character is t ics : 
Voltage ranges - 1 mv to 300 volts full scale in 12 ranges 
Input impedance - 10 megohms, shunted by 100 p'f 
Frequency range - 20 to 80,000 Hz 
Accuracy - ±2 percent of full scale 
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The A-C MONITOR switch, Sl l , has twelve positions, six of which are 
connected to the RMP interface as follows: 
Switch Position 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Terminal 
J47-66 
J47-82 
J47-78 
J47-60 
J47-59 
J47-57 
Front panel jacks, J l (high) and J2 (low), are permanently connected to the 
meter input. 
3.3.3.6 D-C Monitor. The Triolab Model 310-2 voltmeter, used in the dc monitor 
circuit, has the following characteristics: 
Voltage ranges - 60 mv to 200 vdc full scale in 12 ranges 
Input impedance - 10 megohms, minimum 
Accuracy - ±0.5 percent of full scale, except ±1 percent on 
60-mv scale 
The D-C MONITOR switch, S8, has twelve positions, five of which connect to 
the RMP interface as follows: 
Switch Position Terminal 
7 J47-52 
8 J47-71 
9 J47-77 
10 J47-63 
11 J47-80 
3.3.3.7 Telemetry Monitor. The TELEMETRY OUTPUT meter and associated ampli-
fier have the following characteristics: 
Voltage range - 0 to -8 vdc 
Input impedance - 5 megohms connected to a -8 vdc source 
Accuracy - ±50 mv dc 
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The TELEMETRY MONITOR switch, S10, has fourteen positions, thirteen of 
which connect to the RMP interface as follows: 
Position 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
Terminal 
J47-23 
J47-29 
J47-35 
J47-27 
J47-41 
J47-47 
J47-33 
J47-39 
J47-53 
J47-45 
J47-51 
J47-48 
J47-24 
3.3.3.8 Current Monitor. The RMP input current monitor res is tor , available across 
jacks J10 to J9 , has a value of 0.90 ohms ±5 percent, when the CURRENT MONITOR 
switch, S12, is ON. The res i s to r is shorted when the CURRENT MONITOR switch is 
OFF. 
3.3.4 Controls and Terminations 
3.3.4.1 Control Functions. A functional description of each of the controls on the BTE 
control panel follows. 
Designation 
A-C MONITOR 
• 
Position 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
Function 
5-kHz clock 
400-Hz clock, phase B 
400-Hz clock, phase A 
Gyro signal generator output 
Gyro signal generator excitation 
Motor voltage 
Motor current 
Heater controller preamp output 
Gyro preamp output 
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Designation 
TELEMETRY MONITOR -
D-C MONITOR 
Position 
10 
11 
OFF 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
OFF 
1 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
OFF 
Function 
N/C 
N/C 
N/C 
Relay status No. 1 T/M (telemetry) 
Relay status No. 2 T/M 
Pr imary voltage T/M 
Motor voltage T/M 
Motor current T/M 
Gyro sync T/M 
Heater power T/M 
Gyro temperature T/M 
RMP temperature T/M 
Indicated ra te T/M, high resolution 
Indicated ra te T/M, medium resolution 
Indicated ra te T/M, low resolution 
Spare 
N/C 
RMP input voltage (CURRENT 
MONITOR - OFF) 
RMP input current (CURRENT 
MONITOR - ON) 
-10 vdc gyro bias supply 
+ 10 vdc gyro bias supply 
+3 vdc clock supply 
+5.1 vdc ra te test supply 
RATE TEST AMPLITUDE 
potentiometer output 
RMP rate loop output 
-12 vdc RMP supply T.P. (test point) 
+ 12 vdc RMP supply T .P . 
Pr imary voltage T.P. 
Heater voltage T.P. 
N/C 
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Designation 
COMMAND SELECTOR 
• 
COMMAND PULSE 
RMP INPUT - ON Pos . 
RMP INPUT - OFF Pos . 
RMP ON (lamp) 
RMP INPUT - ON (lamp) 
RMP INPUT - OFF (lamp) 
60-Hz POWER 
UMBILICAL 
AGE-OFF 
Position 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
! 
Function 
Sperry Gyro Kearfott Gyro 
RMP OFF RMP OFF 
RMP ON RMP ON 
Launch mode Lower motor 
voltage 
Heater ON Heater OFF 
Orbit s tar t Motor ON 
Spare Spare 
Initiates command pulse to channel 
designated on the COMMAND 
SELECTOR switch. 
Enables -26 vdc to relay interlock 
circuit . Subsequent t ransmission of 
RMP OFF command enables -26 vdc 
to RMP input terminals . 
Removes -26 vdc from RMP input 
and relay interlock circuit. 
Indicates relay Kl in RMP is in 
latched state. 
Indicates -26 vdc is enabled to RMP 
input terminals . If, and only if, both 
the RMP ON and the RMP INPUT-ON 
lamps a re lighted, then the RMP is 
energized. 
Indicates BTE -26 vdc supply is on, 
but is not enabled to the RMP input 
Turns on 60-Hz power to BTE and 
power str ips in r ea r on console. 
Energizes all BTE power supplies 
and me te r s . 
Energizes relay K3 in RMP. 
Required for all s ta r t s of RMP units 
containing Sperry gas bearing gyro. 
Resets relays in RMP to RMP OFF 
mode. Exactly duplicates action of 
RMP OFF command. 
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Designation Function 
CURRENT MONITOR - ON Pos . 
CURRENT MONITOR - OFF Pos 
RATE TEST MODE (-) Pos. 
RATE TEST MODE (+) Pos . 
RATE TEST MODE OFF Pos . 
RATE TEST AMPLITUDE - Pos . 1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
OFF 
RATE TEST AMPLITUDE 
Enables measurement of RMP input 
current on position 1 of the D-C 
MONITOR. Permi ts measurement of 
RMP input current at jacks J10 to 
J9 . 
Enables measurement of RMP input 
voltage on position 1 of the D-C 
MONITOR. Shorts current sampling 
res i s to r ac ross jacks J10 to J9 . 
Rate test current summation 
produces negative change in ra te 
loop output. 
Rate test current summation 
produces positive change in ra te 
loop output. 
Disconnects ra te test current supply 
from gyro ra te loop. 
Fixed test current 
Fixed test current 
Fixed test current 
Fixed test current 
Variable test current 
Variable test current 
Variable test current 
Variable test current 
Zero test current 
10 ma 
7.5 ma 
5.0 ma 
2.5 ma 
1 ma/volt 
0.1 ma/volt 
10 microamp/ 
volt 
1 microamp/ 
volt 
Provides variable ra te test current 
when the RATE TEST AMPLITUDE 
switch is set to positions 5, 6, 7, or 8, 
with scaling as indicated. Potentiometer 
output voltage is indicated at position 6 
on the D-C MONITOR 
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Designation Function 
RATE LOOP MODE - NIM D 
RATE LOOP MODE - NIM B 
RATE LOOP MODE - OPEN LOOP 
Connects positions 2 and 3 of the A-C 
MONITOR to low-level, 400-Hz clock 
outputs. 
Connects positions 2 and 3 of the A-C 
MONITOR to the high-level, 400-Hz 
clock outputs. 
Same as NIM B position; plus shorts 
output of ra te loop amplifier in the 
RMP. 
3.3.4.2 Jack and Receptacle Functions. Table 5 l is ts all GR plug jacks and other 
receptacles and designates the function of each. The jacks a re provided to permit 
auxiliary monitoring equipment to be connected to the BTE test console during RMP 
testing. For instance, during RMP qualification testing, it is necessary to simultane-
ously record a number of the telemetry outputs. All jacks are permanently connected 
to the functions indicated independent of switch positions, except that J10 is shorted to 
J9 when the CURRENT MONITOR switch is OFF. 
3.3.4.3 Terminal Strip Functions. The function assigned to each external terminal 
strip location is listed below: 
Location 
TB1-1 
TB1-2 
TBI-3 
TBI-4 
TB1-5 
TB1-6 
TB3-1 
TB3-2 
TB3-3 
TB3-4 
TB3-5 
TB3-6 
TB4-1 
TB4-2 
TB4-3 
Function 
26 vdc power supply input (+) 
26 vdc power supply input (-) 
N/C 
Jumper to TB1-5 
Auxiliary power supply (-), or jumper 
to TB1-4 
Auxiliary power supply (+) 
60-Hz power input 
60-Hz power input 
House ground; jumper to TB3-4 
Power strip ground; jumper to TB3-3 
60-Hz power output to power s t r ips 
60-Hz power output to power str ips 
D-C meter input (+) 
D-C meter input (-) 
Shield ground 
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Designation Function 
TB4-4 
TB4-5 
TB4-6 
A-C meter input, high 
A-C meter input, low 
Shield ground 
Table 5. BTE Test Console Jack and Receptacle Functions 
Designation 
J l 
J2 
J3 
J4 
J5 
J6 
J7 
J8 
J9 
J10 
J l l 
J12 
J13 
J14 
J15 
J16 
J17 
J18 
J19 
J20 
Color 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Red 
Blk 
Blk 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Red 
Red 
Red 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Red 
Function 
AC meter Hi 
AC meter Lo 
DC meter + 
DC meter 
Gyro torquer T .P . 
Signal ground -1 
Command pulse 
Rate loop output 
Signal ground - 1 
Input current 
(P.G.) 
5-kHz clock 
Signal ground - 1 
Heater voltage 
T.P. 
Heater controller 
demodulator 
T.P. 
Heater common 
Heater controller 
preamplifier 
T .P . 
Gyro pickoff 
excitation T.P. 
Signal ground - 2 
Pr imary voltage 
T.P. 
Gyro pickoff output 
T.P. 
Designation 
J21 
J22 
J23 
J24 
J25 
J26 
J27 
J28 
J29 
J30 
J31 
J32 
J33 
J34 
J35 
J36 
J37 
J38 
J39 
J40 
Color 
Blk 
Red 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Function 
Signal ground - 2 
Gyro preamplifier 
output T .P . 
+12 vdc T .P . 
Signal ground - 2 
-12 vdc T.P. 
Motor current 
T.P. 
T/M ground 
Motor voltage 
T .P . 
Motor voltage 
T/M 
T/M ground 
Relay status 
T/M No. 1 
Motor current 
T/M 
T/M ground 
Relay status 
T/M No. 2 
Gyro sync T/M 
T/M ground 
Pr imary voltage 
T/M 
Gyro tempera-
ture T/M 
T/M ground 
Package 
Temperature 
T/M 
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Table 5. BTE Test Console Jack and Receptacle Functions (Cont.) 
Designation 
J41 
J42 
J43 
J44 
J45 
J46 
Color 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Red 
Blk 
Red 
Function 
Heater power 
T/M 
T/M ground 
Rate T/M -
medium 
resolution 
Rate T/M -
high resolution 
T/M ground 
Rate T/M - low 
resolution 
Designation Color Function 
J47 
J48 
J49 
J50 
J52 
J53 
RMP/BTE 
connector 
Clock counter 
card 
Clock output 
card 
Bias supply 
card 
Oscillator 
Relay K3 
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4. 0 DELIVERABLE ITEMS 
The Nimbus D RMP program, Contract NAS 5-10391, had been modified to 
either delete or add workscope. All gyros were supplied to this program as Govern-
ment Furnished Equipment (GFE). A list of contractually deliverable items is given 
below. All i tems have been delivered and accepted by NASA/GSFC. DD 250 documents 
exist for each of the i tems as listed. 
Contract Item Description DD 250 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
Prototype RMP S/N 5 
Flight RMP S/N 6 
Bench Test Equipment S/N 3 
Flight RMP S/N 7 
Spares 6 pc boards 
RMP Instruction Manual 
BTE Instruction Manual 
Final Engineering Report 
2/16/68 -
8/19/69 • 
6/16/67 -
2/7/69 • 
4/22/71 • 
4/16/70 -
6/16/67 -
- 12069 
- 29206 
- 2690 
- 24024 
- 2613 
- 35846 
- 2690 
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5.0 PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS 
5.1 Background. This section presents technical milestones achieved under this con-
tract . Emphasis is placed on the work associated with development of an advanced 
Long Life Rate Measuring Package including integration of the Kearfott ball bearing 
gyro. A description of the bench test equipment fabricated under this contract is also 
included. 
5.2 Summary 
5. 2 .1 Procurement and Fabrication. Following procedures established in the Nim-
bus B RMP program, electrical subassemblies were purchased from Spaco, Inc. of 
Huntsville, Alabama, and later from Twintech Electronics of Fayetteville, Tennessee 
(a company established by former Spaco personnel when Spaco stopped manufacturing 
printed circuit assemblies) . 
Electrical components (either ER types or those screened by Sperry) were 
supplied to the vendor along with wire, certain crit ical hardware i tems, and the a r t -
work masters and assembly drawing for the printed circuit cards . The vendor per -
formed all assembly operations and continuity and resistance checks. After passing 
inspection by a DCAS inspector, the units were shipped to Sperry where they were 
again inspected, functionally tested, and finally, conformally coated. 
A summary of the various subassembly procurements is given below. Note 
that set S/N 4 was purchased as part of the Nimbus B RMP program. In addition, a 
summary of the par ts screening program at Sperry is included in Appendix II. 
5.2.2 Gyro Procurement. Four Kearfott Alpha II gyros were purchased on the Nim-
bus B RMP program and then "GFE'd" to the Nimbus D program. The gyros (S/N 1 
through S/N 4) were purchased to Sperry drawing 1200941 and purchase specification 
P1581854 included in Appendix I. (See section 3.2 for a technical discussion of the 
gyro.) 
An additional Alpha II gyro (S/N R-87) was "GFE'd" to Sperry for use in the 
engineering model RMP EM01. This gyro had been purchased for the RAGS program 
several years previously. 
Table 6 summarizes the Kearfott final test data on the four purchased gyros. 
Upon delivery to Sperry, each of the gyros was subjected to a factory acceptance test 
and then installed in one of the RMP's . Gyros S/N 1, 3, and 4 were ultimately 
delivered in RMP's to NASA. Gyro S/N 2 experienced a float stiction malfunction dur-
ing RMP final acceptance test and was returned to Kearfott for rebuild as S/N 2A. 
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Subassembly Procurement Summary 
S/N 
4 
5 and 6 
5 and 6 
7 
6A 
M.I. Date 
9/1/66 
6/20/67 
7/11/67 
3/7/68 
2/6/69 
Del'y Date 
12/27/66 
11/17/67 
11/17/67 
6/18/68 
6/17/69 
Vendor 
Spaco 
Spaco 
Spaco 
Spaco 
Twintech 
Comments 
Complete Gas Bearing Set 
Complete Gas Bearing Set 
Ball Bearing Relay Cards 
Only 
Complete Ball Bearing Set 
Ball Bearing P/C Cards 
Only. Harness, Inverter, 
and RFI Assembly 
Fabricated at Sperry 
A complete set of sub-assemblies included the following items: 
Nomenclature 
Rate Loop Electronics Card 
Power Conditioning Card 
Heater Controller Card 
Telemetry Signal Conditioning Card 
Relay Card A 
Relay Card B 
Inverter Subassembly 
RMP Cable Harness 
RFI Assembly 
Part No. 
4216-67676 
4216-67677 
4216-67678 
4216-67679 
4216-67680 (Gas Bearing) or 
4310-90848 (Ball Bearing) 
4216-67681 (Gas Bearing) or 
4310-90841 (Ball Bearing) 
4310-90633 
4216-90956 
4310-90627 
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Below is a summary of the wheel operating hours for each of the four gyros 
for each level of test. 
Gyro Serial No. 1 2 3 4 2A 
Kearfott test 465 500 621 615 517 
Sperry gyro test 187 - 2 0 0 392 208 206 
Sperry RMP test 485 ~350 919 340 
Total hours at delivery 1137 - 1932 1163 
All of the gyros ultimately malfunctioned, most with only a few thousand hours 
of operation. The longest-lived unit was gyro S/N 4 which survived one year in orbit 
aboard Nimbus 4, with just under 10, 000 hours of total wheel operation when rotation 
apparently ceased. The first indications of bearing deterioration were noted with about 
6200 hours of accumulated wheel operation. Table 7 briefly summarizes the history of 
the four purchased gyros. 
A second RAGS gyro, S/N R-6, was "GFE'd" to Sperry late in the program to 
replace gyro S/N R-87, in the engineering model RMP, EM01. Gyro S/N R-87 was 
used to replace gyro S/N 1 which had experienced bearing degradation in the prototype 
RMP, PR02, while at General Electr ic . 
5. 2. 3 Final Assembly and Test . After the subassemblies and gyros had passed indi-
vidual functional and acceptance t e s t s , they were installed in the RMP's and factory 
acceptance tests were started. Table 8 summarizes the utilization of each of the sub-
assemblies and gyros. 
Factory acceptance tests were conducted in Sperry 's gyro evaluation lab which 
is an environmentally controlled facility with multiple test stations located on concrete 
pedestals, anchored in virgin soil, free from the building structure. A list of the 
equipment utilized in these tests is given in the factory acceptance test procedure, 
T4310-10678. 
Vibration testing was conducted at Goddard Space Flight Center, while the 
thermal-vacuum testing was, in general, conducted at Sperry 's environmental 
laboratory. 
The test program experienced relatively few problems. This is a result of 
the conservative electrical and mechanical design of the RMP. Only four malfunctions 
occurred in the two flight units while undergoing testing at Sperry and one of these 
was due to gyro float stiction. Table 9 summarizes the malfunction experience on the 
Nimbus D program. 
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Table 7. Kearfott Gyro Summary 
Unit 
No. 
1 
2 
3 
4 
2A 
Received 
by 
Sperry 
10/22/67 
12/28/67 
2/14/68 
2/14/68 
10/21/69 
Total 
Operating 
Hours 
1250 
1050 
2330 
9923 
1152 
Malfunction 
and Date 
Errat ic behavior 
both gyro drift 
and wheel run-
down - 3/5/69 
Hysteresis failure 
(float stiction) -
5/21/68 
Mass unbalance 
and low speed 
run-down out of 
spec - 2/16/71 
Wheel stalled -
4/8/71 
Yozzle test fail-
ure - 3/27/71 
Remarks 
Erra t ic behavior ver i -
fied by Kearfott. Unit 
disassembled 4/17/69. 
Results - lubricant 
breakdown - bearing 
failure. 
Noted during accept-
ance test at Sperry. 
Float stiction verified 
by Kearfott. Unit 
disassembled. 
"Out-of-spec" verified 
at Kearfott. Teardown 
revealed lubricant 
breakdown. 
Unit in orbit one (1) 
year; first indication 
of malfunction 
Nov. 1970 (6200 hours). 
Indication of bubble or 
whisker. Noted during 
post-vibration test at 
Sperry. Unit not 
presently considered 
flightworthy. 
5. 3 RMP Accomplishments. 
5. 3. 1 Engineering Unit, EMOl, Sperry S/N 4. The Nimbus D engineering model RMP 
(the fourth unit built by Sperry) was constructed as part of the Nimbus B program. As 
the "D" castings were not yet available, and since the unit would not experience vibra-
tion test, it was constructed using aluminum plates screwed and cemented together. 
As this was the first unit to employ the Alpha II gyro (S/N R-87), the existing S/N 4 sub-
assembly set had to be modified. This consisted of fabricating the new relay cards and 
heater controller card using hard-wired,41-pin vector cards, and adding the necessary 
additional wires to the S/N 4 harness. 
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Table 8. Gyro and Subassembly Utilization in Nimbus D RMP's 
RMP S/N — 
Sperry S/N — 
Gyro 
Subassemblies 
Date 
— EM01 
— S/N 4 
R-87 - Later 
replaced by 
gyro R-6 when 
gyro R-87 was 
installed in 
RMP S/N 5. 
S/N 4 - Except 
heater control-
ler and relay 
cards were 
hand wired 
versions for 
Kearfott gyro 
retrofit. 
Table 9. 
Unit 
PR02 
S/N 5 
S/N 1 - Gyro 
experienced 
lubrication 
failure at 
G. E. Re-
placed with 
gyro R-87 
from RMP 
S/N 4. 
S/N 5 
Malfunction Exp 
FT03 
S/N 6 
S/N 2 - Gyro 
failed hystere-
s is during final 
RMP accept-
ance test . Re-
placed with 
gyro S/N 3. 
S/N 6 - Later 
replaced by 
S/N 6A subas-
semblies dur-
ing connector 
plating change. 
erience 
Description 
FT04 
S/N 7 
S/N 4 
S/N 7 
8/28/67 RMP EM01, S/N 4 
4/22/68 RMP FT03, S/N 6 
Wire in RMP harness broke during random 
vibration at GSFC resulting in application of 
800 Hz to the spin motor of gyro R-87 
causing loss of wheel speed. Examination 
revealed wire (one added as result of r e t r o -
fit) had insufficient relief. Wire replaced, 
and vibration test completed successfully. 
Microcircuit 0402 on the T/M signal condi-
tioning card exhibited abnormal operation 
during RMP pre-FAT tes t s . The device was 
replaced and the failed unit sent to GSFC for 
failure analysis. The conclusion was that 
imperfections in the silicon chip may have 
caused malfunction. 
5/21/68 RMP FT03, S/N 6 The RMP failed hysteresis test during final 
acceptance test due to stiction in gyro S/N 2. 
Gyro S/N 2 was removed and replaced with 
gyro S/N 3. Stiction confirmed at Kearfott. 
Unit torn down and rebuilt as gyro S/N 2A. 
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Table 9. Malfunction Experience (Cont.) 
Date Unit Description 
1/15/69 RMP FT04, S/N 7 
1/23/69 RMP FT04, S/N 7 
3/5/69 RMP PR02, S/N 5 
High clock voltage reading during initial 
FAT of RMP FT04 was caused by open 
diode CR222 on the power conditioning 
card. The diode was destroyed during 
removal so failure mechanism could not be 
determined. Replaced with new diode. 
Absence of -12 vdc test point output during 
post-vibration FAT caused by broken lead 
in harness . Presumed break occurred 
during vibration due to insufficient slack in 
lead. An additional length of wire was 
spliced to lead and resoldered. 
During special tes ts at G. E . , 30-0 Hz run-
down test of gyro S/N 1 measured 24 sec -
onds. Gyro had previously exhibited large 
shifts in output. The gyro was removed on 
3/20/69 and replaced by gyro S/N R-87. 
Teardown of gyro S/N 1 at Kearfott on 
4/17/69 revealed lubrication failure of spin 
bearing. 
The unit was successfully tested and delivered to NASA for integration tes ts . 
After four months, the unit was returned to Sperry for refurbishment to prototype level 
so that vibration and thermal-vacuum testing could be performed. The refurbishment 
consisted of removing the entire S/N 4 subassembly set, including harness , from the 
original S/N 4 box, and reinstalling them in a regular, machined, Nimbus D RMP 
casting. In addition, the three hard-wired vector cards had to be ruggedized, a thermal 
ground plane added to the heater card, and all subassemblies conformally coated. The 
refurbished unit successfully passed vibration and thermal-vacuum tes ts , and was 
redelivered to NASA. 
When gyro S/N 1 ultimately failed in RMP PR02, gyro R-87 was removed from 
EM01, to replace S/N 1 in PR02. A second RAGS gyro, S/N R-6, was "GFE'd" to 
Sperry for installation in EM01. 
Table 10 l ists significant milestones in the history of RMP EM01. 
5. 3. 2 Prototype Unit PR02, Sperry S/N 5. The fifth and sixth RMP's fabricated by 
Sperry originally were to have been the two flight model Nimbus D RMP's , incorporating 
SYG-4200 gas bearing gyros. With the decision to "fly" the Kearfott Alpha II gyro on 
Nimbus D, it was required that a qualification unit be fabricated to undergo prototype-
level vibration and thermal-vacuum tes ts , as well as acceleration and humidity tes ts . 
Thus, RMP S/N 5 became PR02, rather than FT02. 
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Table 10. Milestone Summary, RMP EM01 
Milestone 
Gyro S/N R-87 delivered to Sperry 
Gyro S/N R-87 completed gyro test 
Pre-FAT of RMP S/N 4 completed 
Gyro S/N R-87 installed in RMP S/N 4 
Complete acceptance tes ts at Sperry 
Delivery to NASA-GSFC 
Integration tes ts at GSFC 
Returned to Sperry for refurbishment 
Pre-FAT of refurbished RMP S/N 4 
Gyro S/N R-87 reinstalled 
Complete prototype vibration at GSFC 
Complete abbreviated thermal-vacuum 
Returned to Sperry for special tes ts in 
gyro S/N R-87 removed 
Gyro S/N R-6 delivered to Sperry 
Gyro S/N R-6 completed gyro test 
Gyro S/N R-6 installed in RMP S/N 4 
Complete acceptance tes ts at Sperry 
RMP S/N 4 delivered to GSFC 
to prototype level 
, 
at GSFC 
conjunction with RMP PR02; 
Date 
3/2/67 
4/4/67 
4/10/67 
4/13/67 
4/25/67 
4/26/67 
6/26/67 
8/16/67 
8/22/67 
8/23/67 
8/28/67 
8/30/67 
3/11/69 
4/4/69 
4/8/69 
4/8/69 
4/16/69 
4/30/69 
The fabrication and test of RMP PR02 was identical to the flight units to follow, 
with the exception of the more severe environmental test levels and addition of accelera-
tion and humidity tes ts . All test resul ts before and after all environmental tests were 
satisfactory. A change in gyro bias of 0 .16° /hr was noted after vibration. The origin 
of the change was thought to be due to the magnetic fields from the shaker. The final 
bias of the RMP during acceptance test was 0. l l ° / h r which was acceptable. 
Presented below, in summary form, a re the resul ts of the tes ts performed on 
RMP PR02. Actual performance data is referenced by page to the RMP Log Book. 
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• Factory Acceptance Test Nimbus D RMP per T/Spec #4310-10678A. P e r -
formance data acceptable. See pages 6 through 17 in Log. Test period 
12/7/67 to 12/26/67. 
• Humidity Test per T/Spec #4310-10841A. Functional data after test accept-
able. See pages 17 through 18 in Log. Test period 12/26/67 to 12/27/67. 
• Acceleration Test per T/Spec #4310-10677A. Functional data after test 
acceptable. See page 19 in Log. Test date 12/27/67. 
• Factory Acceptance Test per T/Spec #4310-10841A, paragraphs 7. 9 through 
7.13. Performance data acceptable. See pages 20 and 21 in Log. Test 
period 12/28/67 to 12/29/67. 
• Vibration Testing per T/Spec #4310-10680. Functional data after test indi-
cated a slight change in gyro bias . See pages 21 and 22 in Log. Test date 
1/3/68. 
• Factory Acceptance Test per T/Spec #4310-10841A, paragraphs 7. 9 through 
7.13. Performance data indicates an absolute bias of 0 .16°/hr , which was a 
change in bias of 0 .16° /hr due to the vibration test sequence. All other pe r -
formance paramete rs were acceptable. See pages 23 through 26 in Log. 
Test period 1/4/68 to 1/8/68. Unit readied for thermal-vacuum tes ts at 
GSFC. 
• Thermal-Vacuum Test per T/Spec #4310-10679A. Functional data after test 
indicated a slight change in gyro bias and wheel run down. See pages 26 
through 33 in Log. Test period 1/9/68 to 1/22/68. Test conducted at GSFC. 
An analysis of the heat losses of the RMP during thermal-vacuum tes ts was 
made to corroberate the gyro- to-case thermal impedance which controls the 
total input power to the RMP in orbit. Based on Nimbus B data, it was 
determined that a nominal gyro-to-case thermal impedance of 14°F/watt 
was required, such that the input power to the RMP during orbit would be a 
nominal 8 watts at a spacecraft temperature of 25°C. 
The analysis indicated, allowing for the radiation heat loss peculiar to that 
chamber, the thermal impedance was 12°F/watt. This meant that the RMP total input 
power in orbit would be 9. 3 watts at a spacecraft temperature of 25°C. The analysis is 
included in Appendix III. 
• Factory Acceptance Test per T/Spec #4310-10841A, paragraphs 7. 9 
through 7. 13. Performance data indicated an absolute bias of 0 .12°/hr , 
which is a reduction in the bias witnessed after vibration of 0. 04°/hr . This 
bias level was acceptable. Wheel rundown time reduced slightly but within 
tolerance. All other performance parameters were acceptable. See 
pages 34 and 35 in Log. Test period 1/23/68 to 1/24/68. 
After successful completion of the final acceptance test at Sperry, RMP PR02 
was delivered to G. E. for integration into the prototype Nimbus D ACS. 
Several special tes ts of RMP PR02 were conducted at G.E. with regard to 
noise problems noted in the prototype ACS. One source of output spikes was caused by 
physical motion of the ACS induced by rotation of the solar a r ray dr ives . 
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In the early part of 1969, RMP PR02 started to display output level shifts up to 
0. 5 deg/hr and degradation in the 30-0 Hz wheel run down t imes . The unit was returned 
to Sperry in March 1969 where the degradation was confirmed. Gyro S/N 1 was 
removed and returned to Kearfott, where a teardown revealed lubrication failure in one 
wheel bearing. 
Gyro S/N R-87 was removed from RMP EM01, installed in RMP PR02, and 
returned to G. E. 
Table 11 l is ts significant milestones in the history of PR02, while table 12 
l ists the wheel run down history of Kearfott gyro S/N 1. 
Table 11. Milestone Summary, RMP PR02 
Milestone 
Gyro S/N 1 delivered to Sperry 
Gyro S/N 1 completed gyro test 
Pre -FAT of RMP S/N 5 completed 
Gyro S/N 1 installed 
Complete FAT of RMP S/N 5 
Complete humidity and acceleration tes ts at Sperry 
Vibration test of RMP S/N 5 at Sperry 
Complete thermal-vacuum tes ts at GSFC 
Complete acceptance test at Sperry 
Acceptance test at G. E. 
Special tes ts at G. E. 
Special tes ts at G. E. 
Special tests at G. E. 
Special tes ts at Sperry 
Remove gyro S/N 1, install gyro R-87 
Deliver RMP S/N 5 to G. E. 
Special tes t s at G. E. 
Special tes ts at Sperry 
Date 
10/22/67 
12/1/67 
12/7/67 
12/11/67 
12/20/67 
12/27/67 
1/3/68 
1/22/68 
2/15/68 
2/23/68 
5/10/68 
10/30/68 
3/5/69 
3/10/69 
3/20/69 
3/24/69 
5/27/69 
8/12/70 
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Table 12. Gyro Wheel Rundown Summary, Kearfott Gyro S/N 1 
Date 
Rundown Times 
Total 30-0 Hz 
Comments 
10/14/67 
12/13/67 
12/15/67 
12/18/67 
12/20/67 
12/27/67 
12/28/67 
12/29/67 
1/3/68 
1/3/68 
1/3/68 
1/4/68 
1/8/68 
1/8/68 
1/9/68 
1/22/68 
1/24/68 
1/24/68 
2/15/68 
2/15/68 
2/23/68 
2/23/68 
5/10/68 
10/30/68 
10/30/68 
10/30/68 
3/5/69 
3/5/69 
-
4m-20 sec 
4m-35 sec 
4m-20 sec 
4m-30 sec 
4m-45 sec 
4m-30 sec 
4m-40 sec 
4m-12 sec 
4m-45 sec 
4m-35 sec 
4m-40 sec 
4m-20 sec 
4m-12 sec 
3m-5 sec 
3m-42 sec 
3m-50 sec 
3m-30 sec 
3m-23 sec 
3 m - l l sec 
3m-29 sec 
3m-23 sec 
3m-53 sec 
3m-40 sec 
3m-45 sec 
2m-38 sec 
2m-28 sec 
56 sec 
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
-
42 sec 
-
-
-
-
36 sec 
46 sec 
44 sec 
49 sec 
24 sec 
16 sec 
Kearfott acceptance data 
Start RMP S/N 5 FAT 
Complete initial FAT 
Complete humidity test 
Z-axis vibration 
X-axis vibration 
Y-axis vibration 
Start thermal-vacuum test 
Complete thermal-vacuum test 
Complete final FAT 
Acceptance test at Sperry 
Acceptance test at Sperry (heater off) 
Acceptance test at GE/VFSTC 
Acceptance test at GE/VFSTC 
Special test at GE/VFSTC 
Special test at GE/VFSTC 
Special test at GE/VFSTC 
Special test at GE/VFSTC 
Special tes ts at GE/VFSTC 
Special tes ts at GE/VFSTC 
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Table 12. Gyro Wheel Rundown Summary, Kearfott Gyro S/N 1 (Cont.) 
Date 
Rundown Times 
Total 30-0 Hz 
Comments 
3/10/69 
3/10/69 
3/11/69 
3/14/69 
3/20/69 
5.3 .3 Flight 
2m-43 sec 
2m-41 sec 
2m-47 sec 
2m-25 sec 
-
27 sec 
27 sec 
27 sec 
35 sec 
-
Unit FT03, Sperry S/N 6. 
Tests at Sperry 
Tests at Sperry 
Tests at Sperry in RMP S/N 4 
Tests at Sperry 
Gyro S/N 1 removed from RMP S/N 5 
RMP FT 03 had a lengthy history starting in 
April of 1968. The unit was originally assembled with Kearfott gyro S/N 2. Except for 
a microcircuit malfunction noted during preliminary factory acceptance tes ts (FAT), the 
unit satisfactorily completed all FAT and environmental t es t s . During final acceptance 
testing on 5/21/68, the unit failed to pass the hysteresis test with an indication of gyro 
output axis stiction. Gyro S/N 2 was subsequently removed, torn down, and rebuilt as 
gyro S/N 2A. 
Kearfott gyro S/N 3 was installed on 6/21/68 and RMP FT03 satisfactorily 
completed a repeat of all FAT and environmental tes ts and was available for final 
acceptance tes ts on 7/17/68. A soldering problem (noted at GSFC) voided this package 
and it was subsequently stripped of its harness and electronics subassemblies, these to 
be used as spares (RMP S/N 4B). 
A new harness and electronic subassemblies (S/N 6A) were fabricated and 
assembled into the S/N 6 structure bringing about the latest test cycle. 
Presented below, in summary form, a re the resul ts of the FAT and environ-
mental tes ts performed on RMP FT03 (S/N 6). 
All environmental and FAT tes t s with Kearfott gyro S/N 2 were satisfactory. 
The test period was 5/2/68 to 5/17/68. The gyro failed on 5/21/68 in final acceptance 
test . See pages 1 through 44 in Log #1. 
• Factory Acceptance Test Nimbus D RMP per T/Spec #4310-10678A. Gyro 
S/N 2 removed from RMP for malfunction analysis on 5/22/68. Gyro S/N 3 
installed and factory acceptance test resumed on 6/24/68. Performance 
data acceptable. Performance data indicated an absolute bias of 0. 066°/hr. 
See pages 44 (Log #1) to 1 (Log #2). Test period 6/24/68 to 6/27/68. Unit 
readied for vibration test at GSFC. 
• Vibration Testing per T/Spec #4310-10680. Functional data after tes ts 
acceptable. Slight temporary changes in bias and wheel rundown were 
detected during tes t s . See pages 2 and 3 in Log #2. Vibration input curves 
retained at GSFC. Test date 7/1/68. 
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0 Factory Acceptance per T/Spec #4310-10841A, paragraphs 7.7 through 
7.13, 7.15, and 7.17. Performance data acceptable. Performance data 
indicated an absolute bias of 0. 086°/hr which was a change of 0. 02°/hr dur-
ing the vibration test sequence. See pages 4 through 6 in Log #2. Test 
period 7/2/68 to 7/3/68. 
• Thermal Vacuum Test per T/Spec #4310-10679A. Functional data after test 
acceptable. See pages 6 through 15 in Log #2. Test period 7/3/68 to 7/14/68. 
• Factory Acceptance Test per T/Spec #4310-10841A, paragraphs 7. 7 through 
7.13, 7.15, and 7.17. Performance data acceptable. Performance data 
indicated an absolute bias of 0. 058°/hr which was a change of 0. 03°/hr dur-
ing the thermal vacuum test sequence. Rundown time varied slightly but 
within tolerance. See pages 16 through 19 in Log #2. Test period 7/15/68 
to 7/17/68. 
Following the refurbishment of RMP FT03 with the S/N 6A subassemblies, the 
following test summary was recorded. 
• FAT commenced on 6/26/69 and was completed 7/1/69 (Log #2, pages 29 
through 38). All test results were satisfactory with no anomalies noted. Of 
part icular interest is the fact that no gyro bias t r im adjustment was 
required, after a full year of storage. The bias of 7/17/68 (Log #2, 
page 18) was +1. 65 rav. The bias on 6/27/69 (Log #2, page 32) was 
+3.18 mv, a change of only 1. 53 mv, or 0. 053 deg/hr . 
• Vibration tes ts were conducted at GSFC on 7/15/69 (Log #2, pages 39 
through 42). The gyro simulator was substituted for Kearfott gyro S/N 3 
during the X-and Y-axes sine and random runs and the Z-axis sine run. 
Gyro S/N 3 was reinstalled for the Z-axis random run. This was done to 
avoid excessive accumulated vibration time on gyro S/N 3 which had 
experienced a complete flight level vibration test on 7/1/68. The test was 
satisfactory. 
• Post-vibration FAT was conducted on 7/16/69 to 7/17/69 (Log #2, pages 42 
to 45). The raw bias value was +3.10 mv, a decrease of 0. 08 mv, or 
0. 003 deg/hr from the value pr ior to vibration. 
• Thermal-vacuum testing of RMS S/N 6 commenced on 7/18/69 and was com-
pleted on 8/5/69 (Log #2, page 45 to Log #3, page 4). The test was con-
ducted in one of the small, vert ical chambers at GSFC. Vibration inputs to 
this chamber were quite high, making the output recording of rather poor 
quality. A simple R-C filter was employed at the Brush recorder input to 
reduce the noise band on the output t race . Several BTE shut-downs 
occurred as a result of mementary power interruptions at the T & E build-
ing, but overall resul ts were satisfactory. 
• Post T-V FAT was conducted from 8/6/69 to 8/11/69 (Log #3, pages 5 
through 9). The final raw bias value was +3. 32 mv, an increase of 0.14 mv, 
or 0. 005 deg/hr from the original value on 6/27/69. Correcting for the 
BTE e r ro r , this represents a final true bias of +1. 41 mv, or +0. 049 deg/hr. 
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Table 13 l ists all the gyro S/N 3 rundown t imes obtained during RMP FT03 
test including those conducted in 1968. There did not appear to be any degradation in 
the t imes listed. 
Total gyro operating time as of 8/11/69 was 1305 hours, not including time 
accumulated at Kearfott pr ior to delivery to Sperry. 
Stability runs of this unit in a spin-axis horizontal, output-axis paral lel to 
ear th 's axis attitude typically showed occasional unidirectional output t ransients of 
0. 2 deg/hr and 30-second duration. Since the transients did not occur in the OA vertical 
attitude, they were believed to be due to temporary shifts in the wheel position along the 
spin axis. The magnitude of the transient was well within both Kearfott and Sperry per -
formance specifications for this gyro, and should not have caused problems to the ACS. 
This behavior was noted in other gyros on the Nimbus D RMP program and was not 
considered abnormal for a ball-bearing type gyro. 
As this gyro had an unusual amount of operating time before final delivery, it 
was of interest to plot the mass balance coefficients of the gyro as a function of wheel 
operating t ime. The resul ts (figure 5), showed a change in the character of MUSA 
after the 800-hour point. 
Table 14 l is ts significant milestones in the long history of RMP FT03. 
5. 3.4 Flight Unit FT04, Sperry S/N 7. RMP FT04 was the last unit fabricated on the 
Nimbus D RMP program. Because of the timing of the solder problem experienced at 
GSFC which allowed the appropriate changes to be incorporated in the original build of 
this unit, RMP FT04 was delivered ahead of FT03 and became the unit to actually "fly" 
on Nimbus 4. 
Rather than describe here the effort involved in making the connector changes 
to FT03 and FT04, the program planfor these tasks is reproduced in Appendix VI. 
Fabrication and test of RMP FT04 were normal with the exception of two minor 
malfunctions. As one of these involved a broken harness lead during vibration, the 
documentation covering the occurrence and repair a re included in Appendix VII. 
Presented below (in summary form) are the resul ts of the tes ts performed on 
RMP FT04. Actual performance data is referenced by page to the RMP Log book. 
• FAT per #4310-10678C Testing Began on 1/15/69. Noted out-of-tolerance 
readings on 1/15/69 (page 8, Log book). Analysis of low gyro temperature 
conditions indicated incorrect res i s tor on gyro normalization assembly. 
Resistor replaced on 1/16/69. Analysis of out-of-tolerance reading on 
400-Hz, phase A clock input (page 9 of Log book) indicated a diode failure on 
the power conditioning card. The diode was replaced on 1/17/69. Testing 
resumed on 1/18/69. Performance data acceptable and indicated on abso-
lute bias of 0. 013°/hr. See pages 5 through 21 in Log book. Test com-
pleted 1/22/69. 
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Table 13. Gyro Wheel Rundown Summary, Kearfott Gyro S/N 3 
Date 
2/6/68 
6/24/68 
6/26/68 
6/26/68 
6/27/68 
7/1/68 
7/1/68 
7/1/68 
7/2/68 
7/3/68 
7/3/68 
7/14/68 
7/16/68 
7/17/68 
6/26/69 
6/27/69 
7/1/69 
7/15/69 
7/16/69 
7/17/69 
7/18/69 
8/5/69 
8/7/69 
8/11/69 
11/5/69 
11/5/69 
6/19/70 
6/19/70 
6/19/70 
Total 
-
5m-10 sec 
5m-00 sec 
4m-57 sec 
4m-58 sec 
4m-46 sec 
4m-25 sec 
4m-20 sec 
4m-57 sec 
4m-58 sec 
4m-52 sec 
4m-55 sec 
5m-05 sec 
4m-30 sec 
5m-35 sec 
4m-16 sec 
5m-25 sec 
4m-40 sec 
4m-57 sec 
5m-10 sec 
5m-15 sec 
4m-45 sec 
5m-00 sec 
5m-05 sec 
5m-01 sec 
5m-25 sec 
5m-07 sec 
5m-18 sec 
4m-54 sec 
30-0 Hz 
64.4 sec 
47 sec 
52 sec 
-
48 sec 
-
-
-
51 sec 
-
-
-
55 sec 
66.5 sec 
59 sec 
55 sec 
56.7 sec 
-
50 sec 
55 sec 
-
-
54 sec 
46 sec 
-
54 sec 
-
-
-
Test 
Kearfott Test* 
FAT 
FAT 
FAT 
FAT 
Vibration at GSFC 
Vibration at GSFC 
Vibration at GSFC 
ReFAT after vibration 
T-V at Sperry 
End T-V 
ReFAT after T-V 
ReFAT after T-V 
FAT 
FAT 
FAT 
Vibration at GSFC 
ReFAT after vibration 
ReFAT after vibration 
T-V at GSFC 
End T-V 
ReFAT after T-V 
ReFAT after T-V 
Acceptance at GSFC 
Acceptance at GSFC 
Acceptance at G. E. 
Acceptance at G.E. 
Acceptance at G. E. 
*Phase shift capacitor removed. 
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Table 14. Milestone Summary, RMP FT03 
Milestone 
Gyro S/N 2 delivered to Sperry 
Gyro S/N 2 completed gyro test 
Gyro S/N 3 delivered to Sperry 
Gyro S/N 3 completed gyro test 
P re -FAT of RMP S/N 6 
Gyro S/N 2 installed 
Complete FAT of RMP S/N 6 
Vibration at GSFC 
Complete thermal-vacuum test at Sperry 
Acceptance test - gyro S/N 2 malfunction 
Remove gyro S/N 2 from RMP S/N 6 
Gyro S/N 3 installed in RMP S/N 6 
Complete FAT of RMP S/N 6 
Vibration at GSFC 
Complete thermal-vacuum test at Sperry 
Gyro S/N 3 removed for resoldering of connector 
RMP S/N 6 disassembled and reassembled using the S/N 6A 
subassemblies 
P re -FAT of RMP S/N 6 
Gyro S/N 3 reinstalled in RMP S/N 6 
Complete FAT of RMP S/N 6 
Vibration at GSFC 
Complete thermal-vacuum test at GSFC 
Final acceptance test at GSFC 
Special test at Sperry 
Delivery to G. E. 
Date 
12/28/67 
2/7/68 
2/14/68 
4/18/68 
4/22/68 
4/24/68 
4/30/68 
5/2/68 
5/16/68 
5/21/68 
5/22/68 
6/21/68 
6/27/68 
7/1/68 
7/14/68 
12/26/68 
6/25/69 
6/26/69 
7/1/69 
7/15/69 
8/5/69 
11/5/69 
11/7/69 
4/6/70 
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• Vibration Test per T/Spec #4310-10680. Functional data after tes ts 
acceptable. See pages 22 and 23 in Log book. Vibration input curves 
retained at GSFC. Test date 1/23/69. 
• Factory Acceptance Test per T/Spec #4310-10678C, paragraphs 7. 7 
7. 13, 7. 15, and 7.17. Testing began on 1/24/69. Noted out-of-tolerance 
reading on the -12 vdc RMP supply (page 25 of Log book). Analysis indi-
cated broken wire in harness . Since the break did not affect RMP opera-
tion, testing was continued and was completed on 1/24/69. Performance 
data was acceptable, and indicated an absolute bias of 0. 016°/hr. The 
broken lead was repaired on 1/27/69, as described in CNAP #80 contained 
in Appendix VII. See pages 24 through 28 in the Log book. 
• Thermal-Vacuum Test per T/Spec #4310-10679A. Functional data after 
test acceptable. See pages 28 through 34 in Log book. Test period 
1/28/69 to 2/6/69. 
• Factory Acceptance Test per T/Spec #4310-10678C, paragraphs 7. 7 
through 7.13, 7.15, and 7.17. Performance data acceptable. Performance 
data indicated an absolute bias of 0. 023°/hr which was a change of 0. 039°/hr 
during the thermal-vacuum test sequence. See pages 35 through 39 in Log 
book. Test period 2/6/69 to 2 /7/69. 
Gyro S/N 4 performed well throughout the test phases at Sperry. The wheel 
rundown summary, presented in table 15 may have indicated a slight downward trend 
in the total t imes. This unit eventually experienced apparent wheel seizure while in 
orbit after nearly 10, 000 hours of operation. 
Table 16 lists significant milestones in the history of RMP FT04. 
5. 4 Integration of the Kearfott Ball Bearing Gyro 
5. 4 .1 Background. In June 1966, during formulation of the FY'67 Nimbus program, a 
task was included to study the possibility of retrofitting the Kearfott Alpha 2 gyro into 
the RMP in order to provide a back-up to the SYG-4200 gyro program. 
Prel iminary studies were carr ied out at Sperry during the Fall of 1966, p r i -
marily in the area of the command logic to be employed with the Kearfott gyro. P r o -
posed relay card schematics were generated. 
On 30 January 1967, NASA informed Sperry that a tentative decision had been 
made to incorporate the Kearfott gyro into the Nimbus D RMP with the provision that 
the changes to the circuitry permit future interchangeability with the SYG-4200 gyro, 
when it was successfully qualified. 
A trip was made to Kearfott on 6 February 1967 to establish a firm interface 
definition of the gyro type to be used. 
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Table 15. Gyro Wheel Rundown Summary, Kearfott Gyro S/N 4 
Date 
2/8/68 
5/29/68 
6/21/68 
1/10/69 
1/18/69 
1/20/69 
1/21/69 
1/22/69 
1/22/69 
1/23/69 
1/23/69 
1/23/69 
1/24/69 
1/24/69 
1/24/69 
2/6/69 
2/6/69 
2/6/69 
2/7/69 
2/12/69 
2/12/69 
Total 
-
4m-50 
4m-10 
4m-12 
4m-12 
4m-01 
4m-01 
3m-54 
4m-00 
3m-57 
3m-58 
4m-00 
4m-06 
4m-01 
4m-05 
3m-52 
3m-51 
3m-57 
3m-54 
3m-35 
3m-05 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
sec 
30-0 Hz 
53.0 sec 
-
-
-
50. 5 sec 
46 sec 
45 sec 
45 sec 
50 sec 
-
-
-
47 sec 
49 sec 
51 sec 
-
46 sec 
48 sec 
47 sec 
43 sec 
41 sec 
Test 
Kearfott 
Gyro FAT 
Gyro FAT 
Gyro retes t after new connector 
RMP FAT (FT04) 
RMP FAT (FT04) 
RMP FAT (FT04) 
RMP FAT (FT04) 
RMP FAT (FT04) 
Vibration at GSFC 
Vibration at GSFC 
Vibration at GSFC 
Post vibration FAT 
Post vibration FAT 
Post vibration FAT 
End of T-V 
Post T-V FAT 
Post T-V FAT 
Post T-V FAT 
Final acceptance test 
Final acceptance test 
Table 17 summarizes the important interface character is t ics of both the 
Sperry SYG-4200 gyro and the Kearfott C702564-015 gyro to be retrofitted. The prob-
lem a reas indicated by as ter isks (*), a re individually discussed in following sections. 
5. 4. 2 Spin Motor. The gyro spin motor excitation presented the area of greatest 
incompatibility with the existing electronics. The SYG-4200 gyro utilized a three-level , 
dual-frequency excitation scheme for starting and running, whereas the Kearfott gyro 
star ted and ran at a single voltage and frequency, greatly simplifying the turn-on 
procedure. 
The design philosophy followed in incorporating the necessary change was to 
limit all modifications to the relay cards , adding wires as necessary to the harness . In 
this way, interchanging gyro types would involve changing relay cards only. 
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Table 16. Milestone Summary, RMP FT04 
Milestone 
Gyro S/N 4 delivered to Sperry 
Gyro S/N 4 completed gyro test 
Thermal indicator on gyro S/N 4 inspected by Spei 
and Kearfott personnel 
Connector on gyro S/N 4 resoldered to pass X-ray 
Gyro S/N 4 completed retes t 
Pre-FAT of RMP S/N 7 completed 
Gyro S/N 4 installed 
Complete FAT of RMP S/N 4 
Vibration test at GSFC 
Complete thermal-vacuum test at GSFC 
Complete acceptance test at Sperry 
Delivery and acceptance test at G. E. 
Table 17. 
Spin Motor 
Excitation frequency (Hz) -
Starting power (Watts) 
Running power (Watts) 
Excitation voltage 
(0-peak square wave) 
Angular momentum 
Phase shift capacitor 
(ufd) 
rry, GSFC, 
inspection 
Gyro Parameter Summary 
Sperry 
SYG-4200 C 
24, 000 rpm 
12, 000 rpm 
24, 000 rpm 
12, 000 rpm 
Start 
Run, 24, 000 rpm 
Run, 12, 000 rpm 
24, 000 rpm 
12,000 rpm 
800 Hz, Start 
800 Hz, Run 
400 Hz, Run 
800 
400 
16 
4.0 
1.8 
52 
29 
14 
136,000 
68,000 
1.3 
0.8 
2.8 
Date 
2/14/68 
6/21/68 
8/7/68 
12/ /68 
1/10/69 
1/13/69 
1/15/69 
1/22/69 
1/23/69 
2/6/69 
2/12/69 
3/5/69 
Kearfott 
:-702564-015 
400 * 
N/A 
3.75 Max. 
3.2 Max. * 
N/A 
N/A 
29 * 
N/A 
227,000 
N/A 
N/A 
N/A 
1.3 * 
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Table 17. Gyro Paramete r Summary (Cont.) 
Sperry 
SYG-4200 
Kearfott 
C-702564-015 
Signal Generator 
Excitation frequency (kHz) 
Excitation voltage 
Gradient (mv/mr) 
Input impedance (ohms) 
Output impedance (ohms) 
Torque Generator 
Scale factor (deg/hr/ma) — 240, 00 rpm 
12, 000 rpm 
Resistance (ohms) 
Temperature Control and Monitor 
Heater res is tance (ohms) - control 
warm-up 
Control sensor resis tance (ohms) 
Sensor gradient (ohms/°F) 
Operating temperature (°F) 
Monitor sensor resis tance (ohms) 
Output Axis Character is t ics 
Gyro gain (H/D) 
Time constant (millisecond) 
Angular freedom (degrees) 
Inertia (GM-CM2) 
Physical Character is t ics 
Diameter (inches) 
Length (inches) 
Weight (pounds) 
5 
3.5 
40 
42 +J156 
1600 + J3100 
75 
150 
5 
3.5 
2.4 * 
100 + J472 * 
58 + j45 
134 
N/A 
10 45 
35 
N/A 
1440 
3 
160 
16K 
8 
13 
±0.8 
107 
2.25 
3.86 
1.75 
31.4 
132 
780 
1.5 
165 
780 
12.4 
6.4 
±2.4 min 
117 
2.01 
3. 17 
0.85 
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The power conditioning card, 4216-67677, as designed for the SYG-4200, 
processed the 400 Hz, 2-phase clock to produce either 800-Hz or 400-Hz drive to the 
inverter, depending on the presence, or absence of a ground on terminal 13 of the card. 
Grounding this input to produce the 800-Hz output also disabled the under-voltage cut-out 
circuit, to prevent loss of wheel excitation during launch. 
Since there was no need for the under-voltage protection with the Kearfott bal l-
bearing gyro, and in fact it would have been undesirable, it was decided to permanently 
ground terminal 13 of the power conditioning card via the new relay card to be designed. 
To achieve a 400-Hz drive signal to the inverter, it was then necessary to disable one 
of the 400-Hz clock inputs. This was accomplished by grounding terminal 8 of the 
power conditioning card, again via the new design relay card. This required a new 
wire to be added to the harness (J9-8 to J6-21). 
The inverter design for the SYG-4200 gyro included three phase-shift capa-
citors connected in various combinations via relay contacts for the three different gyro 
operating modes. The 0. 82-ufd capacitor was permanently connected to the motor 
while either the 0. 47 or 2. 0-ufd capacitor was parallel with it by grounding through 
relay contacts. To achieve the single 1. 3-ufd value recommended by Kearfott, the new 
relay card design simply connected the 0. 47-ufd capacitor to ground (without a relay) 
and ignored the 2. 0-ufd capacitor, producing a fixed value of 1. 29 ufd. 
In arriving at a command logic scheme to be incorporated in the new relay 
cards, discussions were held with Kearfott regarding gyro turn-on procedure. It was 
subsequently decided that the RMP ON command should energize the gyro feedback loop 
and heater but not the spin motor. A separate "Motor-on" command was provided with 
the stipulation that the gyro reach some elevated temperature before energizing the spin 
motor. Kearfott felt that this would optimize bearing life. 
The existing 29-volt tap on the inverter transformer was satisfactory for 
normal operation of the Kearfott gyro, and the 24-volt tap was included in the command 
scheme as a power-saving option via the lower motor voltage command. 
5. 4. 3 Signal Generator. The Kearfott gyro signal generator design was basically 
compatible with the excitation voltage and frequency provided by the RMP electronics. 
But its output gradient (sensitivity) was less than that in the SYG-4200 gyro by a factor 
of 16. This was partially compensated for by adding a step-up transformer to the sec -
ondary circuit of the generator on the gyro normalization assembly. The t ransformer 
selected was the high reliability equivalent of UTC's D0-T52 connected to provide a 
2. 83 voltage step-up rat io. The 8-to-l impedance step-up,coupled with the inherently 
low secondary impedance of the Kearfott signal generator, resulted in an equivalent 
secondary impedance that was still acceptably low. 
The overall gyro transfer function, including the transformer, was 84 mv /mr IA, 
compared to 320 mv /mr IA for the SYG-4200 gyro. The 4- to- l reduction in loop gain 
was deemed acceptable. 
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The higher pr imary impedance of the Kearfott signal generator made it neces-
sary to reduce the value of the pr imary tuning capacitor located on the normalization 
assembly from 0. 22 ufd to 0.1 ufd. While this value did not provide exact tuning, it was 
the neares t available value, and resulted in very little loading of the 5-kHz source. 
5. 4. 4 Temperature Control and Monitoring. The temperature control sensor res i s tor 
incorporated in the Kearfott gyro had a value of 780 ohms at gyro operating temperature. 
The heater controller cards were tr immed to control at a value of 1440 ohms c o r r e -
sponding to the sensor value in the SYG-4200 gyros. This discrepancy was overcome by 
including a 660. 0 ± 0. 5-ohm padder res is tor network on the gyro normalization assem-
bly connected in se r i e s with the sensor. The penalty was less tight temperature control 
of the gyro as a result of the lower sensor gradient, but this approach kept the heater 
controller cards interchangeable for either gyro. 
The temperature monitor sensor on the Kearfott gyro was identical to the con-
t ro l sensor with a value of 780 ohms at operating temperature . On the other hand, the 
SYG-4200 gyro utilized an a r ray of four thermistors with a combined resis tance of 
16K ohms at temperature which was used in a simple divider circuit to provide the gyro 
temperature telemetry channel. 
A circuit design was developed using several t r ans i s to rs to make the Kearfott 
monitor compatible with the existing T/M card circuitry and T/M format, but it was 
subsequently discarded in favor of the simpler approach of adding a thermistor to the 
Kearfott gyro. 
An over- temperature switch was not incorporated in the basic Alpha 2 gyro 
design, as had been done in the SYG-4200 gyro, to protect against heater controller 
malfunction. To remedy this, a thermal switch assembly was designed, which included 
the temperature monitor thermistor , to be cemented to the +0A end of each gyro. 
5. 4. 5 Mechanical/Thermal Considerations. The physical size of the Kearfott gyro 
presented no basic problems, other than the location of the cable exit which had to be 
relocated to avoid mechanical interference. New mounting ring and clamp designs had 
to be generated. 
With its higher operating motor power, the Kearfott gyro required a lower 
thermal impedance mount to avoid heater cut-off at high spacecraft ambient tempera-
tu res . This was accomplished by designing the ring and clamp to be fabricated from 
stainless steel . The SYG-4200 gyro had been sandwiched between a pair of micalex 
rings for thermal isolation. 
No changes were made to the gyro mounting bracket, with its optical reference 
mi r ro r and Lord vibration isolators. 
5.4.6 Heater Controller Card. While not specifically related to the Kearfott gyro 
retrofit, a par t ia l redesign of the heater controller card was undertaken at this t ime to 
eliminate a problem experienced on the Nimbus B program. The card, as designed for 
Nimbus B, employed a 10-kHz heater cycling frequency derived from the 5-kHz 
excitation. The method of obtaining the 10-kHz dither signal resulted in its containing a 
residual 5-kHz sub-harmonic, which, depending on duty-cycle (power level), coupled 
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varying amounts of 5-kHz into both the gyro pickoff output and the tempera ture-
controller input. The result was limit-cycle operation of the heater controller over 
several narrow ranges of heater power demand. When the limit cycle occurred, it 
created large disturbances in the ra te loop output. Since the condition occurred mainly 
in the 0-10% and 90-100% regimes, it was seldom a problem in test , and since the RMP 
was to be operated "heater-off" in orbit, would be no problem in flight. 
It was felt that to operate the Kearfott gyro "heater-on" in orbit would be 
unacceptable, thus the redesign. The solution was to cycle the heater at a frequency 
that was not harmonically related to 5-kHz, or any of its odd harmonics. A f ree-
running, relaxation oscillator was incorporated to produce the desired sawtooth dither 
signal. A study was made to determine a safe frequency range, resulting in the selec-
tion of 8000 ± 200 Hz for the t r im condition of the oscillator. Also included in the 
redesign was elimination of the temperature-se t t r im potentiometer in favor of selected 
fixed t r im res i s to r s . 
5. 4. 7 Electrical Stress Analysis. An electrical s t r e s s analysis, done on the Nimbus B 
RMP by the Reliability Engineering Department, was updated for the Nimbus D program 
to include the revised heater controller card and new relay cards . A report was issued 
and is included in Appendix VIII. 
5. 5 BTE Accomplishments 
5. 5.1 Bench Test Equipment Milestones. One set of bench test equipment was 
required to be fabricated and delivered under this contract. The BTE consists of a test 
console, interconnecting cable, holding fixture, and a self-test plug. The BTE was 
originally designed and two sets fabricated under the ear l ier Nimbus B RMP program, 
NAS 5-9571. One set was delivered to the General Electr ic Co. , Space and Missile 
Division, the second set remained at Sperry. The third set of BTE was delivered to the 
System Engineering Branch at NASA/GSFC, Greenbelt, Maryland on 16 June 1967 as 
part of the Nimbus D contract, NAS 5-10391. Thus, identical test support equipment 
existed at Sperry, G. E . , and NASA/GSFC for FAT, qualification and acceptance testing 
of the Nimbus D RMP units. Development of the BTE provided consistency of testing at 
each location plus a great deal of flexibility for diagnostic or retest as required. 
The design and fabrication of the BTE was straightforward and relatively 
problem-free. Emphasis was placed on low cost, and provision for multiple-function 
capability. Multiple functional capability is provided by utilization of additional equip-
ment such as scopes, wave analyzer, recorders , precision dc voltmeters, etc. This 
multifunction mode had been predicted and was wired into the basic test console. 
A complete description of the bench test equipment, Sperry Pa r t No. 4310-
90535, is contained in the Nimbus Rate Measuring Package Bench Test Equipment 
Instruction Manual, Sperry No. CA31-0011, dated November 1967. The BTE instruc-
tion, manual includes design and performance, operating instructions, theory of opera-
tion, maintenance and servicing, and a set of BTE schematics plus a replaceable par ts 
list. The design and performance capability of the BTE has been discussed in pa ra -
graph 3. 3 of this document. The theory of operation is technically noteworthy and will 
be discussed in the following sub-section. Consistent with the goals of this final report, 
the remaining topics will not be repeated in this document. Copies of the referenced 
manual exist at NASA/GSFC, G. E . , and Sperry. 
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5. 5. 2 BTE Theory of Operation 
5. 5. 2. 1 Introduction. The pr imary function of the BTE console is to simulate the 
Nimbus spacecraft interface to the degree necessary for safe and proper operation of 
the Rate Measuring Package. Specifically, the BTE provides power, clock, and com-
mand input voltages, and incorporates means for monitoring the various RMP output 
voltages. In addition, the BTE provides a variable test current input to the RMP to 
simulate vehicle body ra t e s . 
The electr ical functions incorporated in the BTE console may be categorized 
as follows: 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
• 
Clock circuit 
Command circuit 
Power supplies 
Rate test circuit 
Output monitor circuits 
60-Hz power distribution and 
the functions is described in 
grounding 
detail in the follow ing paragraphs. 
5 .5 .2 .2 Clock Circuit. The function of the clock circuit is to generate three square-
wave reference signals. One of the signals has a frequency of 5 kHz, and a no-load 
voltage swing of 0 to -5 . 4 volts. The other two signals have frequencies of 400 Hz, no 
load swings of 0 to -24 volts, and a re phase-displaced by 90 degrees. 
The basic frequency source is a 40-kHz, crystal controlled oscillator that 
plugs into octal receptacle J52. The square-wave output on pin 7 of J52 has a no-load 
amplitude of 8 volts peak-to-peak. 
Paral le l counter circuits on the clock counter circuits card (Part No. 4310-
65272) produce two separate reference frequencies. Integrated J-K flip-flops, FF1 
through FF5, and buffer B l are connected as a 25-to-l counter producing an output of 
1600 Hz. This signal is coupled via half of gate Gl to flip-flops FF9 and FF10 which 
a re interconnected so as to produce a two-phase, 400-Hz output, buffered by G2. 
A second counter consisting of FF6, FF7, and FF8 divides the original f re-
quency by a factor of 8 producing an output of 5 kHz which is buffered by the second 
half of Gl. 
The clock output card (Part No. 4310-65273) contains three output amplifiers 
for the three clock signals from the clock counter card. Ql and Q2 amplify the 5-kHz 
signal; Q3 through Q7 amplify the phase A, 400-Hz signal; and identical amplifiers, 
Q8 through Q12, amplify the phase B, 400-Hz signal. 
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5. 5. 2. 3 Command Circuit. The function of the command circuit is to generate a com-
mand pulse of specified duration and t ransmit it to the desired RMP command input 
terminals . 
The command pulse is initiated by depressing the spring-loaded toggle switch, 
S3 (Part No. 4310-65318). This immediately applies bus voltage, through the normally 
closed contacts of relay K3, to the wiper of the COMMAND SELECTOR switch, S2, 
which connects it to the desired RMP input terminal . This action also applies bus volt-
age to the network, C3, R4, and R5, on the bias supply card (Part No. 4310-65319), 
causing the voltage on the coil of relay K3 to slowly increase. After approximately 
70 milliseconds, the coil voltage will be sufficient to operate K3 terminating the com-
mand pulse. Note that the pulse duration is independent of how long the COMMAND 
PULSE switch, S3, is depressed, as long as it exceeds the 70-millisecond network 
time constant. When S3 is released, network capacitor C3 is rapidly discharged 
through res is tor R3 on the bias supply card. 
5. 5. 2. 4 Power Supplies. The BTE provides three dc voltages to the RMP and, in 
addition, generates three others for the clock circui ts . 
The pr imary dc supply is a Kepco PRM 24-5 which is connected to t e rmi -
nals 1 and 2 at TBI . At the loads normally imposed by the RMP (0. 2 to 1.0 amp), this 
supply generates 25. 5 to 26. 0 vdc. The supply is used primari ly to provide inverter, 
heater, telemetry, and command pulse power to the RMP, but, in addition, provides 
excitation to the final stages of the 400-Hz clock output amplifiers. 
The BTE also provides +10 vdc, and -10 vdc, low current supplies to the 
Nimbus D RMP for gyro bias t r im. These two outputs a re generated on the bias supply 
card by Zener diodes CR9 and CR10 in conjunction with the -25 vdc primary supply and 
+12 vdc supply. 
Three internal dc supplies are required by the clock circui ts . A +3 vdc supply 
comprised of filament t ransformer T3 and full-wave diode bridge CR8 through C R l l , on 
the clock output card, provides excitation to the integrated circuit logic elements, and 
the first stages of the three clock output amplifiers. 
A -6 vdc supply, used by the clock output amplifiers, is generated by Zener 
diode CR13 on the clock output card. 
Finally, a +12. 8 vdc supply, for the 40-kHz oscillator, is comprised of t r ans -
former T l and rectif iers CRl l and CR12 on the bias supply card. 
A turn-on interlock circuit , comprised of relays Kl and K2, controls the 
application of pr imary bus boltage to terminal J l - 3 8 on the RMP to prevent an incor-
rect turn-on condition in the RMP. After turning on RMP INPUT switch, S5, an RMP 
OFF command, COMMAND SELECTOR, position 1, must be transmitted to energize 
the latch Kl which in turn connects bus voltage to the RMP. K2 is connected so that 
the above sequence in reverse will not energize Kl . In addition, the coil of Kl is 
returned to ground via a jumper in the RMP, so that if the RMP is not connected, or 
the connection is interrupted, Kl becomes deenergized, and cannot be reenergized 
without performing the correct turn-on sequence. 
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Provisions a re made for connection of an auxiliary dc supply to terminals 
TB1-5 and TB1-6 on the r ea r of the control panel chassis . The jumper s trap from 
TBI-4 to TBI -5 must be removed when an auxiliary supply is used. Note that the 
auxiliary supply connects only to certain inputs of the RMP and does not excite any BTE 
internal functions. 
5 .5 .2 .5 Rate Test Circuit. The function of the rate test circuit is to inject a variable 
dc current into the RMP gyro ra te loop to simulate various levels of vehicle body ra te . 
The circuit consists of an isolated, Zener diode-regulated 5.1 vdc supply, and a s so -
ciated attenuator and switching circuitry. 
The isolated dc supply is comprised of t ransformer T2 and a diode bridge, 
CRl through CR4, on the bias supply card. The output is regulated by Zener diode CR5 
and connected to attenuator r es i s to r s R14 through R24. The RATE TEST AMPLITUDE 
switch, S9 selects the eight attenuator outputs. Positions 2 through 5 provide fixed 
current levels of 10, 7. 5, 5, and 2. 5 mill iamps. Positions 6 through 9 provide 
adjustable current levels with maximum ranges of 1 ma, 160, 16, and 1.6 microamps. 
Adjustment is provided by potentiometer R2. 
Since the variable current source is isolated from ground, it can be connected 
to the RMP either as a positive or negative source. This is accomplished by RATE 
TEST MODE switch, S6. 
An auxiliary test mode is provided by RATE LOOP MODE switch S7. In posi-
tion 2, OPEN LOOP, it shor t -c i rcui ts the rate loop amplifier output in the RMP, pe r -
mitting the gyro float to be torqued open loop by the rate test circuit . 
5. 5. 2. 6 Output Monitor Circuits 
5 . 5 . 2 . 6 . 1 AC Monitor. The ac monitor circuit is comprised of the AC MONITOR 
switch, S l l , and the ac meter , a Triolab Model 109-1 vacuum tube voltmeter. The 
monitor switch provides selection of nine ac functions; three are the clock amplifier 
outputs and the remainder a re RMP test points. An OFF position permits the meter to 
be used independently via jacks J l and J2 which a re permanently connected to the meter 
inputs. Alternately, J l and J2 permit an oscilloscope or auxiliary meter to simul-
taneously monitor whatever is being monitored by the ac meter . 
5 .5 .2 .6 .2 DC Monitor. The dc monitor circuit is comprised of the DC MONITOR 
switch, S8, and the dc meter , a Triolab Model 310-2, solid-state voltmeter. The 
monitor switch provides selection of eleven dc functions; six are internal BTE outputs 
and the remainder a re RMP test points. An OFF position permi ts the meter to be used 
independently via jacks J3 and J4 which a re permanently connected to the meter inputs. 
Alternately, J l and J2 permit an oscilloscope, recorder , or auxiliary meter to simul-
taneously monitor whatever is being monitored by the dc meter . 
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The CURRENT MONITOR switch, S12, permits position 1 on the DC MONITOR 
switch to monitor two functions, though not simultaneously. When the CURRENT 
MONITOR switch is OFF, position 1 on the DC MONITOR is the main bus voltage. When 
the CURRENT MONITOR switch is ON, position 1 becomes bus (RMP input) current as 
determined by the voltage drop across R3, R4, and R5. R3, R4, and R5 a re composi-
tion res i s to rs permitting turn-on current transient measurements to be made across 
jacks J9 and J10 to frequencies beyond 1 MHz. 
5 . 5 . 2 . 6 . 3 Telemetry Monitor. The telemetry monitor circuit is comprised of the 
TELEMETRY MONITOR switch, S10, the TELEMETRY OUTPUT meter , M2, and the 
meter amplifier consisting of Ql on the bias supply card and associated components. 
The monitor switch provides selection of each of the twelve RMP telemetry channels. 
Meter amplifier Q l is connected as an emitter-follower with the 100-microamp 
meter, M2, connected from the emitter to zero adjust potentiometer R8 through the 
scale factor r e s i s to r s R6 and R7. Diodes CR6 and CR7 provide compensation against 
temperature variation in the Ql base-emit ter voltage drop. Base current for Ql is 
supplied by the telemetry channel being monitored and is approximately 1. 5 microamps 
when the output meter is indicating -1 vdc, decreasing linearly to -0. 5 microamp when 
the meter is indicating -6 vdc. If the base is open circuited, for instance by discon-
necting the RMP, the meter will indicate in excess of full-scale. 
5. 5. 2. 6. 4 Turn-On Counter and Elapsed Time Meter. A TURN-ON COUNTER is p ro -
vided to display accumulated RMP turn-on sequences. It is a 5-digit, electromechan-
ical, impulse counter. A current pulse flows through the counter 's solenoid coil each 
time the RMP is commanded ON because of the rapid charging of capacitors C6 and C7 
on the bias supply card when the contacts on relay K4 close. The coil of relay K4 and 
the RMP ON lamp, L4, a re energized from the RMP upon activation of relay Kl in the 
RMP. When the RMP is commanded OFF, deenergizing K4, capacitors C6 and C7 a re 
quickly discharged through res i s tor R25. 
A second set of contacts on relay K4 is connected to ELAPSED TIME meter 
M4. This meter simply displays accumulated RMP operating t ime. 
5. 5. 2. 6. 5 Power Distribution and Grounding. The 3-wire, 60-Hz power input cable 
from a standard receptacle, connects to terminals 1, 2, and 3 of terminal s tr ip, TB3. 
The 60-Hz input is applied in se r ies to switches S14 and SI, and then 5-amp fuse F l , 
before distribution to the various loads. The 60 Hz POWER switch, SI, is on the front 
panel, while S14 is located on the r ea r of the chassis for security purposes. Excitation 
to the power str ips within the r ea r area of the console is obtained from terminals 
TB3-4, - 5 , and -6 . 
All dc and RMP input circuitry is grounded to the console frame via a single 
conductor from TB2. The console is connected to house ground via TB3-3. A 1/4-inch 
diameter grounding stud is provided on the rear of the chassis for connecting to the test 
stand. 
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PURCHASE SPECIFICATION 
RATE INTEGRATING GYROSCOPE 
1 . SCOPE: 
1.1 General: This specification outlines the requirements for a Rate Integrating 
Gyroscope to be used in the NASA NIMBUS Rate Measuring Package. The Rate 
Measuring Package is manufactured by the Sperry Gyroscope Co., Great Neck, New 
York. 
2. APPLICABLE DOCUMENTS: 
2.1 The following documents of the exact issue shown, form a part of this 
specification: 
Specifications 
. "4SA/GSFC Soecification for Quality ana Reliability Provisions for 
Drawings 
. Sperry drawing no. 12C0941, Rev. C, Gyro, Rate Integrating 
_i_ 
oECURITY NOTATION: CODE IDENT NO.jSPEC NO. 
56232 j P -~:;I,35A 
SHEET 
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ITEM NO. 
3 . REQUIREMENTS 
3.1 Components 
3.1.1 Spin Motor: The spin motor shall be as follows: 
a. Characteristics: Synchronous, hysteresis type 
b. Excitation Voltage: 27.5 v (min) to 29.0 v (max.) rms, 
single phase square wave, with phase shifting capacitor, at 
400 ,+ 0.04 Hz. 
i_ 3.1.: 
c. Starting power shall be 3.75 watts (max.); running power 
shall be 3.2 watts (max.) with a 1.3 uf +_ 3% phase 
shifting capacitor. 
Starting and running currents shall be less than .154 
amperes and .134-amperes respectively. 
e. The il rundown time, as Rundown time repeatability 
measurec oy trie elapsed ti./is requir^u for -i"i ; bacK electro-
motive force v£..i?) to chance frcm 20 cos to i&ro [0} cps 
shall not ba less than 2'J ->ecor.d-3 .".or more than iOO seconds, 
nor shall it deviate by more than +i50 percent, -50 per eerie 
from the value recor;;ec at gyroscope final test at is. S D. 
The run dov/n time during the speciiied. life of the gyro 
shall be within 25 ana 100 seconds. The wheel rundown 
time shall be determined at gyro operating temperature, 
after the spin motor has been running for a minimum period 
of 1 hour (hr . ) . 
Signal Generator: The signal generator shall be as follows: 
Type: Air core differential transformer a. 
b. 
c. 
d. 
e. 
Excitation Voltage: 3,5 +_ .07 volts rms on the primary winding 
at 5000 + 0.5 cps single phase. • , ' • 
Sensitivity: 2.36 +_ 0.24 millivolts rms per milliradian 
gimbol displacement with excitation at nominal. 
Linearity: *_ V,i of full scale reading for gimbal travel up 
to +_ 2.4 degrees 
Primary Impedance: 
7 0 d e q. F . 
100 + j 472 ohms +_ 10,cj at 5000 cps and 
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f. Secondary Impedance: 58.0 + j 45.0 ohms +_ 10% at 5000 cps and 
70 deg. F 
g. Phase Angle: Secondary voltage to the primary voltage shall 
be 6° i 3 degree lagging when operating into a 5000 ohm load 
(minimum) at 70 F gyro temperature. 
h. Input Current: .010 amperes (max.) 
3.1.3Torque Generator : The torque generator shall be as follows: 
a. Type: Permanent magnet D'Arsonval 
b. Scale Factor: 134 +_ 13 deg/hr/ma direct current (dc) at 
signal generator null 
c. Linearity; +_0.G5 percent at girnbal null for rates from 
zero (0) to 100 deg/lir. This linearity error is the max. 
deviation from the best straight lir.e. 
d. Resistance: 33 ohms +_ 10 percent at 70 deg F (Control field dc 
resistance) 
e. Control Field Time Constant: 55 microseconds (/Usee) 
+_ 10 percent at 70 deg F 
f. Maximum Current: 150 milliamperes applied to torquer generator 
secondary 
3.1.4 Temperature Sensing 
3.1.4.1 Temperature Sensing Element: Primary: The temperature sensing 
ele.aent snail be adjusted to have a dc resistance of 730 ohms at operating 
temperature. 
3.1.4.2 Temperature Sensing Element: Telemetry: The telemetry temperature 
sensigg element shall be adjusted to track the primary sensor within 
+_ 2.0 F, for all environmental conditions excluding warm-up. 
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3.1 .5 Heater Windings 
3 .1 .5 .1 Control Heater: The control heater winding shal l be as follows: 
a. Resistance - dc: 31.4 ± 3.1 ohms at 70 deg. F 
b. Power - max.: 30 w when excited with 28 v dc 
3 .1 .5 .2 Warmup Heater: The warmup heater winding shal l be as follows: 
a. Resistance - dc: 132 ± 13 ohms at 70 deg. F 
b. Power - max.: 112 w when excited with 115 v, 60 cps s ing le phase 
3 .1 .6 Gyro Fluid: The f luid used in the gyro shall be free of any bubbles 
and shall not so l id i fy at temperatures above 0CF. 
P r io r to f i l l i n g the gyro, the gyro assembly within t h s f i l l f i x t u r e sha l l be 
flushed with f i l t e r e d freon t o such a de^rea i-.iat the p a r t i c l e count on a 0.45 
micron H i i i i p o r s i l l t a r piacsd in tho riushinr: f i x tu r e for 15 minutes r^ac'riss 
the proper l e v e l . This sha l l be performed v;ith t h s gyro pos i t ioned bellows end 
up and bellows ena down. The acceptable p a r t i c l e count l eve l sha l l be: 
a. Mo particles greater than .003". 
b. No more than 2 particles between .002" and .003". 
c. No more than 10 particles between .001" and .002''. 
d. No more than 20 particles below .001". 
e. No more than a total of 32 particles, as a practical limit. 
3.2 Design and Construction: The design and construction shall be in accordance 
with the applicable specifications ana outline drawings. 
3.2.1 Gyro Transfer Function: The z-rro open loop transfer function shall be 
29.3 nv rms -h 24;i output per miiliradian displacement about the incut axis 
when the signal generator excitation a.ia spin motor excitation are held at the 
nominal values specified and the gyro is at operating temperature. 
3.2.2 Output Axis Freedom: Trie gimbal freedom about the output axis shall be 
mechanically limited to i 2.4 deg (minimum) from the signal generator null position. 
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3.2 .3 C h a r a c t e r i s t i c Time: The c h a r a c t e r i s t i c t ime i s determined by d iv id ing the 
gimbal moment of i n e r t i a about the output ax is by the damping coe f f i c i en t . I t 
sha l l be 6.4 mi l l i seconds (ms) ± 24 percent a t operat ing temperature . 
3 .2 .4 Angular Momentum: The Gyroscope, I n t e g r a t i n g , sha l l be designed t o have 
a naninal angulai- momentum of 227,000 gram (GM) cent imeter (CM) squared per second 
(GM OrVsEC) a t synchronous speed of 24,000 revo lu t ions per minute (rpm). 
3 .2 .5 Output Axis I n e r t i a : The gimbal output ax is i n e r t i a sha l l be approximately 
117 grams cent imeter squared (gm-cm^). 
3 .2 .6 Open Loop Gain: The open loop gain sha l l be 12.4 ± 19 percent a t operat ing 
temperature . 
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3.2.7 Operating Temperature; Tha gyroscope operating temperature shall 
be 165 +•_ 2 deg. F. 
3.2.8 Signal Generator Null: With the gyro at operating temperature and 
standard excitation applied to the spin motor, signal generator primary, 
and operating heater, the null or signal secondary voltage shall not 
exceed 1.0 mv rms. 
3.2.9 Warmup Time: The time required for the gyro to reach operating 
temperature from 70°F shall be 30 minutes (max.; 
3.2.10 Rate Mode Signal Noise: The max. value of noise measured in the 
output signal of a gyro operated in a rate mode shall not exceed an 
zero to peak rate of 0.2 deg/hr when measured under the following 
conditions at time of initial shipment, 3nd shall not exceec 0-F;<0. ii0/ hr 
over the life of the instrument. The rite loop parameters are as roiiov/s 
a. amplifier Gyro Constant: closed loop velocity error coefficient, 
Kv = 3.8 +_ 0.4 sec"* 
b. Loop Damping Constant: greater than critical 
c. Loop Time Constant: 0.114 + 0.011 sec 
d. Frequency response of measuring equipment: DC to 60 Hz minimum 
e. Output Filter: A filter with the configuration shown in 
Figure 1 shall be inserted between the gyro output signal and 
the instrumentation. 
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3.2.H Temperature Sensor Gradient: The temperature gradient of the 
sensor shall be 1.57 +_ 10% ohms per deg F over the range of 140 to 
180 deg. F. 
3.2.12 Input Axis Alignment: The gyro input axis shall be parallel 
to the plane defined by the gyro mounting flange surface within the 
following limits: 
Nominal 
Three sigma deviation 
Worse case maximum 
Zero 
3.34 arc minutes 
14.4 arc minutes 
3.2.13 Interchangeability: Gyroscopes -hall be interchangeable with 
re--pact :o those parameters called out in the appropriate- drawings -.nc' 
Sp3 •; i : iC 3 t 10:13 . 
3.3 Materials 
3.3.1 Materials which are not covered by applicable specifications 
shall be of the best commercial quality, of the lightest practical 
weight and entirely suitable for the purpose. Nonflammable material 
shall be used to the greatest extent possible in the construction of the 
gyroscope. 
3.3.2 Fungus Inert Materials: Materials which are not nutrients 
for fungus shall be used to the greatest extent practicable. .'.'here 
materials that are nutrients for fungus must be used, such materials 
shall be treated with a fungicidal agent, or otherwise suitably 
protected. 
3.3.3 Protective Treatment: '.'.'hen materials are used in the construction 
of the Gyroscope, Integrating, that are subject to deterioration when 
exposed to climatic and environmental conditions likely to occur during 
service usage, they snail be protected against such deterioration in 
such a manner that will in no way prevent compliance .vith the performance 
requirements of this specification. The use of any protective coatiny th; 
•will crack, chip or scale with age or extremes of climatic or environ-
mental conditions shall be avoided. 
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3.4 Performance 
The following performance requirements are applicable under 
the .environmental operating conditions listed under section 3.5.1 only. 
All tests shall be run in a mutually agreeable test fixture. 
3.4.1 Acceleration Insensitive Drift Rate: The maximum value of 
acceleration insensitive drift rate with the gyro at null and with no 
external compensation shall be 2 deg/hr. 
3.4.2 Acceleration Insensitive Drift Rate Shift: 
3.4.2.1 The maximum change in acceleration insensitive drift rate, 
runup to runup with the gyro copied to 70^F for 16 hours between 
operating periods shall be +_ .5 deg/hr from the initial trimmed 
value for three consecutive runs. 
3,4 = 2,? The gyro ramp shall be less than O.OClsV'hr/hr during a 15 hour 
stability run, with output axis vertical. The 15 nour stability data 
shall be obtained auring a 
30 hours. 
liability test period of no greater than 
3.4.3 Acceleration Sensitive Drift Rate (or Mass Unbalance Drift Rate) 
The maximum acceleration sensitive drift rate under any conditions of 
storage or operating environment shail be 1.0 deg/hr/g along the input 
axis (IA) and spin reference axis (SRA) 
Acceleration Sensitive Drift Rate Shift (or Change in Mass 
The maximum change in acceleration sensitive 
to runup with the gyro cooied to 70 deg F 
3.4.4 
Unbalance Drift Rate) 
drift rate snift runup 
for 16 hours between operating period shall be +_ 0.5 deg/hr/g from the 
initial value for three runs. 
3.4.5 R 
for any 
exceed 0 
data. 
3.4.6 A 
from tot 
frequenc 
peak; ov 
deg/hr/g 
5 cycles 
andom Drift Rate The computed random drift (l sigma value) 
operating position of the gyro for one^half hour shall not 
.05 deg/hr. n^nciom orift is calculated with 1 minute smoo mi.';i o 
nisoelastic Drift Rate The G*" component of drift as computed 
al drift rate data obtained with applied vibration over the 
y range of 30 to 15C0 cps shall not exceed 0.02 deg/hr/g 
er the frequency range of 30 to 2000 cps shall not exceed 0.10 
z
 peak, except for isolated narrow frequency bands of less tnan 
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3.4.7 Maximum Torquing Rate: The gyro shall be capable of a torquihg rate 
equivalent to or exceeding an angular velocity about the input axis of 5.0 deg/sec. 
3.4.8 Gyro Elastic Restraint (Off-Hull): The nonacceleration sensitive drift 
resulting from the equivalent spring of the flex leads, signal generator and 
torquer generator shall not exceed 0.3 deg/hr per degree of ginibal displacement 
(output axis rotation) within the center 90 percent of the gimbal freedom range. 
3.4..9 Gimbal Friction (Yozzle): Gimbal friction shall not exceed 1 deg/hr. 
The sum of all friction greater than 0.25 deg/hr shall not exceed 1.5 degAr. 
This parameter shall be checked from stop to stop with the spin motor off. The 
gimbal shall be driven from stop to stop at a rate of approximately 10 deg/hr. 
while recording the rebalance torque. This torque shall show no spikes or 
deviations greater than the aforementioned 1.0 deg/hr and the sum of all 
spikes and diviations greater than 0.25 deg/hr shall not exceed the aforementioned 
1.5 deg/hr. This test shall be conducted from stop to stop four times in each 
of the following positions: 
a. Positive OA up, positive IA north (horizontal) 
b. Positive SPA up, positive IA north (horizontal) 
c. Positive OA down, positive IA north (horizontal) 
3.4.10 Vacuum Warmup: When the parallel combination of the control and warzup 
heater are excited with 24 w of dc power the sensor shall reach 160 deg F in 
10.9 to 22.9 minutes. The signal generator secondary shall be at least 135 deg F 
when the sensor reaches 160 uesr. F. The gyroscope shall be tested for this 
parameter while mounted in 13.5 ounce mountinrr fixture and maintaining a thermal 
resistance of 6 deg r per W between the instrument ana a cold sin.< maintained atn 
75 deg F. This test shall be conducted unaer a pressure of not greater tnan 10~J' 
millimeters of mercury. 
3.4.11 Tumble Trace Deviations: When tumbled about its output axis at rates 
of 300 deg/hr the torque to rebalance trace shall not deviate from its smooth 
curve by more than 0.5 de.^/hr. The acceleration sensitive drift rates along 
either the IA or the G?J\. as calcinated frcra the turn Die test aata snail not exceed 
1.0 deg/hr per acceleration due to gravity. The acceleration insensitive drift 
as calculated from the tumble data shall not exceed 2.0 deg/hr. 
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3.4.12 Gyro Phasing 
3.4.12.1 With, the motor voltage phased as shown on Sperry drawing 
#12.00941, the positive spin vector shall be as shown... ....... 
3.4.12.2 A positive rotation of the gyro case about the input axis 
should produce a signal generator voltage from pins C to 3'which lags 
the primary excitation voltage from pins J to H by 6+_3 degrees. 
See drawing- #1200941. , 
3.4.12.3 A positive rotation of the gyro case about the input axis 
should require current flow into torque generator oin K -fro 
hoH th« ^ ianal generator voltage at null. -ee drawing ^1200941 
3,5 Environments 
3.5.1 Operating: The gyro shall perform as required herein when 
subjected to the following environments: , . 
Test Space Orbit 
77 + 4°F 3.5.1.1 Ambient Temperature (Sink) 
3.5.1.2 Ambient Pressure 
3.5.1.3 Gravity Forces 
3.5.1.4 Relative Humidity 
3.5.1.5 Radiation 
3.5.1.6 Magnetic Fields 
70°F - 90 F 
14.7 psia 
1 "G" 
955 nax. 
1 Gauss oax. 
10~5MM Hg Abs 
0 "G"'s 
7 
2 x 10 rads 
3.5.2 Non-Operating Wheel On: The gyro shall perform., in the environments 
specified in para. 3.5.1 above after being subjected to the following 
tests when mounted in the RMP. 
3.5.2.1 Vibration: 
3.5.2.1.1 Sinusoidal: +_ 10 "g"s along the x, y and z axes (Figure 1A) 
respectively. Frequency range from 5 to 2000 cps at a one octave/minute 
sweep rate. .Vicunti r.g brocKet resonances up to t-0 "g"s must be sustained 
for several seconds along eacn axis. :-..• c- Figures 2, 3 sad 4. 
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3.5.2.1.2 Random: 0.2 g^/cps along the x, y and z axes respectively 
as measured at the mounting base of the RMP. Each axis shall be tested 
for a four (4) minute time period. Spectrum from 20-2000 Hz. 
3.5.2.2 Acceleration: 30 "G"s shall be sustained along the thrust 
axis for a 5 minute time period. (See figure IB) 
3.5.2.3 Thermal Vacuum: The gyro shall be mounted in the RMP in the 
normal manner, and the system subjected to the thermal vacuum cycle 
{;•.'.'..-•;•- ' v:l:,) as shown in GSFC. spec S-320-NI-4... The gyro 
shall be operated in the normal fashion during this test, and shall 
perform satisfactorily afterward per the requirements of this 
speci fication. 
3.5.3 Hon Operating Conditions: The gyroscope shall perform as 
specified herein after exposure to the following non-operating 
environments? 
3.5.3.1 Storage Temperature: 0 to 180 F 
3.5.3.2 Humidity - 0 to 95* (relative) 
3.5.3.3 Vibration and Shock:_ The gyroscope shall not be damaged by 
vibration and shock encountered during normal and commercial transport 
and handling when packed for shipment in accordance with p« 1155*. 
3. 6 Dimensions and Mounting: The gyroscope outline dimensions, 
mounting details, and connector shall be as specified in 
Sperry drawing No. 1200941 
3..7. Weight: The gyroscope shall, have an approximate weight of 
0.81 pound. Unit to unit variation shall not exceed 0.05 pound. 
3. .8: Workmanship: The gyroscope including all parts and accessories 
shall be constructed and finished in a thoroughly workmanlike manner. 
Particular attention shall be given to neatness and thoroughness of 
soldering, wiring, impregnation of coils, marking of parts and assemblies, 
welding and brazing, painting, riveting, machine screw assemblies, 
and freedom from burrs and sharp edges. 
3.9. Identification and Marking: The identification and marking 
of the gyroscope shall be in accordance with the requirements of 
MIL STD 130. 
* Kearfott Spec. 
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3.10 Reliability and Life: The gyroscope shall have a mean time 
between failures (MTBF) design objective of 28,852 hours under 
laboratory conditions and a warranty service life of 5,000 hours 
or 1 year which ever occurs first. 
4. QUALITY ASSURANCE PROVISIONS 
4.1 Acceptance Tests: Acceptance tests in accordance with the 
following schedule shall be performed on all gyros furnished under 
the contract to assure conformance to the applicable specifications. 
The vendor acceptance tests shall verify conformance to the following 
paragraphs of this purchase specification. 
Sperry Purchase 
Specification #P1581854 
Par agraph Title 
Kearfott Accept. Test 
Procedure #C182564Q15 
Par agraph 
* _ £ i. , 
3.1.1.d 
3.1.1 .e 
3.1.2.h 
3.1.3.b 
Mntn 
Moto 
M o t o 
Sig. 
Tor q 
r Power 
r Curre 
r R u n d o 
Gen. I 
ue Gen. 
nt 
v; n T 1 m 9 
ut Current 
cale Factor 
4.4.22 
4.4.22 
4.4, 
.4. 
.4. 
.21 
,8 
,14 
.2. 
.2. 
.2, 
• 2. 
.2. 
• 2. 
1 
2 
3 
7 
8 
10 
3.4.1 
3.4.2.1 
3.4.2.2 
3.4.3 
Gyro 
Outp 
Char 
Oper 
Sig. 
Rate 
Acce 
Acce 
Sh 
Ramp 
Acce 
Transf 
ut Axis 
acteri s 
ating T 
Gen. N 
M ode S 
1. Inse 
er Function 
Freedom 
tic Time 
err.Der a tur e 
ull 
ignal Noise* 
n. Drift Rate 
.4.18 
.4.20 
,4.6 
.4.7 
.4.10 
.4.3 
.4.9 
1. Inset 
ift 
Drift Rate 
Drift 
1. Sen. 
Rate 
Drift Rate 
4, 
4. 
4, 
4, 
4. 
4, 
4, 
4. 
4, 
4.4.24 
4.4.13 
4.4.14 
4.4.18 
4.4.20 
4.4.17 
4.4.19 
4.4.14 
4.4.16 
4.4.13 
4.4.14 
4.4.18 
4.4.20 
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15-
! 20-
25 
30-
35' 
40 
45-
Sperry Purchase 
Specification 
#P1.581854 Paragraph 
3.4.4 
3.4. 
3.4. 
3.4. 
4. 
4. 
4. 
4. 
4. 
3.4.11 
3.4.12. 
3.4.12. 
5 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
11 
11 
3.4.12.3 
Title 
Acceleration Sensitive 
Drift Rate Shift 
Random Drift Rate 
Maximum Torquing Rate 
Gyro Elastic Restraint 
Gimbal Friction (Yozzle) 
Vacuum Warmup 
Tumble Trace Deviation 
Tumble Trace Deviation 
Tumble Trace Deviation 
Tumble Trace Deviation 
Motor Voltage Phasing 
Signal Gen. Phasing 
Torque Gen. Phasing 
Kearfott Accept. Test 
Procedure #0182564015 
Paragraph 
4.4.14 
4.4.15 
4.4.23 
4.4.11 
4.4.11 
4.4.12 
4.4.13 
4.4.14 
4.4.18 
4.4.20 
4.4.4 
4.4.5 
4.4.5 
* Vender data need not show rate loop parameters. 
In add i t ion , t he vendor acceptance xes t s sha l l ver i fy compliance with the 
necnanical and e l e c t r i c a l requirements of paragraph 3, sheet 7 of Sperry Drawing 
timber 1200941. 
4 .2 Reports 
4.2.1 Acceptance Test Data: One copy of the Acceptance Test Data Summary, Pages 
1-6 and 18 of the Acceptance Test Log C182564015, Rev. A, shall accompany each unit 
delivered. 
4.2.2 Failure Analysis: A failure analysis shall be conducted on all gyroscopes 
returned to Kearfott for repair unaer the provisions of the warrantee. The 
failure analysis shall consist of, but not be limited to the following items: 
a. All performance failures shall be defined as: 
1. Design failure 
2. Nonconformance to design failure 
3. Other (this category requires an explanation when used). 
b. A detailed account of steps taken including the tests made to determine 
failure. 
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c) An explanation of the cause of the failure with sketches and/or 
photographs as necessary to depict or explain the failure. 
d) An account of corrective action including a description of 
items repaired or replaced or of defective workmanship corrected, 
e) A detailed description of action taken to prevent recurrence 
of the failure with specific effectivity. 
f) Final test results on the item, if repairable, including 
detailed test data. 
5. PREPARATION FOR DELIVERY 
5.1 Packaging: Packing of 'the gyro shall conform to Kearfott 
instruction PK.1155. (Kearfott Spec.). 
5.2 :•"; a r tc i n a : intermediate and shipping containers snail ne riuraniy 
and legibly marked in accordance with .'ioec. v. 1 L 37D 129. A war nine 
label shaii be attached to the shipping container stating that trie 
container shall not be subjected to temperatures below 32 deg.-F. 
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Appendix II 
PART SCREENING TEST PROGRAM FOR 
NIMBUS D RATE MEASURING PACKAGE 
n-i 
SUMMARY REPORT -
PARTS SCREENING TEST PROGRAM 
FOR 
NBIBUS "D« RATE MEASURING PACKAGE 
P/N 4310-906U 
CONTRACT NO. NAS 5-10391 
Prepared for 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
Greenbelt, Maryland 
Prepared by 
R e l i a b i l i t y I-iiglnaering, Dept„ 8220 
SHERRY GYROSCOPE TIVISION 
Sparry Rand Corporation 
Great Neck, New York 
Report No„ S S - 8 2 2 0 » J 6 6 1 0 January 1968 
II-2 
l . Mr9du.ct4,qn 
This report sunanarlzsa the results of the parts screening test 
program conducted in fulfilment of the requirements of para-
graph 4.8, GFSC specification S-^SO-^-la for the NIMBUS "D" 
Rate Measuring Package program, Contract No. HAS5-10391. 
2. Scope 
The screening tests/tasks to which the applicable parts were 
subjected are indicated in Table 1. These tests/tasks were 
performed in accordance with the applicable Sperry Test 
Specifications! (T-4310-gaaaac) indicated in Table 1. These 
Sperry test specifications conform to the requirements of 
the applicable GFSC specifications referenced in Table 1. 
Approximately two (2) systems worth of applicable parts were 
subjected to screening in accordance with Table 1. The specific 
quantities of each part subjected to the screening tests are 
listed in Table 3. 
3» Summary of Results 
(1) Table 2 indicates those parts which failed to successfully 
complete the screening tests. All other parts tested 
successfully completed the screening process. Table 2 also 
provides an indication as to the distribution of the critical 
areas of failure. 
(2) The greatest loss of components occurred during the Visual 
and Mechanical examination (76? sf all rejections). The 
next most important cause for rejection? that described 
in the Internal Inspection requirements of the GSFC specification 
for High Usage Electronic ''arts accounted for H # of all 
rejections. 
Within each of the above screening tests, several defect 
categories emerge as prime causes for rejection, e.g. 
cracked glass seals? these are indicated in Table 2. The 
remaining 10 rejected pnrts were randomly distributed 
amongst their associated screening tests as shown in Table 2. 
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Appendix HI 
THERMAL ANALYSIS FOR NIMBUS D RATE 
MEASURING PACKAGE 
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Appendix IV 
REVIEW OF FAILURE REPORT ON KEARFOTT GYRO S/N 1 
IV-1 
REVIEW 0 ? FAILURE RHPQBT 
CM 
KEARTOTT GYRO 0 7 0 2 5 6 ( 0 1 5 - 1 S/H 1 
PREPARED B i t 
f\^cf\y^^Y^ //tin 
n
 ~ R. D c m i n i 7 / 
APPROVED BYi K. ^ T V M ^ W / / $ T / 7 g 
' R. Dcmini 7 / 
ESa - Departasot 4222 
IV- 2 
fffflff"gngi 
The general wording and conclusions drawn In the failure analysis 
are acceptable to Sperryj however* some detailed points are raised that 
require clarification and/or further analysis or supporting data* 
Point 1 - In reference to a black tar-like substance found on the 4GL 
balls and retainer. Has this material analysed and i f so* 
what were the results? If not analysed, can this analysis be 
performed and the results be made known and included in this 
FA report? 
Point II - Regarding the verification of the lubrleant failure by Singer-
Kearfott motor engineering. Utaat type of analysis and/or 
tests vers run to verify this lubrioant failure by motor 
engineering? 
Point III - Regarding mention of "rare occasions" of lubrioant breakdown. 
Are any statistics available on the frequency of tills type of 
breakdown and what are they* 
Point iy - What effort could the Nimbus Right level vibration have toward 
precipitation of this failure? Add Singer-Kearfott comments,, 
GWCLVSICBi 
The purpose of the teardown and subsequent failure analysis funded 
by Spsrry was to gain insight into the type of failure and preventative 
action to be taken. The conclusion made by Singer-Kearfott that no 
recommendations be made for any changes to be incorporated as a result of 
this failure are not acceptable to Sparry, as stated. Singer-Kearfott must 
supply some failure history or statistical data to support their position, 
in that this is an infrequent and unexplained state-of-the-art failure. 
IV-3 
SINGER - GENERAL PRECISION INCORPORATED 
KEARFOTT DIVISION 
FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORT 
C 7 0 2 5 6 4 0 1 5 - 1 
FLOATED RATE INTEGRATING GYROSCOPE 
S e r i a l Nui-iber 1 
P r e p a r e d By: t.:S^~ 
Ed 
/ 
i viar d A. A1 txfr quejf J r . 
Group Loader, Quality Assurance 
a.QWM^fr A p p r o v e d P.y: >?? 
M . J . " D ' A d d a t o 
Section Head, Quality Assurance 
IV-4 
H I S T O R Y 
S/N #1 is one of four C702564015 Gyros which were built during 
the latter part of 1967 and the beginning of 1968 for the Sparry 
Company for use in the Nimbus Weather Satellites. During this same 
time period, Alpha Series Gyros were also being manufactured for 
several .other programs. This unit was assembled, submitted to final 
acceptance testing, ^ \nd was subsequently shipped on October 15, 1967. 
See Figure I and the left portion of Figure III for the pre-ship data 
suciraaries of S/N #1. 
No information concerning Gyro field performance was received-
by Kearfott until March of 1969. At this time, a communication was 
received from the Sperry Company indicating that S/N #1 was in a 
Nimbus System but not performing well. The gyro B.noma3ies noted 
during Sperry testing were: 
• g ~ Sensitive drift rate shifts of up to 1 degree 
per hour. 
• low frequency oscillations (1 1/2 hz.) observed in 
the Nimbus rate loop output. 
• Motor rundown time changes after the thermal vacuum 
test -- approximately a one minute loss in total RDT 
and a 30-0 RDT which varied between 24 and 49 seconds 
with one low reading of 16 seconds. 
The Gyro motor had seen approximately 1250 hours and Sperry stated 
that this Gyro was an "extremely noisy" one at this time. See fig-: 
ure II for a synopsis of the motor data taken in the field on S/N 1. 
Two Kearfott personnel visited the NA.SA-Godriard facility at 
Greenbelt, Maryland on March 17, 1969 to discuss this Gyroscope with 
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representatives of NASA, Sperry, and General Electric - Pittsfield. 
The performance data from the Nimbus System containing this. Gyro 
and from another system were reviewed at this time. The 1-| Hertz 
Oscillation was described as being related to motor "hunt frequency" 
a.nd examination of test data from the "good" system indicated that 
i.t was also present there. This low frequency phenomenon was not 
affecting system performance. The combination of g-sensitive drift 
level shifts and decreasing run down times were indicative of poss-
ible motor degradation. However, the gyro'was still performing just 
within specification limits when measured at the gyro level. NASA 
felt that it would be impractical at this time to tear down the unit 
and possibly find nothing. It was concluded Lhat NACA would remove 
S/N 1 from their system and perform a life test on the instrument, 
checking its performance periodically. This life test was stopped 
after several days and the unit was returned to Kearfott on March 
29, 1969 due to continued poor performance. Verification testing 
commenced on March 31s_t and was concluded on April 14, 1969. Figur 
III presents a summary of all data taken at Kearfott. The Gyro was 
torn down April 17, 1969 in the presence of Kearfott Quality Assur-
ance only and the motor and flojit assemblies were disassembled on 
April 18, 1969 with representatives of NASA, Sperry, Kearfott E & D, 
Operations, and Quality in attendance. 
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A N A L Y S I S 
A review of motor, motor/float, and gyro assembly build records, 
life history data, and rejection history summaries was performed and 
no serious problems and/or failures had been encountered during the 
assembly and test of C702564015 S/N 1. -Total motor and motor float 
time before gyro build was approximately 428 hours and total gyro 
running time at shipment was 179 hours. Total motor RDT and 30-0 
RDT were consistently in the area of 300 seconds and 50 seconds res-
pectively. The. 1 sigma value of randon drift for the Input Axis Vor-
tical position was 0.002 deorees/hour/hcur at final acceptance test 
(see Figure I and the left side of figure III for pre-ship data). All 
pre-ship data is indicative of a reliable gyro whose stab.ility is; sim-
ilar in quality to that of alpha units in production. 
Figure II is the tabulation of data which was presented by Sperry 
to Kearfott and represents the significant spin motor data which 'was 
recorded in the interval of October 15, 1967 and March 14, 1969. 
After several months of performance which is comparable to Kearfott 
pre-ship motor data, the total RDT and 30'-0 RDT change significantly. 
The gyroscope was exposed to a thermal vacuum test which consisted 
of 13 days of continuous running at 165°F and 0 psia. During this 
interval no motor data was recorded. At the completion of the thermal 
vacuum exposure, however, the total RDT changed from 252 seconds to 
185 seconds and the 30-0 RDT chavnged from 56 seconds to 42 seconds. 
From this point (January, 1968) until March, 1969 the data is indir 
cative of a gradual 
k. • i ' 
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degradation in motor performance. The total RDT gradually decreased 
to a value of 145 seconds and the 30-0 RDT varied somewhat erratically 
between a high of 49 seconds and a low value of 16 seconds. 
Gyro verification testing at Kearfott consisted of 2 complete 
ATP's, 10 successive motor performance checks, and then two addit-
ional ATP's. During one of the latter ATP's, the gyro was positioned 
OAH IA Up and an extended random drift test with a motor jag record-
ing of the spin motor "B" phase current was performed. A review 
of the Kearfott verification data in Figures III and IV indicates 
the following: 
1. All Gyro .performance- data is in specification except for 
the IAV random drift 1 signsa value of 0.061 degrees/hour/ 
hour from April 3, 3.969 -- Specification is 0.05 degrees/ 
hour/hour maximum. 
2. The comparison of gyro drift with motor current jag reveals 
exact correlation; i.e., a motor current jag produces a 
gyro drift level change. After several hours of running, 
the jag disappears and the unit.stabilizes. 
3. The total RDT varies from 31.4 seconds to 187 seconds. The 
largest change in total RDT (223 seconds to 187 seconds) 
occurred after the gyro had not been tested for 1^- weeks. 
In addition, the smallest change occurred when the unit 
was run continuously. 
4. The 30-0 RDT varied irregularly between 32 seconds and 52 
seconds. The value at gyro shipment was 56.1 seconds. 
5. The test verification does not agree directly with the 
Sperry data. Their submitted data sheet indicates a. grad-
ual degradation in both rundov;n terms whereas the Kearfott 
data suggests a more erratic performance which is dependent 
mostly upon the amount of continuous running time prior to 
data acquisition. 
To summarize the analysis of data, the verification tests at Kear-
fott essentially substantiated Sperry's complaint of possible motor 
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degradation. The gyro was subsequently dispositioned for teardown. 
Gyro teardown revealed no out of specification conditions. The dis-
assembly of the motor and float indicated that no oil sling.or for-
eign material was present as determined by 40 power observation. Sub 
sequently the stator, shaft, and bearing assembly was taken apart. 
The gyro motor bearing inner race, balls, retainer, and outer race 
from the -SA side displayed no discrepancies. However, the coinpo-
nents from the +SA side exhibited lubricant breakdown and impending 
bearing failure. A black tar-like substance was found on the +SA 
balls and retainer. Pictures were taken of these components and arc-
attached to this report. The lubricant failure was verified by' 
Singer-Kearfott motor engineering. 
£ 9. ll 2 k P. §L J. 2. N k ^ C O t i K E N D A I I O N S 
The out of specification random drift value and appraent motor de-
gradation as evidenced by erratic and diminishing total RDT and 30--0 
RDT wore caused by a lubricant breakdown within the +SA spin motor 
bearing. The exact cause for this lubricant failure co\i] d not be 
determined. This type of breakdown occurs on very r?.re occasions 
and, with Kearfott's present tried and proven method of motor assem-
bly and testing, cases of this nature are most infrequent and random 
in nature. The Alpha II motor design has proven itself in space on 
several programs such as previous Nimbus launches, Lunar Orbiter, 
Mariner, and 0A0. All of these programs utilized a motor design 
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identical to s/N 1 and were ail quite successful. 'Running time in 
excess of 18,000 hours was measured on the Alpha II gyro 5.n Nimbus 
C. The only other known Alpha II field failure occurred when a gyro 
was centrifuged with the motor off causing the gyro motor bearings 
to become brinelled. 
It •-''is Kearfott's considered opinion tha.t this failure was due 
neither to a design defect nor to a workmanship error, but rather 
that this is one of those unexplained state-of-the-art failures 
which randomly occur. All in-process inspection, build, and test 
procedures are deemed to be adequately stringent for preventing de-
fects of this nature to be experienced in the field. There will be 
no recommendations marie for any changes to be incorporated as a re-
sult of this failure. 
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SPERRY GYROSCOPE DIV1S i 
Sperry Rand Corporation 
Messrs* A. 
H. 
R. 
W. 
L. 
A. 
T. 
F. 
Bias 6 
Diamond 
Domini 
Kozma 
Leshkowich 
Squillante 
Wood,—. 
Yake ^ W 
Files 4222 
Fromt Ho Wendel 
Dates 1 kpsil 1969 
'Copy 
FOH 
Subjeete Test of "Tsmp^Plate" 
Temperatus® Indicatort 
On 3/12/69 the end cover was removed from Ksarfott 
Gyro S/N 1 to permit inspection of the temperature indicator 
strip. Visual examination by the writs? and fte. F« Yake and 
Mo Oo Brooks showed the following* 
The 180°F and the 230°F circles v»ere complotely 
black while the 200°F and 290°F circles showed no 
sign of discoloration. 
Based on these seemingly contradictory findings, it was 
decided to conduct further tests on the temperature indicator strips. 
Sperry had purchased from Wm. Wahl Co. a supply of "Temp^PlateB*8 
for possible use on our own programs and the selection included 
the same strips (P/N 240) used on the Kearfott gyros purchased 
for the Nimbus RMP. Since gyro S/N 1 had undergone Thermal 
Vacuum tests, a simulation that subjected the temp-plate to bot.fi 
temperature and vacuum was performed. An aluminum bioek with an 
internal heating element and bell jar assembly was used to conduct 
the test. See Figure I. 
On 3/12/69 the first "Temp-Plate" sticker was fastened 
to ths aluminum block under the bell jar and evacuated*, By 
means of a variable voltage on the heating element,, tho block 
was maintained at a temperature of 165°F and the pressure under 
the bell jar was less than 50/J of Hg.. The next morfsiag visual 
examination showed that the 180°F and 230°f circles on the sticker 
were completely blackened while the 200°F and 250° circles remained 
unchanged. 
A second sticker was then placed under the bell jar at 
a third was placed on the side of the aluminum block exposed to 
ambient pressure. 
Again, examination the next morning showed that ths 130°F 
and 230°F circles on ths second strip had become completely blackened 
It was also noticed that the J.80°F circle on the third strip 
showed some slight speckling. Strip number one was removed and 
the apparatus was xe-evacuated and temperature stabilig@d at I65°F. 
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The setup was examined and temperature readings were taken daily 
until 3/31/69. The 180°F and 230°F circles remained black and the 
200°F and 250°F showed no signs of discoloration. However, the 
130Op circle on the external strip showed increasing blackness 
daily until 3/21/69 when it was completely black. All temperature 
readings taken by thermocouple bridge, however, indicated a steady 
temperature of 165°F. 
A parallel test subjected a similar "Temp-Plate" strip 
to conditions of vacuum alone and after 16 days at a pressure 
less then lOju of Hg none of the circles showed any sign of dis-
coloration. 
Based on these tests, it is Sperry's opinion that the 
W. Wahl Co. "Temp-Plate" indicators do not provide an accurate 
record of temperature on the Nimbus/Kearfott gyro and overha at 
damage claims by the gyro manufacturer must be discounted. 
H. Wendell 
HW/go 
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Appendix V 
FAILURE ANALYSIS REPORT ON 
KEARFOTT GYRO S/N 2 
V - l 
SPERRY GYROSCOPE DIVISION 
Sperry Rand Corporation 
Mr. Ro Sanzone Piles 4222 
Mr. T. Reilly Prom: R. Domini E6 xl527 
Mr. W. O'Plahrety 
Mr. P. Yake Date? 25 October 1968 
Mr. E. Whiteomb 
Subji Summary of Test,, 
Pailure & Teardown 
of Kearfott Gyro 
S/N 2 
1. Appended to this memo is a copy of the Summary Report of 
the failure of Kearfott Gyro S/N 2S purchased on PO 317110-82 
dated 8/18/67 and returned to Kearfott on D4-4110719 dated 
6/8/68. 
2. A3 the Summary Report indicates and is also my Judgements, 
the overheat condition was not the cause of failures, but 
the most likely cause was the vibration test sequence applied 
to the system and gyro. The Sperry PSpec. #P1581854 specifies 
that the unit must meet all the performance parameters after 
vibration and thermal vacuum. 
Kearfott claims the gyro was overheated based on the 
condition of the temperature indicator strip. 
This indicator device was not inspected by Sperry at 
receipt or during the period the unit was at Sperry and prior to 
its return. Tlie strip was removed from the qyro prior to Sperry 
or NASA personnel witnessing the teardown at Kearfott. 
3. It is my strong recommendation to negotiate a fair settle-
ment with Kearfott, as there is some uncertainty. However, I 
do object to the Kearfott statement that 
"the overheat occurred at Sperry and the overheat is the 
cause of failure" . . . 
a s there is no direct evidence to support this statement. I 
believe a 2c& Sperry - '?3%> Kearfott share of the responsibility 
and attendent costs is a reasonable settlement. 
RDsJmc Sf7„ Domini i \ 
End. Nimbus RMP Program Mqr. 
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SPERRY GYROSCOPE DIVISION 
Sperry Rand Corporation 
Failure Analysis Report 
Floated Rate Integrating Gyro 
Sperry P/N 1200941 
Kearfott Gyro Serial §2 
23 October 1968 
// f/? / 
Prepared bvs ^(d/^I^JM^S^/.€^ 
Ho Wend el "? 
Ass't. Fng, ~Dspi. 4222 
Approved bys ^^^Cj3^CM(!^^JLll^!p^ 
~R. Domini ' 
E. 8 c. Ih -Dep i = 4222 
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Summary of Acceptance Test arid Teardown 
of Kearfott Gyro S/N 2 
Kearfott Gyro S/N 2 successfully passed gyroscope acceptance 
tests and initial RMP F.A.T. tests at Sperry. The system was 
then sent to NASA/GSFC for Vibration and Thermal Vacuum Tasts. 
It was then returned to Sperry for final F.A.T. testing. The first 
evidence of the gyro failure appeared during the Final Acceptance 
Test. The gyro was removed from the system and tested further ©n 
a different set of electronics where the failure was confirmed. 
Details of these tests are contained in CNAP #66 Appended herein. 
The gyro was returned to Kearfott for failure analysis and 
teardown. The failure analysis confirmed a condition of float 
stiction most likely caused by a particle migrating to a critical 
fluid gap. 
Upon teardown of the gyro, no physical damage to the float or 
other critical parts was found as would be expected if the unit was 
overheated. The only significant finding of the teardown was the 
blackening of the 230°F circle on the temperature indicator. 
Details of the teardown are contained in CNAP #67 also appended 
herein. 
Sperry Conclusion and Support Information 
Conclusion* 
The failure of Kearfott Gyro S/N 2 was 'caused by the presence 
of a minute particle migrating to a critical fluid gap and not 
related to an overheat condition if such a condition did actually 
occur. The migration of the particle was probably caused by the 
vibration testing of the gyro in RMP S/N 6. 
Support Informations 
1. An overheat condition should have caused damage to sen-
sitive float bellows, and/or suspension parts. Mo damage of this 
type was found during the teardown. 
2. Tests of the Sperry Over-Temperature Safety Switch 
installed in the gyro show that the maximum operating temperature 
of the gyro cculd not have exceeded 182°F. This was determined by 
testing the actual switch used on Kearfott Gyro S/N 2. 
3. A review of Test and Grooming procedures confirmed that 
the Gyro and Gyro Assembly is never subjected to an ambient temp-
erature greater than 180°F during any assembly or test procedure. 
180°F is the upper storage temperature limit. 
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4. The temperature indicator was not inspected by 
Sperry Incoming Inspection as it is internal to the gyro case, 
and its condition when the unit was delivered to Sperry is in 
doubt* 
5. Kearfott Gyro S/N 4 was partially torn-down, 
witnessed by NASA and Kearfott representatives, and no indication 
of over-heat was noted on the temperature indicator. Gyro S/N 4 
underwent the same Grooming and Testing procedures as Gyro S/N 2 
except for system tests in the RMP. 
6<> Sperry experience has shown that the size of 
particles sufficient to cause float stiction is minutely small 
and the probability of finding such a particle when a unit is 
torn down is very low. 
7. A particle in the fluid gap cannot be "created" by 
overheating the unit; it must be present somewhere in the fluid 
from the time the unit was initially assembled. 
8. The Kearfott Gyros purchased under the referenced P.O. 
are required to pass vibration tests. Such vibration tests are 
capable of causing a particle to migrate to a critical fluid gap, 
resulting in the float stiction actually observed. 
9. The presence of such a particle was observed only 
after vibration and thermal vacuum tests. 
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6/18/68 
CN/P #66 
Conference held at Sperry Gyroscope on 5/21/68 
Attendees? NASA G.Eo Sperry 
Ro Shelley Ro Birch R» Domini 
T. Wood 
Ao Squillante 
H. Mendel 
lo Acceptance Test of RMP S/ft 6 
Acceptance test of RMP S/H 6 commenced at approximately 1100 hou?s witnessed, 
by Mr,. R» Shelley, RMP To0„ from NASA, and Mr<, Re Birch of G.Eo The Nimbus D M P 
Acceptance Test Procedure, T431Q-10360 was strictly followedo 
Testing proceeded normally through paragraph 3c6, with all readings within 
specification,, At about 1430, the Hysteresis Test, para0 3«7 was initiated,, The 
baseline BMP output was +5 mv, corresponding to a + 0o17 degree/hour bias,. As 
prescribed by the test procedure, a +5 ma bias current was injected into the torque 
feedback loop from the BTE for a period of 5 seconds, then removed,, During this 
5 seconds the gyro float stands off from its null position approximately 10 arc 
minutes, The RMP did not return to the baseline value, but rather returned to a 
value of +25 mv (+0o87 deg/hr) and then commenced to ramp smoothly for the next hour 
to a value in excess of +100 mv (+3<-5 deg/hr) „ 
A direct measure of the torquer voltage confirmed this was not an error in 
readout voltage, but a true mechanical torque on the gyro float„ 
A small current was summed into the loop from thR BTEo The change in output-
voltage was correct for the inputcurrent indicating the gyro float was not stickingP tut 
rather was being acted upon by some sort of spring* By measuring the torque (bias) 
change as a function of float angle, the value of this spring was estimated to be 
2o6 dyne-cm/arc minute, which is much greater than the normal output axis spring ratec 
The torque feedback loop was disabled and it was noted that the gyro float 
qtii.Vxly displaced about 2 arc minutes confirming the magnitude of the spring,, 
Upon restoring the loop, the M P or.tpnt. returned immediately to ".he original 
baseline value of +5 mv„ A subsequent negative, then positive hysteresis ".est resirlied 
in normal output returns, but the next positive test resulted in a return -io +150mv 
(+5o2 deg/hr). The next negative test resulted in a return to +120 mv0 Without farther 
testing, the unit was allowed to run overnight„ during which period the RMP output 
slowly drifted from the +120 mv value out to +155 mVj. then gradually reversed and 
drifted back to +110 mv by 084.0 the next, morning,, Two more Hysteresis tests resulted 
in o-itput readings of +180 mv, and +15? mv respectively., The unit was then-commanded 
off -> A sample of the test data is included in Appendix A. 
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2 ., fletest of Kearfott Gyro. S/N 2 
On 5/27/68 the Kearfott Gyro S/N 2 was removed from RMP 
S/N 6„ Sperry/NASA agreed to conduct hysteresis tests on the 
unit on the gyro test station* Hysteresis tests were conducted 
per T Spec #4310-10842,, A chronological summary of the tests 
results is presented* 
5/29/68 - The gyro was mounted on Test Stand #20 Output Axis 
Vertical Positive end Up and IA directed East*. ,'Jhen 
stabilized at the operating ternp„ of 164°F the wheel 
was energized with 26 V 3 $ sine wave excitation,, At 
this time the gyro exhibited a bias of ,008 /hr« Wheel 
excitation was removed and the electronics shut down,, 
The gyro was left at room temperature in this attitude 
over the weekend,, 
5/!l/68 Heater and electronics on and gyro stabilized at 164'F, 
0800 Wheel excitation appliedc Gyro bias at this time was 
again ,.008°/hr„ Torque feedback loop opened and float 
driven to 18 mv out-of-phase for 30 sec. Equivalent to 
10 min, per T Spec, 4310-10842,-, Loop closed and rate 
stabilized at c.008°/hx» Repeated in-phase and for 3 
cycles,- Each time rate returned to <>0080/hr<, Excitatic 1 
removed and electronics shut down,. Gyro allowed to cool 
down to room temperature,, 
5/31/68 Electronics on and gyro temp,, stabilized,, Output avis 
1415 vertical positive end up and IA directed East. Wheel 
excited,-, Gyro bias erratic between +6,8 and *-5<-.6c,/hr o 
Open loop - drive to 18 w,., in phasec .Close ioup -
•rate returned to +302°/hrc, Open loop - drive to 18 m-v 
out of phase,, Close loop - rate returned to +0- 30r /hr ,-
Open loop - drive to in phase, stop - 335 mv, Close Icop ••• 
rate returned to + 0,.02°/nr" A sample of this test run is 
included in Appendix B. Excitation removed - electronic^ 
off,, Gyro allowed to cool to room temperature in this 
attitude over weekend,. 
6/4/68 Electronics on - stabilized at 164°/hro Wheel e•••!.• itedo 
1330 Gyro Bias was -5„6°/hr.- Open loop - drive to in phase 
Witness stop,. Close loop - rate returned to *04a/h:r.> Hysteresis 
To Wood test repeated for 3 cycles,, Each time rate returned to 
Ho Yake
 004°/hr„ Data witnessed by Mr, To Wood (Engr.,.) and 
.Mr, F„Yake (Q(.Ao),-, Wheel 4. electronics off,. Gyro removed 
from stand,-, 
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CNAP #67 S/TUi/68 
Conference Hold at Kearfott on. 3/6/68 
Attendees* NASA G„E. i>g,erry_ '£\±^-Jjl%%. 
A„ Babecki P.
 0 Birch a, Domini To TJrophy 
R, Shellsy A« Squillante F- fSchaur-a 
L« Arnowitz S, folding 
Subject! Teaxdown of Kearfott Gyro S/M 2 
lo The meeting was hold at Kearfott to witness tha tearilovjn of 
Kearfott. Gyro S/w 2= Gyro tost data obtains:! at Sparry '.CMA? f/66) 
and at Kearfott v^ as reviswad. This data indicated the bl.is 
anomaly wjo wiins-ssad at Spsrry and at Kearfotto 
The toraperature indicator strip located under the -j r.-c cover 
was rsviev/odo This indicator has tiUfipar atur s sensitive- ''.lots', 
calibrated at 180^? - 200°F - 230°F and 250Ci'?, which ar :•>. ;ic-rrr.sUy 
dull gxay and turn black when the specified temperature 1:- rea:;iedc 
The ISCF,, 200°?, end the 230°F cots were black, ind::.cct > >ICJ that 
some ti/ne during the life of the gyros it was subjsctsc ':<> 230°? or . 
50°? above the maximum storage temperature
 e 
2« The attendees witnessed the stop by step teardown :>: the unit, 
The following ars general comments: 
o Visual Inspection of outer package parts and tha 'vjrrnati-; 
sealed float assembly indicated no apparent si'jn:. > : 
overheat, is no bellows, jswol pivot or stop danaco> The 
heater sensor strip was not available for inspect!JIU No 
obvious signs of hang up, i:- v/iskars or forvi^u r?..":ic' Is ; 
v:as notad„ 
» The parts ware cleaned to rarnovs all traces of the- •Isn-.pi/ig 
fluid and v/ors ro-inspicto-c under a mi ;rcs-.';op-2., ;i J cbvi.jus 
signs of permanent daniaga v.'as nctade The "Dslvin 5;op" was 
closely sx-' rinc-d and Cor.psrad v:ith "ni-w stops:'., ':\ •> sign; of 
tvfcrheat v/rra apparent, hov,-jvor, so:::* fibres •«:}.?£•• protruding 
from ths surface of th-a stop, the'lian^ up" and ;:.;> i ;ured high 
torsional restraint could bs caused by or.-? of ".IT-;-;• :• fibres 
treating loose and contacting the floa:; in a clos;; ; • 11? a r •? n c e 
rreao 
As a rosult of ths teardown th3 foiicvi. ic iter.-.; wr ,• > .listed and 
action item;- agreed to s 
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Problem 
3.1 
3„2 
303 
3„4 
305 
Excessive settling time of gyro - witness; d at 
Sperryo 
Intermittent stiction (hang-up) during f:'.?.al 
hysteresis test at Sparryo 
Intermittent stiction (hang up) during unit re-
test both at Sperry and Kearfotto 
Intermittent stiction during yozzle tost ».t 
Kearfott upon return of unito 
, = «Ot Evidence of unit being subjected to 230 r - 250"F -
Noted at Kearfotto 
Ac£i&n_jtems. 
306 
307 
3c8 
3o9 
3d0 
3oll 
3»12 
3„13 
3»14 
Open Itsms 
Ksarfott to continue detail mechanical inspection 
of parts* 
Re-asssmble critical parts to try to duplicate 
problem (Kesrfott) 
Insoect temperature sticker on Prototype 7MP 
S/N'5.9 Ksarfott Gyro ' S/N 1 (MASA/GSFC) 
•Ksarfott to review-Reliability data fox if.milar type 
malfunctionsa 
Elevate temposature sticker from Gyro S/'l! 2 to 250 F 
to check calibration of last lot (MASSA/G.'SI C) <> 
S p e r r y - R e v i e v: p :•: o C e c! y r a s f o 3 
Kesrfott Gyro for over temper; 
ssmbly :s d test o: 
:ur p:i; 3. i t a o s. 
Spcrry, Ksarfott, NASA/GSFC - .check ter^ .--* atur<? 
sticker on Ksarfott Gyro S/N A at Spurry Unit has 
completed FAT tssto 
Include hysteresis tests as trend dats OM ATS ,jt GE, 
(NASA/GSFC). 
Test temperature sticker design 
vacuum etc. (NASA/G5FC)G 
C 2 .. X £ •:: |-.lon 
4 „ 1 F a i l u r e A n a l y s i s & C o r r e c t i v e - A c t i o n . , Prob.'.sc 
and cor/c 
p r o cod Mr 
>nu n<rcicn 
is t o i r io; 
>o ; ; ;02r at." Must 
':••: p r o p j r s; 
. 'over ho a t 
11 a j sembly 
f."ust o b t a i n 
conficic-ncs in r e m a i n i n g t n r e e .\e-3r r o t t g y r e ; ; , ;. i t h a t 
c o n t a m i n a t i o n i s n o t a p r o b l e m w i t h a l l u n i t s -
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4„2 Disposition of Kearfott Gyro S/N ?• - Rebuild ? 
4e3 Disposition of RMP S/N 6 - RMP S/iN 6 will be held at 
Sporry until teardown analysis completed on Kearfott 
Gyro S/N 2. 
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"KEARFOTT SYSTEMS DIVISION 
Reference: 68-4305 
August 23, 1968 
Sperry Gyroscope Co. 
Great Neck, Long Island 
New York 11020 
Attention: Mr. R.F. Thomson 
Buyer 
Subject : Failure Analysis Report for Gyro C702564015-1 
Serial No. 2, dated 16 August 1968 
Reference: P.O. C317110-82 
Gentlemen: 
Transmitted herewith is one (I) copy of the subject document. 
Very truly yours, 
KEARFOTT SYSTEMS DIVISION 
E.C. Sental, Sr. 
Sr. Contract Administrator 
ECS:ml 
E n c l o s u r e 
2 D 
KEARFOTT GrlOUP: Koariott Prcducii Division 1 KcKfo i i Systems Cmsic; : ' | G?L Q,vi;.o;i | Aorosoo;,; R e a r e d Center • 
r 
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Kearfott Systems Division 
Failure Analysis Report 
C70 2554 015-1 
Floated Rate Integrating Gyro 
Serial No, 2 
' August 16, 1963 
Prepared By: 
L. v>alls 
Q u a l i t y Eng inee r 
Approved By: /*-•*.; . t j :...• •'..•; 
Section Head, Quality Engineering 
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History 
•C70 2564015 gyro, S/'N 2, was assembled for Sperry Gyroscope 
Company for the Nimbus program, tested in acccrdgnco v:ith . 
Acceptance Test Procedure CI 32564 03.5 Revision A without in-
cident,- and delivered to Sperry on 11/20/67; The unit was 
received by Sperry, subjected to incoming inspection and 
' test, accepted, and assembled into RMP S/N 6. During the 
acceptance test of the package.at Sperry on or about 
5/21/6G, the gyro float was tcrquad" off null with a bias 
current of +5 ma in accordance with the test procedure. 
V-r.'ien the bias current was remove!, the g'yro float failed to 
return to its original position. Further diagnostic tests 
confirmed the existence of a torque causing the float to 
displace. The gyro wa's' removed from the package, mounted 
in a G insensitive attitude and periodically tested between 
5/29/63 and 6/4/68. These tests" confirmed an erratic gyro 
bias. The unit was rejected and returned to KSD on 
6/11/63 for verification and analysis. 
Verification Findings 
The following verification program was conducted: 
A. Visual examination - on. 6/13/68",. the unit was examined 
and no significant defects- were noted, except what ap-
peared to be' therir.al vacuum grease" on outer case. 
B. Resistance checks - on 6/25/68," resistance and insula-
tion resistance was checked and found to be within 
specification. 
C. Six position drift test - on 6/26/63, a six position 
drift test was performed. All parameters were within' . 
specification; however there was a change in fixed 
torque (H0) from the pre-s.hlp F.A.T. data. (See 
tabulated data) 
D. Stiction test - on 6/27/55 and 6/20/68, motor off 
stiction.tests were performed with positive and nega-
tive slewo with the gyro oriented C •»'•/ up end down. 
Definite stiction hang-up occurred at several points 
in the test. 
E. Yozzle test - on 7/1/68, yozzle tests were.conducted, 
and did exhibit ah unusual discontinuity coming off 
the in-phase stop. 
F. "Six position tests - on 7/5/68 and 7/8/68, two six 
position tests were conducted and the values obtained 
during the test of 6/26 were approximately duplicated. 
(See tabulated data) 
G. Degaussing - the gyro was degaussed on 7/£/68. 
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H. Six position test - on. 7/8/63 a six position test was 
performed aftar' degaussing, and a sigriif leant change 
'in R was noted (see tabulated data) 
Parameter Spec 
Af ter 
FAT . FAT FAT Degaussi: 
• A B C Verif - Vsrif Verif Verif 
11/6/67 11/7/67 21/8/67 6/26/58 7/5/68 7/8/68 7/i)/6Z 
Tor 
Sc 
Fac_ 
R o 
HUS 
:ruer 
a l e 
: o r _ 
•\ 
MUIA 
135.1 135.3 
163 -.3! 
i t_i.§-n.Lji-_z3 
135.6 
+.055 +.074 
3_2_ 
+ .014 
-.360 
j-.713_ 
+. 19 6 
135.8 
.020 
J511 
217 
To furtlier evaluate the failure, disassembly of the unit was 
directed. Key personnel from Sperry, G.E., KASA and KSD ware 
scheduled to witness the teardown. In preparation for the 
teardown, external coders and v;iring were removed. During 
this preliminary teardo; . l_ V.'c'- ID noted th th: t e i uoe ra t ac s ig device, installed during initial assembly, indi-
cated that the gyro had been overheated to a te.r.par a ture in 
excess of 230°F but lass than 250°F. On 8/6/68," the teardown 
was performed and witnessed by the following people. 
Mr. L. Aronov/it7, 
Mr. R. Shelley 
Mr. A. Barbeki 
Mr. A. Squilanti 
Mr. R. Domini 
Mr. R. Birch 
Mr. T. Brophy 
Mr. P. Schauer 
Mr. L. V:ells 
HAS A 
NASA 
NAS=\ 
Sperry 
G.E. 
KSD 
KSD 
KSD 
TeardT-'n of tro unit failed to reveal any significant ef-
fects, end although sn-v; mine-: im per-eel. ions were qu^ sLic.r.i-c 
it was agreed that the unit was clean and free of discolora-
tion, damage, or faulty workmanship. 
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To complete, the analysis,, mechanical measurements were made 
of the-disassembled parts to determine that internal gaps 
between ad jacant parts were sufficient to prevent interfer-
ence and hang-up. The following tabulated data shows the re-
sults of those measurements. 
Parameter Design 
•Requirement 
Measured 
Value 
1.5073 
1.5053 
.0004 
.0003 
1.214 
1.1316 
.•0005 TIR 
.0025 TIR 
1.2320 
.0004 
1.1186 
.0001 
1.526 
.0010 
.00105 
Remarks 
.0003' OHL 
.0024 CJLL 
Irregular 
.0020 OHL 
Float OD Size (2 places) -•• 1.507*0+^010 
Runout of Float 
OD from jewel 
(2 places) 
Torq Rotor OD Size. 
Torq Rotox- ID Size. 
Runout Rotor OD 
Runout Rotor ID 
End Bell Hsg ID Size 
Runout. EB Hsg ID 
from M.S. 
Return Path OD Sice 
Runout Return Path 
from M.S. 
Gyro Hsg. ID Size 
Runout Hsg ID to Pivot OD 
Float End Play 
.0 005TIR 
1.218 Max.' 
1.134 Min. 
.0005 TIR . 
.0005 TIR 
+.002" 
1.230-.000 
.0005 
+ .000 
1.120-.002 
.0015 TIR 
1. 527+. 001 
.002 TIR 
.0010 .to .0015 
In addition., pivot and jewel diameters were measured for roundness and 
surface irregularities. Profiles obtained were indicative of acceptable 
parts. See Fig. I. 
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Conclusions 
The nature of the failure appears to be stiction. Test 
results' and teardown findings indicate that stiction was 
interirattent and probably caused by a particle in the • 
fluid migrating to a critical gap; most likely betvreen the 
pivot and jewel. The change in the restraint level was 
magnetic: in nature since degauss resulted in the original 
restraint value being obtained. The gyro appears to have-
been exposed to a high temperature environment, and.a • 
magnetic field. Since, no evidence of internal contamina-
tion was visible during teardbwr. and' no other significant 
defects were noted, the exact cause of failure cannot be 
stated; however, in .the absence of such evidence, we-must 
rely on experience and'judgment to determine the probable. 
cause of the failure. Based on the evidence at hand, it 
is KSD's judgment that the overheating of the gyro developed' 
a condition which caused the reported failures. Since the 
gyro was heated above its operating temperature, the intex'nal 
pressure would, have reached critical levels sufficient to 
cause this failure. 
Corrective Ac", iori"' 
The failure is attributed to exposure to abnormal environ-
ments at the custcmar's facilities, and no corrective ac-
tion is anticipated at KSD. However, it is recommended 
that Sperry investigate the use of this unit in an effort 
to uncover the source of high temperature and magnetic 
field. 
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Appendix VI 
SYSTEM ENGINEERING PROGRAM PLAN 
FOR NIMBUS D RMP CONNECTOR CHANGE 
VI-1 
System Engineering 
Progran Pirn For 
Nimous D RMP Connector Change 
Contract MAS S-10391 
A,0„ 33506 
.}„Et 7 0 0 / - 0 
f , r " ' - ^ *-;y* 
W. Ko\ yy,t< 3/MJ 
" I T 'Tood/W. Ken', ma 
H." DomiiTf,"^ """ " 
Engineering Manager 
March 1V6V 
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f 
itftuppycTiPN'. 
1*1 This Program Plan describes the tasks associated with change 
of the Nimbus D RMP Connectors from gold over gold to gold over 
silver plating as directed in Contract Modification #9 to 
Nimbus D RMP. Program NAS 5-10391, dated 12/20/69. 
1*2 It should be noted that based on past experience at Sperry 
Gyroscope Division, use of gold over silver connectors has 
resulted in 6erious problems such as intermittent contact due to 
generation of silver sulfide which emenates thru the sometimes 
porous gold ovtr-plating. 
The direction to use gold over silver plated connectors on the 
' Flight RMP and Space RMP as specified in Contract Modification 
#9 will be followed. It is necessary, however, to inform NASA/ 
GSFC of Sperry's experience with gold over silver-plated connect-
ors. This information had been presented at several meetings 
at CSFC during August 'and October 1968 and recorded in various 
telecons and Nimbus Program CNAP's. A NASA/GSFC Parts and 
Components Evaluation Report PACER 201-001 issued March 30, 1965 
substantiates Sperry"s findings with respect to formation of 
silver sulfide. A copy of the appropriate section of this 
report is included in ^ e <*d<«tn.<Wt. 
In conclusion, Sperry advises against the use of gold-silver finish 
on contact surfaces} however, Sperry will follow the direction 
of Contract Modification #9, 
1.3 The Program Plan consists of the following major taskss 
Task 1 - Rework of RMP S/N 7 
Ta3k 2 - Rework of Kearfott Gyro Connectors 
Task 3 - Rework and Requalification of RMP S/N 6 
Task 4 - Fabricate Spare Harness, RFI & Inverter 
Task 5 - Program Management 
SCHEpvt,Ei 
2.1 Figure 1 illustrates the schedule requirements for the, 5 tasks 
of this program. 
IASK/MUESI9HE PESCRipiIQH* 
The following paragraphs describe the tasks and milestones per the 
tasks listed on the schedule (Figure 1). 
Taafc 1 - Rework of RMp S/N, 7 
This task covers the work associated with modifying the existing 
harness & RFI (P/N 4216-90956-2 and P/N 4310-90627-902) S/N 7 and 
Inverter Subassembly (P/N4310-90433) S/N 7 from the mainstream Nimbus 
0 RMP program tot 
1) eliminate solder voids in the connector cups 
2) change connectors from gold over gold to gold over silver 
3} add rigid heat shrinkable tubing where possible on the existing 
harness. 
To accomplish the first objectives of thi6 task a sound technical 
approach has to be taken to develop a procedure for obtaining satis-
VI-3 
factory (void free) solder joints. Once tnis procedure tiaa been 
developed, re-soldering of the harness and inverter with gold 
over silver connectors can be initiated* 
SyJi^tJir k„.Ls.l DeveJLoji....So 16§x_ 1 ng. _T a c h n i q u e and X-R&y 
Sample solder connections will be itade 
using Cgnrion knv Continental (gold over silver plated) connectorso 
X-r-iys K'.!1 br- ->sken to sr.saina the- solder joints to determine 
whlib are at.ee*-> •' able
 t Thesa x-ray's and the snider technique 
will be review ar, by M A S A / G S F C porsoune i .. 
The approach to bs tak>?n i& ->s follev/sj 
Gr?;if,«jjt with both Sparry Materials 
rJ2p wtci'ihf. •.;'.'.<{ :.V:>A/GC;l"0 Mat--,ri-;ii«? Uepartnaut fpj- soldering 
isv ?;>}.•':!? f.ion.-
o .£ .v..-« s t i a a'i £ conncc'^sj,- ^o I J e r l n g by 
etV;.-,-, r-rripa*' -' ss sweh as SWiW)s, |v\->ur i !ott» efcCo 
so'iiisi-intj i i o n a-aiiufset :Jrarc fp« s o l d e r i n g information' . . 
Perform c o n t r o l l e d t a s t s to i se la t fc the 
cause of voiced soidfu- connect ions , , and o b t a i n e c c e s t i ' b l e 
co lde r j o i n t t c I n v e s t i g a t e i;hs a f f e c t s of fchs fol l r -a lng proposed 
v e r i a b l s f •$ 
Haat a p p l i c a t i o n •* 
d u r a t i o n 
area 
c o n t r o l 
I ron type 
Solder type 
Flux type i. p i e - f l u x i n g of loads & c-jps 
Pre-tinning of leads £-. cups 
Wicking methods 
Soldering sequences 
Cleaning procadures 
including mechanical & chemical cleaning 
plating effects & connecter size effects 
Further testing will be necessary to develop 
a procedure for retouching voided connections» in addition, 
connector acceptance criterion must also bo established. 
, It IG expected that the testing wj.ll 
necessitata approxiiaotely 50 tests utilizing thirty connectors. 
Assuming thct one to 1wo connectors will be colderec1 per day, 
and allotlng time to *-ray and svaiuate, the testing should take 
about 3 1/2 "souths (including 2 \/i months for soldering). 
Notei Ail e.-slderlng t^ r.ts will ha witnessed fcy engineering or 
Spcrvy C:„r „ 
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An Engineering Bulletin detailing the 
soldering technique and x-ray procedure will be generated 
and included on the appropriate drawings« Drawings will be 
modified to reflect the new E.I,, plus an informal engineering 
report will be written summarizing results. 
Sub-task 1,2 - Connector Change 
Harness S/N 7 and Inverter Assembly 
S/N 7 will first be x-rayed to determine the extent of solder 
voids in connector cufSu This will be accomplished at NASA/ 
GSFC, with Sperry Engineering and QoAo in attendances 
All connections will be marked and 
labeled to facilitate re-eonnection and eliminate wiring 
termination errors. The Cannon connectors will be removed 
and GFE gold over silver Cannon connectors with thick wall 
heat shrinkabic tubing (GFE) will be reconnectedo All 
connector rows shall te x-rayed and specific pine will be 
re-touched as required to obtain acceptable connectlosno 
After acceptable x-rays have been obtained (approval of NASA/ 
GSFC) and the connections have passed NASA/Sperry visual 
inspection the heat shrinkable tubing will be placed over 
the connections and shrunk in plaee° 
The same procedure will be followed 
with the Continental connectors, with the exception that gold 
over gold plating will still be used on Harness S/N 7 and 
Inverter S/N 7 to minimize schedule delay? These connector*, 
will be taken out of Nimbus 0 stock* In addition thin wall 
heat shrinkable tubing (Kynar) will be employed on these 
connectorso 
No codifications will be made to the 
solder connections on the Elco connectors as these are straight 
pin types. 
After completing the re-work of the harness 
and inverter, termination checkout and C & R test'will be 
repeated and appropriately noted. The harness will then be 
available for assembly into RMP S/N 7. The schedule (Figure 1) 
notes the availability date of the reworked harness* 
Task 2 - Rework Kearfott Gyro Connectors & Normalization Package 
This task includes all the necessary effort to rework the 
gyro connectors and gyro normalisation packageso Three Kearfott 
gyros and normalization packages will be reworked, S/N 2, s/N 3, 
and S/N 4C The work effort will be broken down as follows. 
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. Kearfott Gyro S/N 4 - Rework for RMP s/N 7. Use 
gold over gold connectors (schedule purposes) identify each 
wire and re-eoldar using new technique. X-ray eonnector 
solder joints and submit x-rays to NASA/GSFC for approval. 
Use Kynar thin wall shrinkable tubing. Perform minimal 
re-FAT of gyro. 
. Normalization Package S/N 4 - Rework fox RMP s/N 7. 
Use gold over gold connectors, rewire entire package, re-solder 
x-ray and re-inspect. Submit x-rays to NASA/GSFC for approval. 
. Kearfott Gyro S/N 3 and s/N 2 - Order new gold 
over silver Continental connectors, re-solder, x-ray and inspect. 
Use Kynar thin wall shrinkable tubing. Perform re-FAT of e*ch 
gyro. 
o Normalization Packages S/N 3 and S/N 2. Order new 
gold over silver Continental connectors, remove conformal coating 
rewire both packages, x-ray and re-inspect. Submit x-rays to 
NASA/GSFC, for approval. 
Task 3 - Rework and Roqualificatlon of RMP S/N 6 
RMP S/N 6 had been fully qualified ready for acceptance 
and placed on hold until resolution of the soldering/connector 
plating problem. This* task covers the work sc®pe associated 
with disassembly of RMP S/N 6, reassembly with spare parts and 
full FAT and qualification testing. In summary the work effort 
will ineludei 
. Removal o£ Kearfott Gyro S/N 3 and x-ray of the gyro 
and normalization connectors. Witness of this task and exam-
ination of the x-ray by Government Representative at Sperry. 
• Removal of PC cards. Inverter, Harness and RFI 
assembly* All items are to be placed on held. 
. The mechanical-structure must be cleaned and placed 
in Flight Hardware condition. RMP S/N 6 shall be re-assembled 
with the spare PC cards. Harness and inverter, a l l S/N 6A and 
reworked Kearfott Gyro S/N 3* 
Perform FAT and Flight Level TV Qualification Testing 
of RMP S/N 6 at Sperry per appropriate Sperry t e s t specs. 
Perform Flight Level Vibration at GSFC* See schedule in Fig . 1 
for milestone. Delivery of RMP s/N 6 i s scheduled for 15 June, 
1969, 
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Task ,4 - Fabricate Spare Harness. RFI & Inverter Sub-Assembly 
This task covers the work associated with manufacture 
of a new Harness & RFI assembly P/N 4216-90956-2 and 4310-
90627-902,Inverter Subassembly P/N 4310-90633. Specific items 
ar e t 
• Order:Detail electronic components for the RFI.and 
Inverter plus sheet metal parts. Purchase Hi Rel items where 
applicable and screen standard parts per the Sperry Screening 
Procedures. 
« Order Space Wire as required and new short pin, 
gold over silver, Elco connectors, and gold over silver 
Continental connectors. 
• Use GFE gold over silver Cannon connectors. 
• Make all necessary drawing changes per latest 
connector information and fabrication information for harness. 
Generate E.B. for harness fabrication. 
. Fabricate one Harness and RFI Assembly and Inverter 
Subassembly, x-ray wll connections (excluding Elco's) and 
Inspect. X-rays must be reviewed and accepted by NASA/GSFC. 
Task 5 - Program Management 
Provide Program Management consistent with level of effort 
of this add-on-program,, 
. Overall responsibility of this task in conjunction 
with the Nimbus D main stream program. 
» Customer liaison 
.Coordinate all Sperry efforts including contributing 
departments, i.e., W.A., Design, Purchasing, and Works Management. 
• Coat and schedule control information, generation of 
task plan and necessary estimates and control of budgets* 
• All task documentation including plans and progress 
reports, telecone, conference notes and submission of engineering 
data as required. 
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PACER 201 -001 
REViEV/OF 
THE PROBLEM OF THE FORMATION OF INSULATING 
•FILMS ON GOLD PLATED CONTACT SURFACES 
MARCH 30, 1965 
FAfLU'^i ANALYSIS SHCTiON 
QUAMYY ASSUHA^C-TiiRAKCH 
eOvOr.'lD S^ACE FLIGHT CGNTSR 
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OPTIC*. VL FORM NO. 10 
UNITED STATES GOVERNMENT 
Memorandum 
PACER 2 0 1 - 0 0 1 
TO : D i s t r i b u t i o n L i s t DATE: March 3 0 , 1965 
FROM : Mr. J. C. Rubin 
Test and Evaluation Division, OTS 
SUBJECT: Review of the Problem of the Formal ion of Insulating 
Films on Cold Plated Contact Surfaces 
SUMMARY ' 
Contact surfaces of electrical connectors, electroplated 
with gold in accc rdance with MIL-G-45204 specification, have 
been reported to develop semiconducting o:: insulating films in 
the presence of sulfur-bearing atmospheres. The condition is 
especially critical for circuits operating at low voltage and 
low current leve"s. Investigations have shown that the base 
metals of the contacts, such as copper, zinc, and silver, beneath 
the gold plating, combine chemically with atmospheric sulfur, 
producing a sulfrde which diffuses through the gold to form 
films on the contact surface. Attempts to minimize the problem 
have led to only two promising solutions: 
(a) gold over nickel plating. 
(b) hai d gold over soft dense gold plating. 
A survey of handling techniques for gold plated connector 
contacts indicates that alumina-in-alcohoL cleaning can remove 
considerable amounts of the film buildup without damaging the 
gold plating, anci that use of silver-saturated protective cloths, 
shrouds or filters tends to retard film formation in sulfur-
bearing atmospheric environments. 
INTRODUCTION 
Although not widely known among component or design 
engineers, it has been well established in electroplating 
literature that thin gold plating over copper or silver is 
insufficient to prevent formation of discoloring surface 
VI-10 
films after mon'.hs of storage, even in "clean" atmospheric 
conditions; in -he case of marine or industrial atmospheres 
the film formation period can be reduced to weeks, or in 
extreme cases, even to days. This visible evidence of film 
formation on contacts has not been publicized outside the 
electroplaters' technical literature, nor has a solution 
to the problem. 1 ieen proposed, inasmuch J.S field performance 
of discolored connector contacts has not, until recently, 
been recognized as a problem. 
Routine handling of connectors in iissembly, and repeated 
mating and unmaking of connectors has generally proven suf-
ficient to initially scrape away any surface film. After 
assembly, the film has not presented a problem because circuit 
applications have usually involved voltage and current levels 
of sufficient magnitude to maintain normal contact operation 
by breaking through the film as it formed. Film formation can 
however become a problem of serious magnitude if voltage and 
current levels are too low to rupture the films. Under these 
conditions, hig?i-impedance operation, rectification, • intermit-
tent contact, or complete open circuit operation can take 
place, dependent on the severity of film formation and the 
signal level. 
The primary objective of this report is to bring the past 
history and present knowledge of the diffusion-migration and 
film formation problem in gold plated connector contacts to 
the attention of interested NASA personnel, and to examine, on 
the basis of the latest available information, the effective-
ness of the most popular and the most promising approaches 
to reduction and correction of this problem. While much of 
the study has been confined to the nonmagnetic type of -contact 
(free of iron and nickel) the information and conclusions are 
generally applicable to all connector contacts and to many 
gold plated electrical surfaces. 
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Appendix VII 
REPORT ON MALFUNCTION OF RATE MEASURING 
PACKAGE FT04 
VII-1 
GSFC MALFUNCTION REPORT NO.A-00806 
(1) Project, . t / • 
(5) System or Experiment ^ i W » \ j ( 6 ) Date & Time Yr 
V\; \,3\JZU\T\/ \<>U\d\is\M± \7\£\s \>~M^°'M°lf-"°" k l : 
NAME 
S$S§|(3> Operation 
/ 
IDENTIFICATION NUMBER 
D a y 
V 
Time 
SERIAL NUMBER 
(7) Date 
of Report 
S\8 
Mo Day 
^ l 
(4) U n i f y ' 
1 QKHrs 
2 U Cys 
Sd(8JCrTtical 
•x ;3i D Ye, 
MANUFACTURER 
(9) Component 
g ^ I I I I J_L f\3\/W?)?\4\4\/\ 7j^>^^^^ 
(10) Assembly 
I I I I I I I I I I I I I 
(11) Sub-Assembly 
4UleUfcls\sW\s\s\rt I I I I M2\/\6\?W?W[2\ 
(12) Part Manufacturers Part Number 
wx-
f^x 
JZ J% S&S2C& 
Circuit De 
1*1*14 "&>? SZ/s^f 
Mm 
(13) Malfunction 
Occurred During 
1 E ^ o a ification Tes' 
2 Q Acceptance Test 
3 Q Integration Test 
4 • Pre Launch 
5 Q Launch Operations 7 Q Bench Test 
6 • System Test 8 Q Post Launch 
(14) Environment 
When Failed 
1 LT] Acceleration 
2 d Shock 
3 L_ J Thermal-Vacuum 
4 (^] Temperature 
5 • Humidity 
6 fQ^Vibrotion 
7 Q Ambient 
8 • Acoustic 
& 0 5 ) Action to be Taken on Foiled Unit: /C^"/?^> 7~& £><? cf^A / <?£?# ^ ^ ' / ? ^S?3t'>A J?ATs*?s?£> 
Document Number that Authorized Failure Analysis: 
IfOsfxrjzt Log book P_ / £><3- Test P , o c l u , . _ £ ^ £ = ^ ^ £ _ <? 
(17) Description of the Malfunction: ~ 7*..,?/• ^ jS,&^r Sl/S>s~/?<Q si>?~ ^,<?.-4s~ i ' V g x ? . ^ / V < , J / v / S~^S?, 7 ^ 
y^-frcCtZ'J&t'* 
//•/S? 
(18) Or igincror^- j^- . /^S^t"/^ Phone:. •??&, - j y # - /'?-f?&\ 0'9™<^°"lf/&s?{U^f*&/-?S/2'*< • j+'./V^f' '^S?*/'} 
Do Not Write Below Th i s L ine 
INSTRUCTIONS 
(1) Or ig inator — F i l l in blocks (1) through (18), w i th a l l known informat ion, 
as def ined in instruct ions on the bock of th is forrn. 
(2) D is t r ibu te copies in accordance w i th project d i rec t ions. 
GSFC 4-Z(8/67) Copy 1 
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MATERIkl 
3EVIEB •";:<) " tyeifil* 
R E P O R T •-•*< '*^6 (~:cii'3ib ' 
itJS?/TEST 
Q VBHOOB 
iThACf ho . [PART HO. OR MATL-2 REV PART NAME 
^g. 3 ^ ^ ATOU _, 1 PROD NO* 
OT»" SECD QTY WITHLO Q.C.DEPT NOo R.R.OR P.O.HO. 
£ 3 1 W , ? - 8 
T55T VENDOR x p , 
RE/^ON FOR WITHHOLDING 
. ,A/S.Z- 'S? &/%?,'<'<**' / P ^ / f S ^ " ? 
'-jf^ sr? / si//? s- KS/**•£ 3 
•&4S. ',</ & *TA/ CSy £>& sVstfjrAST'* <S 
. ?SjLm&^Z£4L--ZZ€£JZ- £ 
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F 
CNAP #80 
C o n f e r e n c e h e l d a t NASA/GSFC on 2 / 3 / 6 9 
A t t e n d e e s : NASA SPERMY 
R. S h e l l e y R. Domini 
S . Wei l a n d T . Wood 
H* P r e s s 
R. D e v l i n 
S u b j e c t ; F l i g h t Model Nimbus D RM S/N 7 
1 . The p u r p o s o of t h e m e e t i n g was t o r e v i e w i n d e t a i l t h e r e p a i r 
of t h e b ro l :en l e a d i n RMP S/N V. 
2 . P o s t v i b r a t i o n FAT t e s t i n g on 1 / 2 4 / 6 9 i n d i c a t e d an op«n I n 
t h e BTE/RM1' t e s t c i r c u i t i n Rtfi' s /H 7„ I t •:; 3 destos-sined t h : ^ . 
a b r o k e n l e a d o c c u r r e d a t P i n ,>\J7-23 on t h e i r l i o C o n n e c t o r . . 
At t h a t t i n e i t v.as a g r e e d upon by NASA/Sper::y t v open R/i? 
S/N 7P l i f - ; t h e RFI a s s e m b l y arid s p l i c e a nen w i s * *ii p}.-,c&« 
The t e p a i r was made and RtfP S/n 7 was p l a c e d i n TV t s : i U 
3o RMP S/N 6 s y s t e m was u s e d t o d e m o n s t r a t e how t h e r•• ,5aA;• S-JBP 
a c c o F p l i s h o d on RMP S/N 7 . A Sirief d e s c r i p t i o n >-ti *uc y^opAv ' 
was g i v e n . A f t e r s e c u r i n g t h e RFI a s s e m b l y :! n a r a i s i i t l j o s i t i e ; 
two r t c t i o n s of l a c i n g wera r c n o v e d f r o a ths w i r e b u n d l e t o 
f r e e t h e b:.'oksn w i r e end* Tho l e a d was rsdi 's s s e d c * i m v x ! 9 aru; 
i n s e r t e d i n t o one end of a ' : ins .sd s p l i c e - s l e e v e . IH.& «nd c<f 
t h e w i r e -AVIS hooked t h r o u g h ;M o p e n i n g i n t!-.s s?S"iV6o The a.u,,-
p r o c e d u r e i«as u sed t o secu.vf? 3 l e n g t h of wir ; : t o t h e I'-Vhor snc; 
of t h e s p l : . c e s l e e v e . Tho »pl.'. ce s l e e v e was t h e n f i l l e d w i t h 
s o l d e i snd a d o u b l e w a l l e d p o i ' o l e f i n s l e e v e s h r u r l . ove r t h e 
s p l i c ? * Tlte w i r e was reconi ie i . ' ed t o t e r r a i n ? ; J 7 - c ' U Th-;» spj . : \ - ; 
and v-Jsre bisr-dlc* i-;ere a e c u i r o i y ' aced t o g e t h e r and > .': '•;%:>; -:dj aces--' 
u n u s i i t e r m i n a l s on J!S foz- acitf'.d suppose . . ' B e f o r e .:. - • c is :*.'J-i y Liu 
RFI cfsemb.-y i n p l a c e 3 a l l hazs iess bundles? w r e cr .if o ; : n a l l y cof : 
>^o It. was m u t n a l l y s g ^ e e d upon by a l l a t t e n d e e s t h a t a workiiar-.shif 
v i b r a t i o n would r;ot bo pe r fo i^n-d on RMP s/N 'i as t. s u h ^ y s t c u . , 
:.'t B i s the- o p i n i c n t h a t t h e r e p a i r was round and ths 'c no advox.v: 
s.>ff.ect was imposed on other'* wi:?es and h e m e s , bune'des os « 
ycsu . l l of leak ing t h e r e p a i r . :.n a d d i t i o n , , t i e syrt»s:i WCMIU bo 
v i b r a t e d a:; p a r t of t h e ACS ar.d a g a i n when 5.' t e g z e t c d w i t h t h e 
Nimbi'F D S / C . j< 
Per S p a r r y : s r e c o m m e n d a t i o n s s r e o a r d i n g siodif c a t 5 en. oi; a l l o:::.t 
I3TE f r ;nso l ' ?s (r .ec CNA? #72 : , v;?. .h a t t a c h e d Nii.-.bus T-'olmcon /,'542,' : 
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th .'• trip provided the oppoitunity to modify BTE S/N .1 at GSFC 
ac:;c:'ding to the procedure detailed in the appendix ot telecons 
f!5<2/343. The control panel of the S/N 1 BTE was removed to 
provide access to the wiring. Inspection revealed that modification 
a .;;nd c were unnecessary as the console was already so wired. 
Med; ?ica'iion b was accomplished by a NASA technician. To.accomplish 
th ;iove of tho Cuzrent Monitor switch connection from J9 to J12„ 
it :.<s necessary, and dssireablGs, to Eove the T:- return wire 
<::•-o<v; J12 to J9. 
BTE's S/N 2 at Spersy, and S/N 3 at GK/VFKTC, have 
::•- •, as.yet, been modified. 
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Appendix VIE 
ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS AND 
INHERENT FAILURE RATE PREDICTION 
FOR NIMBUS D RATE MEASURING 
PACKAGE 
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ELECTRICAL STRESS ANALYSIS AND 
INHERENT FAILURE RATE PREDICTION 
FOR 
NIMBUS "D" RATE MEASURING PACKAGE 
P/N 4310-90641 
(EXCLUDING THE GYRO) 
CONTRACT NO. NAS 5-10391 
Prepared for 
GODDARD SPACE FLIGHT CENTER 
Greenbelt , Maryland 
Prepared by 
Reliability Engineering, Cept. 8220 
SPERRY GYROSCOPE DIVISION 
Sperry Rand Corporation 
Great Neck, New York 
Report No. SS-8220-0112 August 1967 
(Supersedes 6220.5128, 3/17/67) 
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Introduction 
This report presents the final data and conclusions drawn from an electrical 
stress analysis and an inherent failure rate analysis on the Nimbus "D" Rate 
Measuring Package less the gyroscope. It presents this information within 
the context of the conditions given below. 
This final edition (August 1967) of the subject report supersedes the pre-
liminary edition (Report No. 6220.5128) dated March 17, 1967, in its entirety. 
The preliminary report considered the electronics less the SYG-4200 gyroscope. 
This electrical stress analysis considers the electronics for both the SYG-
4200 gyroscope, P/N 4310-90609-901, and the Kearfott gyroscope C-70-2564-015. 
As a result of incorporation of the Kearfott gyroscope in the Rate Measuring 
Package, the following changes were required to the electronics: 
• Redesign of the Heater Controller PC Card P/N 4216-67678 - Revised 
to revision letter F. 
• Change in RMP control logic. Changes reflected in Relay Card A and 
Relay Card B, P/N 4310-90848 and P/N 4310-90841 respectively. 
The heater controller design, as reflected by the latest revision letter (F), 
will now operate both the SYG-4200 and Kearfott gyroscopes. 
Relay Cards A and B, P/N 4216-67680 and 4216-67681 respectively, will be used 
with the FYG-4200 gyroscope (new design RMP V N 4310-90641-901), whereas 
Relay Cards A and B, P/N 4310-90848 and 4310-90841 respectively, will be 
required for operation of the Kearfott gyroscope (new design RMP P/N 4310-
90641-903). 
As a result of the changes indicated, the mean-time-between-failures (MTBF) 
for the NIMBUS D RMP (less gyro) is as follows: 
Original New Design RMP 
Design RMP P/N 4310-90641-901 P/N 4310-90641-903 
(SYG-4200 Gyro) (SYG-4200 Gyro) (Kearfott Gyro) 
Failures/106 Hrs. 47.1747 47.2528 46.7168 
Failures ?./103 Hrs. 4.7174 4.7252 4.6716 
MTBF (Hrs.) 21,197 21,163 21,406 
Scope and Magnitude of Effort 
The stress and failure rate analysis performed on this program was geared to 
obtaining useful but somewhat limited data at a predetermined level of effort. 
Working within this concept, the following assumptions and interpretations 
were made: 
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The ambient operating temperature experienced by the parts was £5°C 
The individual part stress was made under worst case conditions, even 
though in some instances no real condition existed whereby all parts 
could simultaneously experience their maximum stress. In those parts 
in which the worst case condition was of a known short duration, addi-
tional consideration was shown by noting the fact on the work sheets. 
The percent of rated stress of the parts was determined by comparing 
the actual maximum operating stress to the nominal stress level 
indicated on the part specification drawing. The particular parameters 
evaluated for the different types of parts are indicated on the work 
sheets. Where other parameters were also important, they were entered 
on the work sheets on the appropriate lines. For those components, 
such as inductors and transformers, where the evaluation during the 
reliability stress analysis cannot be described in the simple terms 
of percent stress, the parts were evaluated in terms of the specified 
operating conditions (inputs and loading). 
The failure rates associated with the parts, evaluated on a worst case 
basis, will give a total result which is pessimistic by an unknown 
percentage. 
For purposes of our reliability analysis, all parts were considered to 
be in use under worst case stress conditions and vital to the overall 
operation of the RMP. This simplification allowed the arithmetic sum-
mation of part failure rates to reflect the total K'P failure rate. A 
refinement of the analysis would have considered making use of the 
NIMBUS D RMP system operational profile. 
MIL-HDBK-217A was used to provide the stressed failure rates. The rates 
given are the "inherent" part failure rates, the source of which is 
given next to each part designation. The actual failure rates would 
be larger by an amount which would depend upon the actual environmental 
conditions the RMP would experience for the periods during which it was 
functioning. 
A dormant failure rate analysis was not considered to be part of the 
task assignment. 
Stress Analysis 
In Table 1, the worst case stress data of all parts used in the NIMBUS D K-T 
are shown in condensed form, taken directly from the reliability analysis 
work sheets, in major subassembly groupings. The use of the figure of lCf 
represents a stress ratio at, or less than, 10?. All other figures are the' 
actual calculations. Where "OK" appears in a column, this means that the 
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part is being used within its acceptable limits. This entry is used only 
where the percent stress of a parameter was not entered on the work sheets. 
The question marks next to the relays used on Relay Card A and Relay Card B 
reflect doubt about their particular use, even though it is understood that 
Goddard requirements forced their operation in this manner. A consideration 
of other possible problem areas, as indicated by the asterisks, is made later 
in this section of the report. 
Table 2 is a summary, by class and total, of component stress levels. It 
shows, in stress groupings of 105t, the percentage of components operating 
within that particular stress level. It is presented for a better insight 
into the overall component stress structure. The numbers in parentheses 
following the percentage figures are the actual number of components in that 
grouping. Again, this is a worst case analysis. 
An examination of the stress percentage table, or of the summary of component 
stress levels, shows that four areas exist where a reliability problem could 
occur. These are: 
0^02, micrologic amplifier on the T/M Signal Conditioning Card 
• C/,.06 on the T/M Signal Conditioning Card 
• R3, R4, R5 on the Inverter Subassembly 
• K2, K5, K7 on the Relay Card A, plus Kl, Kl, K6, K8 on the Relay Card B. 
Micrologic amplifier QA02 on the T/M Signal Conditioning Card stands out on 
the stress tables mainly because the rest of the transistors are so conserva-
tively used. The percent of rated power dissipation, which appeared to be 
about 54f, is only slightly above the usual derating limit of 5 Of normal]y 
put on power rated devices. Since the reliability figure was a calculation 
of estimating power consumption rather than actual dissipation, the stress 
percentage could vary either way. It was noted, however, that pains were 
taken with this component to provide a special heat sink which would remove 
some of the generated heat and thereby reduce the magnitude of the' problem. 
A close check on the performance of this part in operation would seem to be 
in order, however. An actual direct measurement of the case temperature dur-
ing simulated operation would reveal the efficiency of the heat sink and pro-
vide additional information on the stress to which the part is subjected. 
Capacitor CA06 on the T/M Signal Conditioning Card, while normally experienc-
ing only 6.3 volts across it, could, if potentiometer RZ09 was turned to one 
extreme, feel the full voltage on line motor 0 C across it. Calculations 
based on information provided in this area reveal that a voltage in t.he order 
of 11 volts peak could occur. This would give the ILf stress value listed. 
This is a marginal area, and action needs to be taken only if an increase in 
overall equipment reliability is desired at this time. 
Resistors R3, RA, and R5 on the inverter subassembly experience a power 
stress ratio of 95f during the gyro spin motor start-up phase. As a con-
tinuously operating level this ratio would be unacceptable, but as this 
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condition will last for only 5 seconds, the thermal inertia of the parts 
will protect them from being put into a high reliability risk class. 
Statistics examined from similar applications of load resistors used in 
this manner (Lunar Orbiter IRU program) have not revealed any signs of a 
reliability problem, even when the stress ratio was more than double the 
ratio found in the RMP. 
The relays on both relay cards, with the exception of K3 on card A, are al!) 
having their 12 volt coil circuits pulsed with a 22 volt 60 msec signal. 
The result of this usage is that during the pulses 2.31 watts are being 
dissipated instead of the nominal .65 watts. Power requirements for pull-in 
in the FLH and FCH coils are only .15 and .16 watts respectively. If any of 
these relays are operated repeatedly, a definite power problem exists which 
could bring about coil failures due to deterioration of the insulation due 
to excess heat. If the duty cycle is low, however, as information indicates, 
the heat problem is not a major consideration; but the stress in the windings, 
due to an over-voltage condition, could in time lead to an insulation break-
down. A look at the 2A volt counterpart of these relays shows that, with 22 
volts applied, .538 watts will be expended in the FCH relay and .1.8/+ watts 
in the FLH relay compared with standard pull-in ratings of .160 and .150 
watts respectively. In each case we would have over three times the necessary-
pull-in power. As an aiding factor these relays are rated to pull in in 3.5 
msec, and we have 60 msec available. An additional aiding factor is that by-
drawing only ^ the load current, the voltage pulse itself would be improved. 
For additional safety, if these higher voltage relays are used, a test con-
dition should be set up whereby all coil resistances would be checked at 
Sperry to eliminate any relays with high coil resistance. 
With regard to the Heater Controller Card, for the purposes of a reliability 
analysis at the level of development of MIL-HDBK-217A, 1 December 1965, the 
unijunction transistor 2N/+91A has been considered to be a silicon diode rated 
at less than 1 watt maximum power dissipation. The double emitter transistor 
3N7A has been termed a silicon transistor, type I\Tt>N, rated at less than 1 watt 
maximum power dissipation. 
Parts Application Analysis 
As part of the stress analysis, the application of the parts was considered 
as well as the stress. No example of misapplication was found. Instances 
were found, as in the T/M Signal Conditioning Care, where electrolytic capa-
citors have their polarization reversed under specific conditions. It was 
found in all these cases, however, that diodes, where placed across these 
capacitors, limit this reverse voltage to less than one volt, which is per-
missible from a design viewpoint in all cases. 
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5. Failure Rate Analysis 
The failure rates generated as a result of performing the stress analysis 
are presented in Table 3. The total failure rate (Xrp) given therein for the 
RMP (excluding gyro) can, under the assumptions given in the Scope and Magni-
tude of Effort section (2) of this report, be inverted to yield a mean-tirce-
between-failures (MTEF), as shown below. While this number may be interesting 
as well as informative, its value is limited to the extent of the assumptions 
made in performing the analysis. Additional effort would be required to 
transform this figure into a more meaningful one which would take into con-
sideration the operational functioning of the RMP and the environment encount-
ered during those periods. 
RMP Failure Rate* (AT) RMP MTEF* (lc£/XT) 
RMP Configuration per 10 Hours Hours 
P/N 4310-90641-901 4-7.2528 21,163 
(SYG-4200 Gyro) 
P/N 4310-90641-903 46.7168 21,406 
(Kearfott Gyro) 
*Excluding gyro. 
6. Worksheets 
The Reliability Analysis Worksheets used in generating the data presented 
herein are included as part of this report. 
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Table 1 
NIMBUS "D" STRESS PERCENTAGES 
Power Conditioning Card (P/N ^.216-67677D) 
Ref. 
Desig;. 201 202 203 204 205 206 207 208 209 210 211 212 213 214 215 216 
C 50 50 34 34 24 24 20 46 19.8 
CR 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Q 10 10 10 10 
T OK OK 
R 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 1C 10 10 
Ref. 
2§si£i 217 218 219 220 221 222 223 224 225 226 227 228 229 230 231 
CR 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
R 10 32.7 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 - 10 -
Heater Controller Card (P/N 4216-67678F) 
Ref. 
Desig. 201 202 201 3P4 101 206 207 208 202 310 311 312 313 314 
C 
L 
T 
CR 
Q 
R 
Ref. 
Desig. 
47.6 
OK 
OK 
10 
-
Ill 
10.2 
OK 
10 
10 
116 
10 10 
OK 
14.4 14.4 
10 10 
10 10 
317 lig 
30 
10 
10 
212 
10 
10 
10 
220 
10 27.; 
10 10 
10 10 
321 122 ; 
10 10 10 10 10 
Ref. 
Desig. 330 331 332 333 334 
R - - - • 10 10 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
Rate Loop Electronics Card (P/N £216-67676C) 
Ref. 
EesiK. 
C 
L 
T 
CR 
Q 
R 
Ref. 
tesie. 
101 
10 
OK 
OK 
10 
10 
10 
115 
102 
16.6 
OK 
OK 
10 
10 
10 
116 
191 
10 
OK 
10 
10 
10 
117 
191 
48 
OK 
10 
10 
10 
118 
105 
48 
OK 
10 
10 
10 
106 
13.3 
10 
10 
10 
107 
13.3 
10 
10 
10 
108 
17 
10 
10 
10 
102 
23.2 
10 
10 
10 
110 
10' 
10 
10 
10 
111 
23 
10 
10 
10 
112 
10 
10 
111 
10 
10 
114 
10 
10 10 10 
R .F . I . Assembly (P/N 4310-90627A) 
Kef. 
Desig. 
C 
L 
R 
0 
35 
1 
70 
OK 
22.2 
2 
50 
2 
50 
Inver ter Subassembly (P/H 4216-67675D) 
Ref. 
Eesig. 
C 
T 
CR 
Q 
R 
1 
45 
OK 
10 
10 
2 
45 
10 
10 
I k 1 
22.4 50.8 
10 10 10 
10 10 10 
95.3* 95.3*95.3 
6 
10 
"10 
7 
10 
10 10 
*See Stress Analysis section of report for identification and discussion of these 
components. 
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Table 1 (Continued) 
T/M Signal Conditioning Card (P/N 4216-67679C) 
Ref. 
Desig. 4OI4024OI404 405 406 407 4O8 409 410 411 412 £13 414 415 
C 32 32 22.2 23.5 30 74* 10 10 12 33.8 34 41.6 
CR 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10.8 
Q 10 54* 
R 10 10 - 10 10 - 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Ref. 
Desig. 416 412 418 412 420 421 422 4£1 424 421 426 427 428 422 410 
R 10 - - 10 10 10 10 10 18.5 10 10 - 10 13.3 
Ref. 
2§sig. 411 422. 422 424 425 42£ 422 
R 10 10 - 10 13.1 12 
Relay Card A (P/N 4216-67680B)** 
Ref. 
Xesig. 5 ^ 5 J 2 5 ^ 1 P ^ 5 J 1 1 0 6 5 0 2 108 102 510 2 1 1 7 
C 22.8 
CR 11.1 11.1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
K 10* 10 10* 10'-' 
Relay Card B (P/N 4216-67681A)** 
Ref. 
Desig. 5J-1 512 511 514 515 516 517' 518 519 520 521 522 523 524 525 
CR 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
Ref. 
Desig- 526 527 528 1 4 6 8 
CR 10 10 10 
K 20,:- 10* 20* 10* 
*See ftress Analysis section of report for identification and discussion of these 
components. 
**Used on RMP P/N 4310-906/1-901 only. 
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'Table 1 (Continued) 
Relay Card A (P/N 4310-90848)** 
Ref. 
Desig. 501 502 5J£ 5J34. 5J3£ 5J& 5JE 5^8 5J2 512 2 7 
C 22.8 
CR 11.1 11.1 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
K 10* 10* 
Relay Card B (P/N 4310-90841)** 
Ref. 
Desig. 5JL1 512 512. 5JL£ 512 5J6 52.7 5.18 522 520 521 5£2 521 £26 527 5£8 
CR 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 10 
v 
Ref. 
Desig. 1 _4_ _6_ _8_ 
K 20* 10* .20* 10*' 
*See Stress Analysis section of report for identification and discussion of these 
components. 
**Used on RMP P/N 4310-90641-903 only. 
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Table 2 
SUMMARY OF COMPONENT STRESS LEVELS** 
% of Components Operating within Stress Level 
S t r e s s Ratio f 
0-10 
10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
50-60 
60-70 
70-80 
80-90 
90-100 
R 
87.Of 
93.5 
95.2 
97.2 
97.2 
97.2 
97.2 
97.2 
97.2 
100 
(94) 
(7) 
(2) 
(3) 
C 
25.9% 
38.9 
59.3 
74.0 
87.0 
96.4 
96.4 
100 
(14) 
(7) 
(11) 
(8) 
(7) 
(5) 
(2)* 
CR 
93 . Tf 
100 
(74) 
(5) 
_K 
75? 
75 
100 
_a_ 
(6) 97.Of. (31) 
97.0 
(2) 97.0 
97.0 
97.0 
100 (1)* 
SUMMARY OF COMPONENT STRESS LEVEli 
S t r e s s Ratio f. 
0-10 
10-20 
20-30 
30-40 
40-50 
50-60 
60-70 
70-80 
80-90 
90-100 
R 
87.0? 
93.5 
95.2 
97.2 
97.2 
97.2 
97.2 
97.2 
97.2 
100 
f of 
(94) 
(7) 
(2) 
(2) 
(3) 
Components Op 
C 
25.9f: (14) 
38.9 (7) 
59.3 (11) 
74.0 (8) 
87.0 (7) 
96.4 (5) 
96.4 
100 (2)* 
e ra t ing 
CR 
92.3f 
100 
; within 
(72) 
(5) 
S t r e s s Level 
_K_ 
66.75? (4) 
66.7 
100 (2) 
97.Of 
97.0 
97.0 
97.0 
97.0 
100 
(31) 
(D« 
*See Stress Analysis section of report for identification and discussion of these 
components. 
**Used on RMP P/N 4310-90641-901 only. 
»**Used on RMP P/N 4310-90641-903 only. 
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Table 3 
NIMBUS MD« RATE MEASURING.PACKAGE 
STRESSED FAILURE RATES/lOfe HOURS 
Power Conditioning Card (P/N 4216-67677D) 
Capacitors 
Solid Electrolytic 
Jelled Electrolytic 
6 
3 
• Inherent (Sum) 
.0146 
.7600 
Diodes 
Sil. Rect. 
Sil. Zener 
Transistors 
Sil. NPN 
Sil. PNP Pwr. 
Transformers 
Audio Freq. 
Resistors 
Fixed Film 
Fixed Film Precision 
21 
4 
1 
3 • 
2 
27 
3 
7 
o 
i 
\x 
2.1000 
1.2000 
.1000 
1.2000 
.4000 
5.0400 
.4500 
Total 
Total 
.774-6 
3.3000 
1.3000 
.4000 
5.4900 
11.2646 
.)<* 
.IS 
M 
lo 
J.Ik 
vm-13 
Table 3 (Continued) 
Heater Control ler Card (P/N 4216-67678F) 
Capacitors 
Mylar 
Ceramic 
Solid E l e c t r o l y t i c 
Inductors 
Audio Freq. 
Transformers 
Audio Freq. 
Diodes 
S i l . Rect. 
S i l . Zener 
T rans i s to r s 
S i l . N^ N 
S i l . NPN (Med. Pwr.) 
S i l . NPN Double Emitter 
Res i s to r s 
Fixed Film 
Total 
N 
1 
5 
5 
1 
3 
2 
1 
5 
1 
1 
27 
Inherent (Sum) 
.0017 
.0250 
.0052 
.2000 
.6000 
1.280 
.1940 
.8170 
.2950 
.1580 
4.990 .-:.-> 
Total 
.0319 
.2000 
.6000 
1.474! 
1.2700 
Az21Q0 
8.5659 
vni-14 
Table 3 (Continued) 
Rate Loop Electronics (P/N 4216-67676C.) 
Capacitors 
Solid Electrolytic 
Mylar 
Ceramic 
Inductors 
Audio Freq. 
Transformers 
Audio Freq. 
Diodes 
Sil. Rect. 
Sil. Zener 
Transistors 
Sil. PNP Pwr. 
Sil. fPN 
Sil. NPN °ur. 
Resistors 
Fixed Film 
Fixed 'letal Film 
N 
8 
2 
3 
2 
5 
9 
2 
1 
3 
7 
9 
8 
Inherent (Sum) 
.ouo 
.0020 
.0150 
.4000 
1.0000 
.9000 
.6000 
.4000 
.3000 
1.4000 
1.6650 .o' 
1.2000 ,. 
Total 
.0310 
.4000 
1.0000 
'3(X'l> 
Total 
2.1000 
2.8650 
7.896C 
RFI Assembly (P/N 4310-90627A) 
Capacitors 
Paper 1 
Solid Electrolytic 2 
Jelled Electrolytic 1 
Inductors 
Audio Freq. 1 
Resistor ii 
Fixed Film (High Stab.) 1 
Total 
.1170 
.0088 
.0000 
.2000 
.1600 
2.1258 
.2000 
.ieoc 
2.485S 
vm-15 
Table 3 (Continued) 
Inver te r Subassembly (P/N 4216-67675D) 
Capacitors 
uaper 
Ifylar 
Electrolytic 
Transformers 
Aud io Freq. 
Tiodes 
Sil. Rect. 
Sil. Zener 
Transistors 
Sil. WN °wr. 
Jelled 
Resistors 
Fixed Film 
Fixed Film Preci sion 
J±_ 
2 
1 
1 
1 
4 
1 
7 
•3 
3 
Inherent (Sum) 
.4700 ,-•>_ 
.0010 
.7200 .3C 
.2000 
.4000 
.3000 
1.4000 
.5550 
.6600 
Total 
vni-i6 
Table 3 (Continued) 
Telemetry Signal Conditioning Card (P/N 4216-67679C) 
Caoacito_rs 
Solid Electrolytic 
Fixed Ceramic 
Mylar 
Diodes 
Sil. Rect. 
Sil. Zener 
6 
2 
Inherent (Sum) 
.0100 
.0010 
.6000 
.6000 
Total 
.0442 
1.2000 
Transistors 
Sil. WU 
Integrated Circuits 
Res is to rs 
Fixed Film 
Fixed !fetal Film 
Variable V.'irewound 
Total 
12 
15 
1 
.1000 
.4000 
3.7030 
2.2640 
1.0900 
.1000 
.4 COO 
8.7912 
Relay Card A (^/H 4216-676803)» 
Capacitors 
Fixed Ceramic 1 
Diodes 
S i l . Rect. 
Relays 
Latching 
Non-latching 
Total 
10 
3 
1 
.0053 
1.2520 
.4530 
.1510 
.0053 
1.2520 
.6040 
1.3613 
*Used on R'^ "/M 4310-90641-901 only 
vm-17 
Table 3 (Continued) 
Relay Card B (P/N 4216-67681A)» 
Inherer t [Sum} Total 
Modes ]P 2.0730 2.0730 
hel ay s 
Latching 2 .3020 
Non-latching 2 .3020 
.60Z0 
l o t a l 2.6820 
Relay Card A (P/M 4310-90848)"* 
Capacitors 
Fixed Ceramic 1 .0053 .0053 
Diodes 
Sil. Rect. 10 1.2520 1.2520 
Relay s 
Latching 1 .1510 
Non-latching 1 .1510 • • 
_^3Q20 
Total 1.5593 
Relay Card B (P/N 4310-90841)»« 
Diodes 16 1.8440 
Relays 
Latching 2 .3020 
Non-latching 2 .3020 
.6040 
Total 2.4480 
"Used on RMP P/N 4310-90641-901 only 
*
JiUsed on RM? ?/N 4310-90641-903 only 
vin-18 
Table 3 (Continued) 
Grand To ta l . X? (Fa i lures /10 6 Hours) 
(1) RMP P/N 4310-90641-901 (SYG-4200 Gyro conf igurat ion) - 47.2528" 
(2) RMP P/N 4310-90641-903 (Kearfott Gyro configurat ion) - 46.7168* 
*Excluding Gyro. 
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